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Storms hamper aid;
troops prepare depot
1
/
:
4
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MURRAY, KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein visited the northern oil center of
Kirkuk, which his troops recaptured from Kurdish rebels last
month, the official Iraqi News
Agency reported today.

STATE
The state school board wants
testing of Kentucky students
that will allow comparisons with
schoolchildren in other states.
The board voted Monday to
make that specification to prospective bidders on a contract to
develop tests.

SPORTS
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — Now
that Digger Phelps has ended his
Notre Dame basketball coaching
career, the NBA looms in his
future.

SILOP1. Turkey (AP) — Dust storms and heavy rains
kept relief helicopters grounded in this remote region today, while
U.S. troops set up a
base for ferrying supplies to Iraqi Kurds desperately awaiti
ng aid at border camps.
Relief workers say that up to 1,000 refugees may be
dying of exposure,
dehydration and dysentery along the Turkish border
daily. That does not
include the scores dying each day among those who
fled toward Iran.
American officials plan to use between 70 and 80
helicopters to move
600 tons of supplies daily to refugees in the mountainou
s border area.
But the bad weather, difficult terrain and lack of any
infrast
ructure in
the region have delayed the effort.
"There is bad weather in the area. The helicopters
aren't flying and I
don't know whether they'll try to carry out any lifts
Elaine Venema, a spokeswoman at the U.S.-Turkish today," said Sgt.
Incirlik air base
where the international aid operation is being coordi
nated.
She said transport planes continued to parachute suppli
es to the crude,
remote settlements.
Officials at Britain's Royal Air Force base in Limmasol.
today the RAF was sending six big CH-47 Chinook transp Cyprus, said
ort helicopters
to join the three British helicopters now flying suppli
es to the refugees.
Turkish officials say 500,000 Iraqis, mostly Kurds. sought
sanctuary on
their territory after a failed rebellion. Iran says close to
1 million of Iraq's
4 million Kurds have crossed its border..
The Iraqi News Agency said today that Saddam Hussei
n visited Kirkuk
on Monday after visiting other cities in northern Iraq over
the weekend in
what appeared to be a tour to stress the government's
reassertion of control. The report said Saddam had ordered the reconstructi
on of Kirkuk, a
major oil center that reporters found was devastated
during the Kurdish
rebellion.

50-CENTS

Welcome home soldiers!

Chris Drew and Bob Futrell were both welcomed home from
Saudi Arabia Monday afternoon %ith
street party. Ninth Street between Sycamore and Vine was blocke
d off so that the returning soldiers and
their friends and family could celebrate. About 100 people
gather
Drew with his wife Ruth Ann. and beside them in front is Futrel ed for the party. Pictured at far left is
l. Also honored at the e‘ent v.ere Michael
and Stoen Robinson, brothers who both served in Saudi
Arabia.
Staff photo by Mary

T. Layton

School tests will allow comparison with other states

By CHARLES WOLFE

And, Boysen said. "I think it is poiitically important to
what kind of progress we're making The state has maci.2 see
a big
investment" through the 1990 Kentucky Education
Reform
Act.
The new law requires school performance to be measured
statewide every two years through assessment of learning in
grades four, eight and 12. There also will be parallel assessments by local schools to continuously monitor progress in all
grades.
Tests are to begin next school year. The results will eventi-

Associated Press Wrttar

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The state school board wants testing
of Kentucky students that will allow comparisons with school
children in other states.
The board voted Monday to make that specification to
prospective bidders on a contract to develop tests.
Education Commissioner Thomas BoYsen said comparisons
were important for purposes of instruction.

ally be the basis for a system of rewards and sanctions tor
indvidual schools ard their employees.
The specification put the State Board for Elementary. and
Secondary Education somewhat at odds with the five -consu
ltants it hired to draft the official bid-request document.
The consultants said national comparisons could be derived
on la sampling basis, using available standardized-tests. They
preferred tests with more creative, thought-provoking tasks.
(Con('d on page 12)

Procrastinators wait until last second

BUSINESS

million returns this week, many of
them filed within a few hours of
the deadline. The agency expect
Taxpayers blamed their accoun- a record 113 million return ed
s this
tants, poor math skills and even a year.
golf tournament for waiting until
Many post offices in the nation's
deadline day to make a dash to file larger cities remained open
to
their federal returns.
accept returns until the deadline. In
"I made it!" Ron Pahk of Hono- many areas, the IRS extended
telelulu said as he mailed his return phone hours to answer questi
ons.
before the deadline of midnight
"I always have to do things late
Monday. "Right now I'm going to — my Christmas shopping, my
gift
drink as much as I can. I'm tired of shopping," Elizabeth Richar
dson
suffering."
said as she sat in bumper-toThe Internal Revenue Service bumper traffic outside Dallas
' main
expected to receive as many as 27 post office.
By ANITA SNOW

Associated Press Writer

Housing starts tumbled 9.3 percent in March, the government
said today. Still, applications for
building permits rose for the
second straight month, suggesting renewed activity in the
months ahead.

FORECAST
Mostly clear tonight. Lows 50 to
55. Light wind. Partly sunny
and continued mild Wednesday.
Highs around 80.

Labor Cabinet knew about RSI violations
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
state Labor Cabinet was aware of
alleged health violations at a
Calvert City company six months
before an explosion there killed
one worker and injured two others.
The alleged violations turned up
as part of a voluntary program in
which companies invite inspectors
into their plants without risking
fines or other penalties for health
and safety infractions. The firms
must agree to correct the
violations.
Cabinet records show that six
months elapsed between the initial
health inspection at Rail Services
on July 27 and the date a written
report outlining 44 serious alleged
violations was submitted to the
company.
Serious violations arc defined as
those that might cause death or serious physical harm.
The written report was dated
Feb. 27, 1991, four days after a
Rail Services employee died in the
blast.
The company had been told
about the violations on Jan. 25 during a meeting with a state inspector, btu the firm was cited for some
of the same violations after the
explosion.
The explosion occurred when a
worker was cleaning the inside of a
railroad tank car with an electric
pump that had not been approved
for use. A vacuum tank truck normally used to clean tank cars was
out of service.

LAKE LEVELS
GOV. WALLACE G. WILKINSON
Kentucky Lake
357.9, -0.2: below 315.4, +3.3
Barkley Lake
358.0, -0.1: below 320.3, +0.9
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular oMce hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Many dawdlers blamed their
accountants.
"Honey, my tax man was very
busy — he just let me have it
today," housewife Beatrice Men
said as she waited outside Terminal
Annex post office in Los Angeles.
Nearby stood an 8-foot inflatable
Excedrin bottle "for headache
Number 1040." An accountantcomic gave away bagels and extension forms.
In Dallas. about a dozen postal
workers stood at the curb with big
baskets for motorists to toss returns
into.

Wilkinson to be keynote speaker
at annual Chamber banquet Monday
Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson will be the keynote speaker at
the 64th annual Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
banquet next Monday evening (April 22) at 6:30 p.m. at Murra
y
State University's Curris Center Ballroom.
"Governor Wilkinson is the first governor to speak at the Chamber banquet," said Steve Zea, executive vice-president of the local
Chamber."We are delighted to have Governor Wilkinson coming
to
Murray. and look forward to his remarks concerning Western
Kentucky."
The Commonwealth's 53rd governor, Wilkinson has been in
office since 1987, when he won the Democratic primary by
the
largest margin in Kentucky history. Since he has been in office
,
Kentucky's unemployment has gonc down while per capita incom
e
has increased. Thousands of new jobs have also been create
d all
over Kentucky.
The Casey County native started his business career several years
ago while attending the University of Kentucky. He opened a bookstore in Lexington called the Kentucky Paperback Gallery, which
today is known as Wallace's College Book Company. Wallace's
operates retail bookstores nationwide and a wholesale textbook
company that is one of the largest in the United States. Governor
Wilkinson has also been involved in farming, banking, export
ing,
coal interests, construction, and commercial and residential real
estate development.
Wilkinson actively serves on many committees such as the Southern Governor's Association, Kentucky Development Financial
Authority, State Investment Commission, and the National Governor's Association's Committee on Transportation. Commerce and
Communication, all of which he serves as chairman.
A silent auction and reception will be held prior to the banquet,
beginning at 5 p.m. Reservations may be made by calling the Chamber Centre at 753-5171.

Shannon D. Cross. 24. of Calvert
City, the worker in the car, died,
and a man on top of the car_ was
injured. A third worker was hospitalized after he was overcome by
fumes when he entered the car to
try to rescue Cross.
Cross, who was conscious immediately after the blast, died of
carbon-monoxide poisoning.
according to the coroner.
After the explosion, the Labor
Cabinet's Compliance Division

cited Rail Services tor eight health
violations with fines totaling
S30,020. The cabinet recently fined
the company S132,080 more for
failing to correct violations.
But four of those violations had
been discovered months earlier
during the voluntary health inspection by the cabinet's Division of
Education and Training.
James Schade, Rail Services'
(Cont'd on page 2)

'Springtime in the Park'
rescheduled for Saturday
Springtime in the Park has been rescheduled for Saturday.
April 20 in
the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Attivities are scheduled from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. There is no
charge for
admission.
This is a day of fun and entertainment for everyone. Bring
your shopping bag and cameras.
Foods available include Mexican, pizza, corn dogs, chili dogs,
funnell
cakes, home-made ice cream and drinks.
The arts and crafts show includes items such as wood carvin
gs, apple
dolls, quilts, antiques and blue bird houses.
The live entertainment is very special with Murray High
School
soloists and combos, square dances, the MSU choral group, and Band.
tional students with a variety of demonstrations and perfor internamances.
There will be special events for small children such as
a petting zoo,
pony rides, horse drawn wagon rides, clowns, a puppet
show
loons. Also,4the Murray fire truck and dunker will be there. and balPopcorn,
snow cones, lemonade and cookies make this a perfec
t outing.
Other events include free information booths on tourism, enviro
nment,
dog training, wildlife, water safety and an LBL exhibi
t.
The Calloway County Soil Conservation Service and the
U.S. Forestry
Department will be giving away 1,700 white pine seedli
ngs.
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Watching it grow
Lola James celebrates 40 years with local hospital
Special to the
Murray Ledger & Times

It is hard to imagine eating cookies without milk, going to a parade
without a band, or having Easter
without the bunny. These things
seem to go together. When you
think of one, you think of the
other. That's the way MurrayCalloway County Hospital feels
about the manager of its business
office. Lola James.
She has been a part of the hospital. and it a part of her life. for 40

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

0
Shell
•
LOUISVILLE. K. (API —
Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 9-4-5
inine. four, five)

Pi99111 wig*
•

•"1‘1CA

)t 1444 r

Jo

years.
"Starting at the hospital as a
21-year-old, I never dreamed I'd
work in one place for 40 years,"
James said. "I'm really amazed
how quickly the time has gone by."
"Through the years, Lola's professionalism, dedication, loyalty
and expertise has been a true guiding force at MCCH," administrator
Stuart Poston recalls. She has
shared her knowledge with hundreds of people and has helped
contribute to the hospital's image
of a caring, concerned institution.
She has hired many capable, dedicated individuals and many have
stayed with her as evidenced by the
longevity of her staff."
From her office desk at the hospital, James can look through the
glass windows that separate her
from a larger office and see activity all around her: people walking
by, computer screens being filled
with words and numbers and copy
machines humming and cranking
out page after page of copy. It is a
scene much different from what
she would have been looking at
when she first arrived at the
hospital.
James went to work Feb. 11,
1951 for what was then known as
Murray Hospital Association. At
that time. the hospital had only 65
beds.
James was one of two employees
in the business_ office and one of
only 33 employees in the entire
hospital. She was hired by E.J.

.•••

BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO.

GARLANDS
PROFESSIONAL •;—
PAINTING
Phone 7534823

NEED A
GARAGE?
2' 2 Car Vinyl ONLY
Level Lot

$4325

••••=•MI

Labor Cabinet knew about RSI•••

Other Sizes Available
Free Estimates

CALL

(C'ont'd from page 1)
general manager. wouldn't comment on the health and safety
inspections. He did say, however,
that the company has recently laid
off about 20 workers — half its
work force — but was still
operating.
Charles Morrow. who conducted
thc! volunt,nx health survey at the
compan. said Monday that he
be.ieved ric had found three violain‘
ing respirators during
his:::::rst visit. He said the first vio,ation was probably discovered in
0,:t().ner when air and dust samples
• _7_ taKen.
--ow. noting that there are
ie,c1 inspectors assigned
out health surveys, said a
•i;onth wait was not unusual.
We do the best we can do with
resources we have.- he said.
.A.„eording, to the, final report,
Services was given until mid-

502 674-5530

1992 Mercury Grand Marquis
Arrives at Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

S

MURRAY -- The first all-new
i...
farnilv car for the Nineties
ne 199.2 Mercury Grand Marhas arnved at Parker FordL.n.,:n-Nlercury. Inc. in Murray.
The new Grand Marquis fea:ures a modern. aerodynamic
,-.inc and an assortment of ma:or
ImprovemenLs. t:le
ninii its traditional roominess
•-nfon.
A (1-and Marquis brings
car up to
•
. said James
-We've im.1:7ea-ance. perfor-.ai-,..::ing and fuel
the Grand Marquis
promising
its SA•edtinzor best-infys
...gga4e
main:a:ning approximate: tne same dimensions. he
new Grand Marquis tas an
coefficient of 0.36 cornav:i.n. 0.45 rin. the previous
Incl noise
fue. economy by
a
r•r1c.,other air flow over
car. Exterior refinements such
as iimOusine doors and flush glass
1.1 around help contribute to the
iixerai! air-drag reduction.
In'enor room is improved as
Alit more head and hip room
- .7e front and rear seats. and
reater oxerall passenger vo:ume.
.7:Pc remains the bigges
t in :its
::h. a !()wer liftove
r height
for easier
A powerful. fuel-efficient new
‘,"'-$ engine coupled w:th a
four-speed automatic transmission
is standard equipment for the ;992
Grand Marquis.
.
"This new engine is the first of a
whoie new family of engines that
will power Ford and LincolnMercury vehicles in the years
ahead." Parker said. "It offers the
economy and performance that
customers will demand in the
decade ahead."

Walkup, then the administrator of data processing, collections,
paythe hospital. James was paid 45 roll, accounts payable and
financial
cents per hours, and 48 hours was affairs.
considered a full-time work week.
"I had to go from physically
Born in Calloway County, James doing the work to delegating
it to
moved to Detroit with her parents others," James said. "As busine
ss
in 1935 so her father could find office manager, you fight the
tempwork. In 1948, she met Joe Pat tation to do it all yourse
lf, and
James while he was in Detroit' that's hard to do sometimes.
"
looking for a summer job. Ten
But James said she wouldn't
months later, they married. In change the progress that the hospi1950, the two returned to Murray. tal has made. "You can move for"When we moved back, we ward, backward, or stagnate."
intended to stay only two years so James said, "but the growth of the
Joe Pat could finish school," James hospital has been good for the
said. But her husband, whom she community. It now provides over
describes as a "loyal Calloway 600 jobs."
Countian," decided to stay.
She does miss some things. howIn 1957. James was named busi- ever. When James began. she knew
ness office manager and has held all the employees: their spouses
the position ever since. Through and children; and she knew about .
the years, she has seen many their lives. But even with the
changes and has watched the hospi- growth of the facility, there are
tal go through many administrative groups that share common
interests
and technological transitions.
"The business office, like other
"Lola has worked for six different administrators and the hospital departments, is like a family,"
board has always looked to her for James said. In her opinion, the hosguidance during the interims." pital's greatest asset is its people.
"I've watched many employees
1)5ston said.
retire or pass away and that's
James added that Murray Calloway County Hospital has hard."
James sits back in her chair,
expanded over the liars and provides so many mote services-than it straightens some things on her desk
did 40 years ago. The hospital also and looks back up with a pleasant
has made healthcare more conve- smile.
"Murray' is fortunate to have the
nient for patients.
people, administrator and board
-lhey don't have to drive to members it has." James
said. At a
Nashville or Paducah to have che- time when hospit
als are closing
motherapy. cardiac catheterizations their doors, this
one is growing."
or other treatments anymore. This
People are the greatest asset to
benefits patients because, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
time they need these services, they because dedicated
employees and
are usually weak and don't need to members of the
community' have
be doing a lot of traveling.- James made it the excellent
facility it is
said.
today'," Poston said proudly. "Lola
The business office has grown James certainly has
been a part of
from two employees to become that for 40 years.
She exemplifies
divided into several different areas, everything that's
good. She is a
including admitting, outpatient great person and
we truly appreciadmit:Mg. patient representatives,- ate her dedicated
service."

The new engine
overhead, chain cam drive. aluminum cylinder heads and a SNuenOa;electronic fuel injection SEFI
system. It offers an increase of 4(-1-'
horsepower compared :o the previous model's engine. while at the
same time improVing fuel economy and reducing emissions
noise and vibration. When con-. bined with an optional dual exhaust system. it generates 21)
horsepower at 4.600 rpm.
Other functional improvemencs
for 1992 include standard fourwheel disc brakes. speed-sensitive
variable-assist power steering.
childproof rear door locks. an
improved!front suspension and the
addition of a rear stabilizer %7
Fuel tank capaLity has been in
creased to 20 gallons. and a conditioning and a driver
air-bag supplemental restraint s.v stern remain standard
Major new options
anti-lock brake system f A 3S:
electronic Traction Assisi
spring suspension. a passe:....
side air-bag Supplemental
straint System. Ford JBL sound
system. keyless entry system. e:ec 'ironic instrument cluster with trip
computer. dual power seats with
power lumbar and pov.er rec. 77 ,_•7
and a performance and n.:
package.
The all-new Traction
an extension of the o;:1;o7.a.
ABS system. rapidly applies and
re:eases the brakes on One or both
of the rear wheels as needed to
prevent wheel spin during acceleration.
For 1:992. Grand Marquis is
available as a four-door sedan ri
GS and LS series. Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Inc. is located at 701 Main Street in
Murray.
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NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

JAPAN-USSR

TOKYO — The hrst visit by a Soviet
leader to Japan began today with Mikhail
S Gorbachev and Prime Minister Toshiki
Kaifu discussing a territorial row that has
kept desperately needed Japanese aid
Out of Moscow's hands The Kuril Islands
were seized by the Soviets in the final
days of World War II and Japan has
demanded their return A Soviet official
today floated a proposal for use of one of
the disputed islands oft Japan's northern
coast the construction of a nuclear pow
er plant to be run iointly by the two
nations

ITALY
GENOA — Italian soldiers today cleaned
up tar balls and oil patches that reached
the shoreline after a supertanker loaded
with millions of gallons of crude oil
exploded burned and sank oft the Italian
Riviera However, most of the ships cargo remained aboard the tanker, which
sank Sunday 17, miles oft the coast, port
officials said

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — Winnie Mandela
took the stand today in her kidnapping
and assault trial. and her defense team
said it would show she was not at her
home when four young men were
allegedly beaten Chief defense lawyer
George Bizos told the court he would call
witnesses to snow Mrs Mandela did not
take part in any kidnapping or assault
He also said he would call witnesses to
show there was homosexual abuse at a
church home that figures in the case

ISRAEL
REVAVA — Five Israeli families set up a
new Jewish settlement today on this
boulder-strewn hilltop, dramatizing their
opposition to U S calls for a halt in new
Israeli enclaves in the occupied territories In all, 14 trailer homes were brought
during the night to Revava, which is 10
miles southwest of Nablus The settlers
moved in this morning The move followed threats by Cabinet hardliners to
increase Jewish settlement building, and
caused an immediate political uproar
JERUSALEM — Soldiers shot and killed
an armed Arab infiltrator from Jordan
early today and an Israeli trooper was
critically wounded in the pre-dawn firelight, the military command said The
infiltrator engaged Israelis twice and was
killed after a chase through a grove of
date palms the army said

RIO DE JANEIRO — The Health Ministry
announced Monday that the first cases of
cholera in Brazil had been confirmed in a
remote Jungle area on the Colombian
border Luis Romero a ministry official
said two Brazilians with cholera had been
hospitalized in the Colombian town of
Leticia, on Brazil s northwestern border
Two other Brazilians, including an
8 year-old child, were under observation
in the town of Tabatinga which is seperated from Leticia by a narrow street
More than 1 000 people have died of
cholera in Peru where the epidemic
began in late January and where some
140 000 people have contracted the dm -

April 14-19
Weeknight Services: 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Services: 10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
information or transportation
call 753-0047 or 753-6273

For

GRAND MARQUIS

West Murray
Church of Christ
Doran Road and Holiday Drive
Murray, Kentucky
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TIRANA — The country s first multiparty
parliament session broke up in political
discord Monday only a halt-hour after it
began when the main opposition party
boycotted the Communist-dominated
legislature The anti-Communist Demo
vatic Party, which holds 75 of the 250
seats in the single chamber Peoples
Assembly stayed away over demands
that the government identify those
responsible for killing tour party members
April 2 in Shkodra 40 miles north of
Tira
na
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Lola James is presented a diamond clasp to honor
her for 40 years of
serx ice to the hospital, the longest term of emplo
yment at the hospital
eber. Presenting the award is hospital admini
strator, Stuart Poston
(See other service awards recipients on page
8).

ALBANIA

m

MERCURY
.r•-• f

March to mid-April to correct the
violations.
However, after the explosion, the
cabinet's Compliance Division
conducted an inspection and issued
notices of violation.
Morrow said the field inspectors
will soon be receiving computer.
which should, reduce the time it
takes to issue the reports. One person in Frankfort is now responsible
for typing all of the reports.
The electric pump that apparently caused the blast was not mentioned in any of the reports. Morrow said he did not see it and was
unaware of any imminent danger,
Charles Harris, director oi the
Education and Training Division.
said the six-month wait for the
health survey was "rather a long
time" but added that one reason
for the delay was that his division
had to wait for . laboratory tests of
samples taken at Rail Service,

111
Mayor
Civitan
formed
ident R
interna
week,
windoxi

ease Smaller outbreaks have been
recorded in Colombia and Ecuador In
Ecuador. the government said 59 deaths
and 682 cases had been confirmed since
March 1

ARGENTINA
BUENOS AIRES — In a trial expected to
last more than a year, 15 army officers
are facing an array of charges stemming
from a Dec. 3 military revolt in which 13
people were killed and nearly 60 Wounded The charges include attempting to
overthrow the government, murder,
attempted murder, armed robbery and
kidnapping. Federal Prosecutor Luis
Moreno Ocampo called in opening arguments Monday for prosecution "to the fullest extent of the law" of retired Col
Mohamed Ali Seineldn and the others,
who are accused of leading the 18-hour
uprising
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

PRAGUE - About 10 employees of the
CTK state news agency were asked to
leave after a secunty check found them
to have been agents of the former Communist secret police, media reports say
CTK's director, the former dissident Petr
Uhl, was quoted Monday by the Mlada
Fronta Dnes newspaper as saying that
he had requested the screening Before
the Communists were ousted in the fall of
1989, Czechoslovakia's dreaded STB
secret police kept files on all individuals
contacted by the service either as informers, agents or people hostile to the
slate Uhl was quoted as saying about
haft of the 52 agency workers with STB
files probably did not know they Were
considered informers

YUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE — About 700.000 metal and
textile workers in Yugoslavia's largest
state of Serbia put down their tools today
in the biggest strike since Communists
were re-elected in December Most of the
strikers — almost one-third of Serbia s
labor force — have not been paid for
months

BULGARIA
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SOFIA — An enraged crowd shoutin
g
"Murderersf" surrounded a court Monday
as two former Communist ministers
went
on trial for allegedly covering up
damag
wrought in Bulgaria by the Cherno e
byl
nuclear disaster Thousands of
proles
ters thronged around Sofia s
Palace of
Justice jeering as the accused Grigor
Stoychkov and Lyubornir Shinda
rov,
arrived under heavy police guard
The
two are charged with conceal
ing the
increased level of radioactivity
registered
in Bulgaria for more than a
year alter
April 26 1986. Chernobyl accide
nt
which spewed fallout across Europe

CLARIFICATIONS
In a story Saturday concerning
Project Graduation at Calloway
County High School, it was incorrectly reported that a car given
away during a drawing at the event
is donated by a local sponsor. The
car is purchased through funds
donated by local contributors. To
make a donation, please contact
Karen Helm at the Calloway County High School, 753-5479.
The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets the error and is happy to set
the record straight.
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Habitat for Humanity
to see 15th anniversary

.
A
Mayor Bill Cherry signs a proclamation designating April 14-20 as
Civitan Awareness Week, noting the service to the community performed by the local chapter. Shown with Cherry is local Civitan president Rowena Emerson and publicity chairman Wayne Williams. The
international service organization is marking its 71st anniversary this
week, and a special display of Civitan materials will be shown in the
window of The Bookmark on the court square.

Civitan Awareness Week
to honor 71st anniversary

3
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In honor of Civit'an International's 71st anniversary, the Murray
Civitan Club is participating in
Civitan Awareness Week, April
14-20.
Rowena Emerson, president of
the club, said the week is a time for
Civitan members to reflect upon
• the history of the organization.
focus on membership recruitment
and make the community aware of
Civitans purpose and programs.
In efforts to promote Civitan in
s.our area, the Murray Civitan Club
will have a special' display in the
window of the Bookmark Store on
the court square, anneuncements on
local cablevision stations and local
radio stations, and special newspaper items, said Emerson.
Civitan's purpose is to provide
programs for personal and profes-

sional development while encouraging service to the worldwide
community. Operating in North
America, Europe and Asia, Civitans have traiditionally helped people with mental and phySical handicaps. The Murray Civitans also
encourage academic achievement
by sponsoring Civitan Scholarships
for students at Murray State University who are members of the
Student Council for Exceptional
Chilfiren and plan to teach the
handicapped upon their graduation.
Civitan is a premier sponsor for
the 1991 International Special
Olympic Games and funds the
Civitan Research Center, a research
and treatment facility for mental
retardation/developmental disabilities located at the University of
Alabama in- Birmingham.

CIVITAN FACTS
•Civitan International is an association of service clubs bearing the name "Civitan'
and operating in seven nations.
.The emphasis of the organization is toward good citizenship and helping handicapped citizens. Both men and women are accepted as members of Civitan clubs
High school versions of the club, known as Junior Civitan clubs, are designed tor
young people of both sexes.
•Civitan International was first established in Birmingham. Ala. on April 15; 1920,
as an outgrowth of a local service club established three years earlier. It's founder
and first president was Dr Courtney W Shropshire, a prominent physician.
•The motto of Civitan is "Builders of Good Citizenship.'
•Civitan clubs are found in the United States, Canada, Norway. Sweden, Germany,
South Korea and Japan There are more than 50.000 members in approximately
1800 clubs
•Civitan occupies a modern World Headquarters building which provides support
services to clubs in the areas of expansion, leadership training, communications
and community service . projects
•Citivan clubs have a great latitude of local control to pursue projects most needed
by their communities They typically support broadly-based community causes,
including projects to aid persons with mental retardation and physical handicaps
Civitans support many training facilities, sheltered workshops, and fresh air camps
designed especially for those with handicaps
•Civitan clubs are also active in providing funds and volunteers for Special
Olympics
iiThe Civitan International Foundation provides funding for the Civitan International
Research Center The center, a joint project with the University of Alabama at Birmingham, is a medical facility for research and treatment of mental retardation and
other developmental disabilities
'Other significant international proiects include the annual scholarships and grands
presented by the Civitan International Foundation. Through various fund-raising
activities, Civitan clubs raise three to five million dollars each year for charitable
causes
.The Murray Civitan Club was chartered in November, 1958

As Habitat for Humanity International makes plans for celebrating
its 15th year of helping provide
adequate housing for families
which otherwise could not afford
it, the Murray chapter recently
celebrated the completition of its
first house and has begun plans for
its second project, the repair of a
local house for a needy elderly
person.
The monthly meeting of the
board of Murray Habitat, held
Monday at noon at the First United
Methodist Church, received an
impressive report on HabitatInternational's accomplishments in
1990 and its plans for the coming
year. In 1990, around the world,
Habitat built one house on an average of every daylight hour — a total of more than 4,000 houses for
poor and homeless families. Most
of those built overseas were
financed through a tithe on Habitat
chapters in the U.S. and Canada,
which have 550 chapters, and more
than 100 affiliates abroad. The
tenth collected was used to finance
projects in third world countries.
In one project alone, more than
1,000 houses were built in a poverty stricken area north of Mexico
City. In another, former President
Jimmy Carter and his wife joined
1,000 people who lived in tents to
build 107 houses for the needy.

This spring, students from 159
high schools and colleges used
their spring breaks to donate time
and labor at 30 sites around the
country to help build Habitat
houses. In Atlanta, caring individuals took only 24 hours to effect the
10,000th house to be completed by
Habitat since its founding at Americas, Georgia in. 1976.
The general pace of construction
in this country will pick up around
the country this summer when
more than 5,000 people, starting
from 15 different sites, will make
their way over a period of 15
weeks to Columbus, Ohio to celebrate Habitat's 15th anniversary.
Enroute, the groups will pause to
"blitz-build" 1,500 houses for the
needy. Then, Sept. 26-28, they will
join to celebrate Habitat's anniversary and prepare and plan for the
next decade's Christian witness of
putting the homeless and needy in
plain but adequate housing. Jimmy
Carter will keynote the event.
For more information concerning
Habitat International and its Murray affiliate, call (502) 753-3824 or
write P.O. Box 1139, Murray, KY
42071. The local chapter needs
donations of building materials,
labor, and money in order to begin
work on its next project in the city/
county.

Singer calls incident 'prank'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The berg accepted responsibility for
judge who approved an agreement what happened at the hotel, apoloallowing Donnie Wahlberg to make gized to the city and said he would
public service announcements refrain from making
derogatory
instead of facing an arson charge remarks about the city or
anyone
said he was disappointed by recent involved in the case.
statements by the pop singer.
He was placed in a diversion
"I would have hoped he acted
program for first-time offenders
like he accepted a little more and ordered to make the
publicresponsibility for the situation," service videos on fire safety, drug
Jefferson District Judge Jim Green abuse and drunken driving.
If he
said Monday after seeing Wahlberg completes the videos, the criminal
interviewed on national television. charge against him will be
Wahlberg, the 21-year-old lead dropped.
singer for the New Kids on the
The teen idol said Monday on
Block, was arrested March 27 after ABC's "Good Morning America
"
an early-morning fire at a hotel in program that he sprayed
a fire
downtown Louisville. The fire extinguisher on the ninth
floor of
burned a small patch of carpet and
the Seelbach Hotel before dawn on
there were no injuries.
March 27.
Wahlberg was originally charged
But fire investigators say that
with arson, a felony. The charge during his appearance
in Jefferson
was later reduced to misdemeanor District Court last
Wednesday, he
criminal mischief.
took responsibility for setting the
As ordered by the court, Wahl- fire.
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Mayor Bill Cherry has proclaimed Thursday, April 18 as "Arbor
Day
'Celebration" at Carter Elementary School. The public is invited
to
attend the celebration, which will be held at 12:30 p.m. on the front
lawn of the school. In case of bad weather, the celebration will
be
postponed to the next pretty day. Pictured above are Mayor Cherry,
Joan Bowker, and fourth graders Brooke Brittain and Drew
Thompson.

NASA sets April 23 launch
date for shuttle Discovery
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— In one of the shortest intervals
between liftoffs in NASA history,
the space agency has set April 23
for the launch of Discovery and a
crew of seven on a mission to conduct Star Wars experiments.
NASA officials set the date after
a review Monday. The countdown
for the shuttle's 7:05 a.m, liftoff
begins Saturday.
During eight days in orbit, the
astronauts will operate instruments
that will study the shuttle's exhaust
plumes, chemical and gas releases,
and the atmosphere — information
needed to develop sensors for
tracking enemy missiles.
The last shuttle to fly in space.
Atlantis, lifted off April 5 and
returned on Thursday.
Discovery's liftoff 18 days after
Atlantis would mark the first time
NASA has sent up two shuttles in
the same month.
The shortest interval between
launches was the 16 days in January 1986 between the liftoff of Columbia and the ill-fated Challenger
mission.
The last two shuttle flights of
1990 were 17 days apart because of
delays caused by hydrogen leaks.

Two missions in 1985 began 17
days apart.
Discovery was to have gone up
in early March, before Atlantis, but
it had to be taken back to the hangar to replace cracked door hinges.
Some liftoff preparations such as
a countdown test that were done
the first time around won't have to
be repeated this time, NASA said.
It will be the 40th flight of a
shuttle and the eighth mission
devoted to Pentagon work. Unlike
the other military flights, this one
is not classified, although some of
the results obtained will be kept
secret.
The Pentagon decided a few
years ago it was too expensive to
maintain news blackouts for shuttle
missions. The savings come. to $40
million per flight, said one official
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Among the issues discussed by
NASA officials Monday were the
new hinges on Discovery. Engineers were mystified as to how
2-inch cracks appeared on two of
the four door mechanisms. Smaller
cracks were attributed to wear and
tear.
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DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I have a persisting sinus problem In the past two
years I've had three infections I see a
specialist and am on medication My
daughter, who is 7 years old, has the
dark circles and congestion as I do Is
this hereditary, and can you offer any
advice"
DEALI. READER Sinus congestion
and infection are not inherited However. the CAUSE of these conditions
may be For instance, if vou have allergies to pollen. dust or other irritants, your daughter might have inherited this tendency Also, there may
be substances in your environment.
such as smoke or smog, to which you
and your daughter are reacting. irrepective of any allergies
If I were you. I'd address this issue
with your daughter's pediatrician In
the event you and your child have
similar allergies, the el(x•tor can suggest treatment such as antihistamines
or refer your daughter to an allergist
DEAR DR (X)TT What can you
advise me about the addictive characteristics of marijuana (and related
drugs) On celiac disease"'
DEAR READER (7eliac disease is
an hereditary intestinal disorder
marked by diarrhea. abdominal dis('omfort and distension It may produce few symptoms(occasional bloating). or it may be severe and lead to
pronounced deficiency states (anemia. edema and bone pain) The cause
is an inability to digest dietary gluten.
a component of many cereals and
grains, including wheat. oats. barley
and rye Avoidance of gluten usually
cures the disorder
Marijuana, narcotics and other
mind-altering drugs are not related to
celiac disease. Their --hAituatton or
addicting properties exist regardless
of the presence or absence of celiac
disease
I am not aware of any studies showing a higher incidence of drug addiction in patients with intestinal disorders. although I can conceive of one
possible relation Patients with chronic diarrhea from celiac disease might.
in ignorance, self-medicate with anti-

diiirrhea drugs that contain narcotics;
such prescription compounds include
paregoric. Lomotil or imodium.
Long-term use of these substances
could lead to drug-dependency.
However, since these drugs are
available by prescription only. "accidental- habituation is unlikely. People who are foolish enough to use illicit drugs. such as cocaine and crack, do
so for reasons other than control of
diarrhea
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help II --- Mental Substance
Abuse "Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 with their
names and addresses to P.O. Box
91369. ('Ieveland. OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title

Mama always said,"You can't be in two places at the same time':
But with Call Forwarding,I can. Because it lets me forward my phone
to wherever I'm headed,so I don't miss important calls. Plus,it's a great way
to fool your mother into thinking you're always home.
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RENT-TO-OWN

Specials
Remote VCR with on
sceen '800 per wk.
Remote 19" TV
$100° per wk.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
s20°° per wk.
-With this ad-
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because you can send your phone calls to the place you're going,for $2.75 a month.
Order by May 31 and save the 815.50 connection charge.
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Letters to the editor

Festival presents playsfrom all seas

Found one candidate
who really did deliver
Dear Editor:
John Lackey, who is running for Attorney Gener
al, came to our farm
campaigning last week. We were not at home
. John happened to see one
of our young cows having a hard time delivering
her calf in the pasture
adjoining our home. Despite being dressed in
good clothes including a
necktie, he pulled the calf and saved our
cow.
If this is what it means to have a country lawye
r as our Attorney General we are all for it. We don't think his Louis
ville opponent could have
handled that case.
Bill and Jean Akin
Rt I. Big Pond Road, Maysville KY

Drivers need 'safety
margin' before CDL test
r.

Dear Editor:
The Congressional Act (passed in 1986
,
everywhere to have their commercial drive requiring commercial drivers
rs' license (CDL) by 1 April
1992, will affect over 140.000 drivers
in Kentucky. The questions on the
CDL tests are fairly consistent from state
final third of the states to implemen to state. Kentucky among the
t the CDL test and licensing
procedures.
Many drivers nationwide have experience
ten tests. The 48-54 percent average failur d difficulty passing the write rate has been attributed to
several factors. These factors have to do
with study techniques. reading
comprehension levels and test-taking anxie
as a reflection of driving ability. A safe ty. They should NOT be taken
driving history, or. in the absence
of adequate driving history. a road test.
will determine a driver's ability to
safely handle a commercial vehicle.
In order to help drivers study effective:v.
and to overcome test taking
anxiety, Kentucky Tech (formerly calle
d Vocational Education) is ofereing CDL review programs throughout the
vide drivers with lots of practice answe state. These review courses proring
During the course. we cover ndreJ of representative test questions.
Lacstions orally, and give drivers study materials covering the same
Information. The illustrated study
materials are easier to use than the
s:a:c manual. cover all the required
information, and have provett-t -trt:: •j-)
drivers taking the oral test as well
as those taking the written tes:s. Namcrous
other states have successfully
used this same study program. and %ion
dramatic increases in the number of drivers taking tests. , Ov er
pc.7:ent attending the courses pass
their tests.
With over 14(l.1fol
.:7
fCs::C!
the CDL requirement.
let's not wait until NOVeT77C7 '7)
:0 take the written tests. Build
in a "safety margin" for yourself
ana give :be clerks and test administrators a break. this wasn't tne.r idea.
know!
If you take the zest. and are no: adeuaately
prepa
red. you may not score
the required 80 percent to
happe
n. enroll in a study
program before taking the tes: se..:-,nd
limic. The second test will not
cost vou —.but if you on: n
n the ccond try. you must wait six
months before applying to take
'as: a !••--1 time. the third test attempt
WILL cost extra. tool
If you would like more ini.,irmation
about the CDL Test Review
courses offered by. Kenn.cky Tech. please
feel free to connict me at
444-8353. For specific ..lass schedales. call
your. local Vocational Education Center.
, Christine Winman.
Kentucky Tech — Region One
1400 H.C. Mathis Dr:‘e.

Today is Tuesday. April 16. the :06th
day. of 1991. There are 259 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 16. 1889. comedian and movie
tor of such film classics as :The Tram director Charles Chaplin. creap." "The Gold Rush." "City
Lights.' and "Modern -Tie." was
born in London.
On this date:
In 1789. President-elect Was•-gton left
Mount Vernon. Va.. for his
inauguration in Nev. York,
• In 1912. Harriet Quimby became the
frSt '•/14 ccan to fly across the
English 'Channel, using a gleriot monoplane
to :ravel from Dover, England, to Hardelot. France.
In 1917. Vladimir Ilyich Lenin retarned :o
Russia after years of exile.
In 1935, the long-running radio comedy
pr?o2ram "Fibber McGce, and
Molly." starring Jim and Marian Jordan.
nremiered on the NBC Blue
Network.
In 1940. Bob Feller of ihe
Indans pitched a no-hnter on
opening day of the American Lcagae seas -7.
the Chicag( White
Sox 1-0 in Comiskey Park.
In 1:945. U.S. troops entered \r -.- c.
Germany. during World War
11.
In 1972. Apollo XVI blasted ,
(ape Kennedy. Fia.. on a voyage
tO the moon.
In 1987. the Federal Communi,ations Comm
issi
notice it would impose a ,7•H:1,_r aefinition on put broadcasters on
of indecency over the
airwaves.
Ten years ago: President Reagan con- nlaing
to recuperate from his bullet wound, took a 10-minute'stnill :7
White House Rose Garden. Earlier in the day, his personal physi:rian repor
ted the president was "looking
better all the time...
Five years ago: Dispelling rumors he was
dead. Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi appeared on television to ..lnridemn
the U.S. raid on his country and to say Libyans were "ready :o die"
defending their country.
One year ago: The U.S. Supreme Court rejec
ted two appeals by Dalton
Prejean. a nearly retarded man condemned
to die for the 1977 murder of a
Louisiana state trooper. The Supreme Court
also let stand a ban on school
dances in the Bible Belt town of Purdy,
Mo.
Thought for Today: "The on4- graceful way
ignore it; if you can't ignore it, top it: if you to accept an insult is to
can't top it, laugh at it; if
you can't laugh at it, it's probably deserved."
— Russell Lynes. American editor and author (1910- ).

By Constance
Alexander
her lip nervously.
"Don't worry," one of the other
cast members consoles her. "You
can do it."
Once rehearsal actually beings.
the actors are transformed. The
children in the cast, have. started to
look like each other, and the three
girls in the "family" — second
grader Brown, sixth grader Katy
McNeary. eleventh grader Dawnanne McAvenue — have unconsciously' fashioned their hair in the
same ponytails. Nearly identical
wisps escape the rubber band on
each of them.
Suddenly- it is 1954. the hottest
day of the year. and the Deaver
children are having breakfast. They
bicker at each other over Cheerios
until their "parents" appear.
Kathryn Ballard and Roy Davis, as
•

The NIturey Iadgr, & Tante (USPS 306-700)
The Murray Ledger &Times is published every afterflOpfl except Sundays,
Day. New Year's Day 4Thanksgiving Dab by Murray Newspapers Inc July 4, Chrisunas
, 1001 Whrtnett Dr.
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KITTY KELLEY'S LAST INTERVIEW,

When CNN reported Deborah
Norville's departure as a co-host of
NBC's "Today" show, it chose to
make the announcement. appropriately enough. on its program
"Showbiz Today." The two —
news and showbiz — are now seen
by many as one.
Thelday after NBC dropped its
bombshell (the pun is intended)
CBS dropped a bomb of its own.
CBS announced the layoff of 400
employees, including 120 to 140 in
the news division. Operating losses
were given as the reason for the
cuts, which will include some of.
the network's most experienced
people.
Former CBS commentator Eric
Sevareid warned presciently years
ago that the old "Laugh-In" skit
satirizing glitzy local news in the
'70s ("What's the news across the
nation,", a chorus of "reporters"
sang) would soon infect the networks and lead to their undoing.
:The moves by these two network
giants are the tragic result of a bad
marriage between news management and the advertising depaqment that began nearly two decades
ago when news was required to
make money like the rest of the
network. Thus began an inevitable
compromise in which story selection and treatment were increasingly determined.' by show business
standards designed to attract advertisers, make money and market
news like soap and soap operas.
As appeals for the news audience

moved from the cerebral to the7
glandular, younger and less experienced anchors and reporters when
I started as a copy' boy at NBC
News (When we had copy to carry
and gender-distinctive positions).
no reporters or anchors got to the
By Cal
network in their 20s. They started
Thomas
at the bottom and learned'the business from the ground up.
While there was competition
between networks and within news
He's right. In my' early days with
divisions between correspondents. NBC
News, I asked my boss what
it was nothing like it is now. Then, it
would take for me to be allowed
an agent was a person who worked
on the air. He said I would
for the FBI. No correspondent was
need
at least an undergraduate
ever hired because he might be.perdegree. newspaper or wire service
ceived as a "stud." News was seriexperience and some time at a teleous business, and most of us took
visio
seriously' our responsibility to pre- my-sen station or two to prove
lf and refine my skills. While
sent it in a dignified and fairsuch a background is viewed as
minded manner.
helpful today-, it is no longer
As former NBC News Corresrequi
red.
pondent Peter Hackes recalls, "We
One
of those stations/ for which I
never had to show we were oneworked was KPRC-TV in Houston,
tenth of one percent better than
someone else. Good reporting is no whose former news director, Ray
longer the network's bottom line. Miller, strongly influenced many- of
They only want to make a buck." us in print and broadcast with his
Hackes, who after leaving news commitment to traditional journareporting landed a role in the 1987 listic value.
"I don't tejoice in the direction
film "Broadcast News," a scathing
in
which things are going," Miller
indictment of modern broadcast
journalism, says when someone tells me. "A good reporter is the
leaves the networks today. manage- one who goes on asking questions
ment does not look for a replace- after your subject has told you all
he wants you to know." He is conment with lots of experience and
cerne
d that there are "people in the
depth. "They- look for a little experWhite House and Pentagon" who
ience: but are more interested in would
prefer what might be called
one who reads well, can joke on "ligh
t news" (looks great. less fillthe air and attract viewers."
ing) and who won't ask apy more
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Twenty years ago
Larry Slinker, Freya Larson,
Betty Jo Ward, Emily Belote, Sara
Sams, Joe Poole, Scott Willis, Jimmy Pasco and Allen Cunningham.
students at Murray High School,
have been named to Kentucky AllState Band.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Knight, April
2: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
C. Acrams Jr, April 6, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Ealey Jr., April 7,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Morefield, April 8.
New officers of Kirksey Adult
Farmer Class are Lubie Parrish,
Frank Montgomery and Jewell
McCallon, W.H. Brooks is the
class teacher.
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questions when the
has said
----what he wants to
Of course
officials Can better manage the
news if inexperienced %porters are
likely .to. forgo tough questions
because they m:ght be denied
access to the poweri ,al. such access
being e,,sential n'r ratings and
revenue.
The damage Ih',11 "light news" is
doing to the puh. right to know
more than the superficial is why'
the public ought to have more than
detached curiosity about declining
news standards. As government
grows ever bigger and more secretive, as world / problems become
increasingly complex-, much of net- •
work news has bcen kidnapped by
what Miller calls "dishwasher makers." and the public is being illserved.
So the 32-year-oL; De borah •.
vine. who four years ago was IlirL%:
by NBC from relative- obscurity at
a local Chicago station, has been
replaced by 34-year-old Katherine
Couric, who two years ago was a
general assignment reporter for a
local Washington station. Agents
will negotiate all of the proper contracts, settlements. commissions
and other benefits.
Those of us old enough to
remember what real news looked
like in the days of Huntley and,
Brinkley can only lament the pass- '
ing of excellence and pity the public which deserves something' more
than another packaged product.

CAL'S 111 111
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Thirty years ago
Major James Day of ROTC
Department at Murray State College. will speak tonight at a meeting of Murray Lions Club at Murray Woman's Club House.
New officers of Murray Lions
Club are Dr. C.C. Lowry, Bethel
Richardson, James Dale Clopton.
Rob Ray. Kenneth Goode, Vernon
Anderson, Marvin Harris and
George Ligon.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pross Harper,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Buxton,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Canady and a girl to Dr. and Mrs.
Warren Jacobs.
Anita Carolyn Brandon and
Elvin Crouse were married April 7

• ••

at Union Grove Church of Christ.
Forty years ago
James F. Hughes, chief storekeeper, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas F. Hughes, is serving
aboard destroyer escort USS Wiseman out of Mason. Korea.
Donald Starks. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Urban Starks is stationed with
the U.S. Navy at San Diego, Calif.
Dr. H.C. ChiIe.s4-administcred the
ordinance of baptism to 75 persons
at Sunday evening service at First
Baptist Church.
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Elected as officers of Delta -;;Ii
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Elizabeth Churchill„
Emma Sue Hutson., Mary Lou Las- .
..24
slier and Kathleen Outland.
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gusto to anyone who will listen,
much to the chagrin of the other
patients waiting to sec the doctor.
The third setting of the afternoon's hectic rehearsal schedule is
a basement on the day after
Thanksgiving, in the midst of a
freak ice storm. "There's a thermal
element in this play- that we can't
forget," Kathryn Ballard, director
of "Die Like a Dog in the Middle
of the Road," tells the cast. "We
have to remember that every time
that door is opened," she points to
an invisible portal, "you are going
to be cold."
Outside, the sunny- skies
turned dark, and there's a slltn
rumble of thunder. Another spring
rain has started to fall, but no one
seems to hear the patter of drops on
the theater roof. They're braced for
sleet and slick roads, no matter that
the real temperature is sixty
degrees.
The 3rd annual West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival runs April
19-21 and 26-.28. For additional
information about the festival.
including the performance schedule
for seven festival plays. contact
Playhouse in the Park a: '59-1752.

NMI)`14zu CARE
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Ten years ago
Former Murray State Standout
Gary Hooker, now member of
world famous Harlem Globetrotters, was special guest at annual
Racer Basketball banquet on April
14 at University Center Ballroom.
Howie Crittenden and Tonya
Alexander of Murray High School
Basketball Teams were named to
Courier-Journal's Honorable Mention All-State Team.
Gina Shipley, Paulette Kelly,
Teresa Suiter. Carol Beaman.
Lynne Loberger and Laura Anne
Sears are members of Murray High
School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America who have
earned their state FHA homemaker
degrees.

WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY. General Manager
MARY ANN ORR. Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Busuless Office Manager
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MAIN
STREET

Mama and Papa, sit at opposite
ends of the table, like ambassadors
from warring countries unwillingly
negotiating an uneasy peace.
Their "children" observe the
parents' conversation as if it were a
tennis match, except for Wally,
played by ninth grader Rob Carpenter. "He had five lawns to mow
today." is the way his older sister
explains Wally's absence from the
family meal.
After a complete run-through of
the one-act play. Reynolds gives
notes to the cast with the same
crisp demeanor she would use with
a group of seasoned professionals.
"Take a heat note," she tells
them, reminding the group that
they' need to convey the weather
through their actions and gestures.
Rehearsal of "The Pain of Roast
Pork" gives way to "Patients," a
one-act play- by Jim Carpenter. The
breakfast table disappears and a
physician's waiting room is put
into place. In the role of hypochondriac Walter. Bob Pervine becomes
an adenoidal old codger who hasn't
had both his nostrils unclogged at
the same time in years — and he
describes his symptoms with great

Looking back

Murray Ledger & Times
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The decline of broadcast news

Today In History
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The birds are twittering in the
county park, and a slight breeze riffles the hair of a young woman
who walks hand ,in hand with her
boyfriend. A picnic is spread on
one of the tables, and a young boy
scampers across the grass, trying to
get his kite aloft. It is a delightful
spring afternoon in Murray. Kentucky; a day best spent outdoors.
But inside, at Playhouse in the
Park, is a group oblivious to the
bucolic spread just outside the door
of the theater. Though it is one
o'clock in the afternoon, they' sit at
a table set for breakfast. Two
adults and four children listen as
director Becky' Reynolds reminds
them that there are only four more
rehearsals before opening night of
their play-. "The Pain of Roast
Pork."
"This is the last rehearsal you'll
have where you can call for lines."
Reynolds warns. "After today.
you'll just have to get through it
without any prompting."
One of the actresses, Becky
Brown. frowns. Her brow, usually
as soft and perfect as a magnolia
blossom, ripples in alarm. She
twists a tendril of her hair and bites
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CCMS students
on honor roll
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrati
ve
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and
the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff
of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of studen
in eachtlistrict. Please direct your questions and comme ts
nts
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(753-13631 or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

Honor roll students from Calloway County Middle School for
the third nine-weeks included:
6th Grade All A's
Missy Ainley, Amy Boggess,
Brad Forrester, Susan Green,
Patrick Haney, Lisa Holt, Sherean Newhart, Laurie Jo Parker,
Susie Richter, Jeramie Suiter
and Liberty Urban.
All A's and B's
Amanda Adams, Dea Banks,
Amanda Barrow, Lisa Bebber,
Stacey Bedwell, Toni Bennett,
Elizabeth Blackford, Holly
Every Friday the fifth grade at Southwest
Brandon, Josh Bucy, Jamie BurElementary does a cooperative learning project. Calloway
keen, Beth Caraway, Lori Carworking with Mrs. Maxine Burkeen's first gradeThey are
class in
son, Jeremy Chapman, Lisa
the Writing to Read lab. Pictured from left are
Justin TidCooper, Erica Cossey, Monica
well, Kelley Travis, Eric Sticker, Christina Farra
r, Ashley
Cossey, Danny Crouch, Michelle
Smith and John Eric Yezerski.
Crouse, Tracy Crowder, Steven
The following students received recognition
etttificates
Dabbs, Dana Dodson, Allison
from Nancy Buchanan, Fisher-Price representati
ve: (front
Duke, Randy Edmondson, Jon
row, from left) Elizabeth Jane Johnson, Ben Keller
Emstberger, Matt Farmer, Angie
Fox, Sherrie Sexton, Kate Farrell, (second row, , Brian
from left)
Former, Darla Futrell, Ashley
Michael Swain,
First graders at Robertson Elementary concluded their ningham, Matt Robert Patterson, Dan N1athis, Sara CunGilson, Patricia Greer, Jana
Oakley, Walt Garrison, (third row, from
study of the heart with a Heart Fest where heart healthy left) Tara
Herndon, Renee Humphrey,
Bogard, Jill Farley, Amy Richerson, Carl
snacks were tasted and enjoyed by everyone. Pictured Najdek and Ambe
April Hutchinson, Steve Ingerr Lawrence.
from left are Drew Fielder and Ashley Janow.
soll, Jeremy Jones, Scott Kellie.
Jason Kelso, Kathy Kobraei,
Marty Koca, Josh Lasater,
Angela Leach, Holly Lelsie,
Russell Lencki, Robert Lewis,
Angie Long, Scott Mann, Josh
McKee!, Nikki McMillen, Chris
McNeely, Molly Melson, Josh
Morton, Luke Nowell, Andrew
O'Rourke, Cassie Paschall, Justin
Paschall, Andrew Paul, Tisha
Peeler, Brock Ray, Joe David
Rayburn, Ragen Riley, Trent
Ringstaff, Renae Rowland, Scott
Schecter, Jennifer Shaffer, Brittany Shelton. Julie Smotherman,
Students from Pat Cherry's reading class
Chrissy Stubblefield, Ricky Tabat Southwest
Calloway Elementary performed the play
ers, Gena Taylor, Chad Thom,
Race" to fifth graders. Costumes were made "The Great
Julie Tibbetts, Brenda Washer,
mers. Pictured from left are Catlin Bogar by the perforApril Webb, Thomas Wilcox
Tera Rica Murdock, Jacob Caddas and d. Niki Lamb,
and Michelle Woodall.
John Stickler.
7th Grade All A's
Chanda Dawson, John Drennon, Brad Duncan, Julie Myatt.
Edwin Richerson, Nikki SatterMembers of Kathy Nlowery's science class display their Dr.
white, Christina Thorn, Molly
Ken Purcell, exercise physiologist from Murra
life-sized models of the endocrine system. They traced
y
Univer
sity, talks about the benefits of exercise State
Willie and Julie Yoo.
around their bodies and fashioned "glands" out of clay,
on the
heart. Coleman Maddox, a first grader, is
All A's and B's
sponges, popcorn, etc. Pictured from left are N1arkenney
weari
ng
a
heart
monit
Jill Adams, Heather Allen,
Foster, Jeromey White, Daniel Holskey, Amber Wolfe and durin or to demonstrate the rise and fall of the heart rate
g
exercise. Pictured from left are Coleman
Brent Anderson, Raina AnderChris Cavitt.
Maddox
and Ken Purcell.
son, Holly Barnes, Allison Binford, Jennifer Brand, Christina
Burket, Darcie Carson, Kili Carson, Lance Cherry, Tracie Cunningham, Nikki Dick, Andrea
Dolchan, Michelle Doron, Angela Elkins, Kathy Erkman, Kelly
Felts, Jackie Geurin, 4trny Gibson, Michael Hale, Susan Hale,
Tonya Hamlin, Kristi Hargis,
Alicia Hargrove, Crystal Henderson, Johnathan Hernandez, Jennifer Hoffman, Kristy Hokans,
The students in Doll Redick's class at East Calloway
Stephanie Holland, Jessica Jones,
Elementary used the Vita Mix machine to grind hard red
Dede Joseph, Rhonda Keel,
winter wheat to make bread. Adding ingredients to the
Ryan Key, Jaime Kimbro, Justin
groun
d wheat are Jason Brown, Timothy Coates, Tessa
Kimbro, Katy Koch, Teresa Lee,
Brandon, Nathan Anderson, Jason Kirks, Ryan HumAmy Mandrel!, Cassie Maness.
phrey, Joshua Harris and Brent Noll.
Jason McClure, Brandon McCoy,
Allison McDaniel, Justin Morris,
Ed Garrett, grandfather of Erin Gordon, shares his rock
collection with Nancy Lovett's third grade class at North
Raymond O'Conner, Daemon
Students in Nancy Schempp's seventh period pre-algrebra Calloway Elementary during a study
Osbron, Andrew Pardue, Matt
of rocks
class
at Calloway County Middle School are using cen- class. Pictured from left are Anna Burgess, in science
Pate, Connie Pierce, Clint Riley,
John Vance,
timeter cubes to approximate the area of a circular object. Ed Garrett, Erin Gordon and Benja
Christi Roberts, Adam Seibcr,
min Underhill.
The
stude
nts are investigating seven different ways to figShereen Stockham, Regina Tabure the area of a circle as part of a cooperative geometry
ers, Debbie Tucker, Mecinda
lesson. Picturd from left are Becky' Schroader, Jay Stark,
Tyler, Shannon Vailes, Derek
Angela Elkins and Edwin Richerson.
Vandermolen, Chris Williams,
Kellie Williams and Jennifer
Young.
8th Grade All A's
Celena Cooper, Annie Forrester, Kim Johnson, Jason Leet,
Peter O'Rourke, Tom Richter
and Andy Rose.
All A's and B's
Micah Bazzell, Tyler Bohannon, Ashley Cleaver, Macrae
Coleman, Keila Edwards, Felicia
Galloway, Laura Gough, Erin
Studying the sense of taste was a very enjoyable experiGrogan, Kelly D. Hale, Drew
ence for the first-grade students of East Callo
way
•
Harrell, Angela Helm, Emily
tary. Carlene Torsack, cafeteria manager, provi ElemenStudents in Ruth Ann Futrell's honors English II class
ded a tastHelton, Jay Herndon. Kasey
Students in Nancy Schempp's
ing party for first graders during Growing
various character from the novel "Facing Up" on put class at Calloway Middle Schooseventh period pre-algebra
Healt
hy class
Hill, Kristi Hill, Jeff Hughes,
trial.
taught by Barbara McCuiston. Mary Janic
l are using string and rule Cooper's,
Laura Luciano, acting as prosecuting attorney, quest
David Jones, Stephen Keel.
ers
to
compa
re
an
object
's
Marth
a Leet's and Fonda Grogan's student are
Susan Scherra, played by Amy Scott, about the deathions students involved in this circumference to its height. The
shown
Jared Lassiter, Eric McKee,
tasting kiwi, black olives, whole wheat bread
investigative geometry lesson are,
of
sweet
ened
Jep as Judge Nlatt Dennis presides.
Angela Morrison, Blu Norsworfrom left, Adam Seiber, Monica Williams and
with honey, carrots and bananas. Students
Curtis
found their
thy, Melody Parker, Jennifer
James.
tongues to be good detectives. Pictured from left
Paul, April Peal, Matt Perry,
Duncan, Ashley Byerly, Darek Casper, Tera are Angel
Yarbrough,
Susan Potts, Erica Rowlett, Bill
Larry Kirks, Kris Andrus and Melody Boren
.
Shaffer, Melanie Slemmer, David
Smotherman, Christi Sorrels,
Milson Stokes, Shawna Thompson, Amanda Todd, Sean Waller, Chad Ward, Stacy Warren,
Monica Williams and Jackie
Willie.
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Student of the Week
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PUBLIC NOTICE

Jarred Lassiter, an eighth grader at Calloway County
Middle School, has been named Student of the Week by
Century 21 and WSJP-Radio. Lassiter is the son of Jerry
and Patricia Lassiter of Rt. 1, Dexter. Lassiter is a member of the speech team (award winner), Kentucky United
Nations, State Drama Festival and is invoked in making
videos and plays summer baseball. Pictured from left are
nominating teacher Lynn Melton, Lassiter, Dian Boyd of
Century 21 and Nancy Furches of WSJP-Radio.
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Students at Calloway County High School
study
ciples of motion through kite flying and rocke the print making.
Pictured from left are Jimmy Kirksey,
Mike Catherson,
Tony Sledd, Keith Butts and Belvia Clark.
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Ernestine, Hargis, cafeteria manager, and
cafeteria workers Debris Boggess, Marge the other
Lagenia Banell, Vicki Herndon, Beverly ry Woodall,
McGhee, prepared a pioneer type lunch for second grade
North Calloway Elementary. Hargis also share students at
d the lunch.
box that she had used as a girl. She also
talked
to the students about her days as a student. Pictu
red
front
row,
from left, are Meagan Overbey, Kacey Stark
, Eury Tynes,
Chad Greer,(back row, from left) Ernes
tine Hargis, Ashley Hulse and Leslie Lovins.
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both on a chain.
If your wife's hairdo has ever
been ruined by a ceiling fan.
If you have a rag for a gas cap.
If your brother-in-law is also
!THEATRES
your uncle.
If your clad walks you to school
because you are in the same grade.
Jo Burkeen
If your house doesn't have curtains. but your truck does.
Murray Today editor
If your front porch collapses and
Out For Justice
kills more than three dogs.
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday
(R)
. April
If you consider your license
place
Restaurant for its periodic Seek Meeting wher18, at 7 p.m. at HomeBy Rainey Apperson
plate "personalized" because your
e persons interested in
Civitan Clubs are guests and may seek memb
ership. The week of April
father made it.
14-20 is Civitan Awareness Week for the celeb
Last month's "Field and Stream" is fascinating.
It Looks
ration of the 71st anniverIf you have ever been fired from
sary of Civitan International. On Saturday,
did an outstanding story about "one
Could Kill
• • • •
April 20, Murray Civitans will
a construction job because of your
be at various positions in Murray to solic
of us." Ferrell Miller, retired Soil
(P(.13)
Paducah's Dogwood Trail celeb- appearance.
it funds on Yellow Tag Day to
help finance local persons who will
Conservation Service employee, ration had their opening
participate in Special Olympics
• • • •
night April
events. Special Olympics gives the hand
was featured. Field and Stream told
15.
icapped person an opportunity to
The "Springtime in the Park"
Guilty By
be involved in activities in which "Eve
of how his successful trAining
Inau
gura
ted
in
rybody Wins."
1964
by the Padu- activities had to be rescheduled for
Suspicion (PG13)
program has turned Flint intdr prob- cah Civic Beautification
Board, the this Saturday. April 20, due to the
AMSUL meeting at library
ably one of the winningest amateur lighted trail extends
12 miles weather. Make your plans to take
bird
dog breeders. trainer and
throughout the city, where resi- the family out Satu
Career
Lowell Allen Williams of Cumm
rday
ingham, Kentucky Poet Laureate
handlers in America today.
will speak at the annual spring
dents spotlight dogwood trees and tivities that will begi for the fesof 1956,
Opportunities
meeting of Associates of Murr
n
at
10
a.m.
ay State University Libraries (AMSUL) to be
Ferrell shies away from talking
blooming garden areas during the and last until
(PG13)
held tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m.
5 p.m.
Special Collections Library,
in Pogue
about his program but all you have
Dogwood Celebration. beginning
Murray State University. His
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway
visit is cospon
sore
d
by
memb
ers
to
of
do
is
the
look
facul
at
April
ty
the
reco
and
15
rd.
and continuing as long as County Chamber of
staff of the campus
Teenage Mutar•
Robert Hendon, AMSUL presi
Class
Commerce.
dent, said Williams has been invit libraries.
In the past 20 years he has won the dogwoods bloom.
some of his most memorable
ed
14inla Turtles ll
"Springtime in the Park" features
Action (R)
experiences and to recite some of to share
more than 700 placements with his
To obtain a Calendar of Events an arts and crafts
the poems
inspired by those experiences
-0C
9 IS On/9
This
fair.
antiq
is
open
ues,
to
hay
the
public at no admission
white English pointers on the big- and a map of the Trail
charge. An informal reception
will follow,
for the rides, children's games, live entertime field-trial circuit. The reporter Paducah Dogwood Trail
Bargain Matinee's
Celebra- tainment. all kinds of food, and
asked Ferrell how he does it, and tion contact the Padu
cah Tourist more.
Sat & Sun ONLY
Special program on ACTS
how one man can turn out so many Commission. P.O.
Box 90. 417
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Jo Benson and dozens of others
champions, and he laughed and South Fourth St.,
'Winds of Freedom,' a document
Paducah. Ky. have put a lot of time and effort in
ary about the role of Christians
said, "I just don't overbreak the 42002-0090, phon
moves toward democracy in
in recent
e 502-443-8783 on the planning.
• Rent your movies•at the mot ie.!
Eastern Europe and the Soviet
dogs: I want them to point body or toll free 1-80
Thursday. April 18, at 8 p.m.
Union, will air
Central time, on Murray Cable
0-359-4775.
1008 Chestnut • 753-3311
Among the items to be featured
vision 43 as
ACTS' National Cable Month
scent and not ground scent."
• • • •
.
feature. Hosted by David Hart
Open 11:am to 111:pm
at the arts and crafts fair are handman, formerly of
ABC'
'Goo
s
d
Morning America,' the hourIf you get a chance. get a copy
Have you noticed that the city of made jewelry, Thandpai
long program was produced on
location by the ACTS Network
nted cloof this Field and Stream article. it Murray seems to have
television production staff as a
first -run special on ABC-Television. Now it
thing, apple-head dolls. cypress
many many
is reserved for ACTS. Churches
old red bud trees. and they are Santa Clauses. dry flow
al Christians in Russia, Roma
and individunia, Hungary and what forme
er arrangerly was East Germany are featured in the
especially beautiful when they are menLs and wood furni
prod
ucti
on.
ture.
The documentary shows the
5,000-member Central Baptist
blooming this time of the year.
Church of Moscow which is
Youngsters will enioy a variety
packed with six
servi
ces
week
ly:
an
evang
elist
We•thave L.D. Miller and his of children's games.
rally in Leningrad; a standing
-room-only
face painting. crowd in Second Baptist Churic
ch,
foresight to thank for this beautiful a petting zoo, hors
Lutheran church official in East Oradeo, Romania; an interview with a
e-pulled wagon
-Where your ideas turn to gold:
Berli
n:
and
many other scenes
sight. Back in the middle 50's. rides and even
a homemade kite
Dixieland -Center
when L.D. headed the Chamber of contest. For only
759-1141
a S2 entry fee.
C111/ Songfest Wednesda
Commerce. he wanted red buds to children can register
for the kite
y
bloom all over Murray. He got in a contest. which will
he held at 11
Church Women United of Murr
truck load and sold them at a won- a.m.. by r'.l
ay and Calloway County will
monthly songfest on Wednesda
oa: an,I;T:••
have its
y. April 18. at ?•:,34j1..rn.
derful price to anyone who would cation that morning:
at Fern Terrace
Lodge. Sarah Van Meter will be
in
char
ge
of
the
prog
come and pick them up and plant
rom: All interested persons are invited to attend.
• • • •
them. Good thinking.
Talk about look -a-likes. One o'
the visiting English Rotar
• • • •
Girl Scout Camp Season
Someone sent me the following exchange group, Peter Blernings.
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Coun
test. so you will want to take it attended the EDC meeting with
cil is accepting reservations for
Chuc
Scout Summer Camp Season.
the 1991 Girl
k
Fost
er
as
a
guest
.
He
v.as
also.
Girls in the 2nd through 12th
grades can parastonished when he net Gerald ticipate in fun activities that will help them
You Might Be a Redneck
beco
me
more self-reliant, develop
new friendships and pract
ice skills they will use througho
If you have ever Npra painted Bell. a local attorney. "You are the Camp Pennyroyal near
ut their lives at
Owen
sbor
imag
o or Bear Creek Aquatic Camp
e of our Prime Min;ster John tucky
your girl friend's name on ar,
on KenLake. Buses are available to
provide transportation to both
Major." Blemings said. The Ledger Camp brochure
camps.
overpass.
s are available at the local Girl
Scout office. From June 14
If your dog and your wallet are took Bleming•s picture with Gerald through July 31, Camp Bear Creek will offer saili
ng, canoeing, swimming,
wind surfing, waterskiing,
to take, back to England with
snorkeling, rock climbing
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and more to girls in
grades 5 through 12, and a
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11th grades. Camp Pennyroy -day session for girls entering the 10th and
al's program runs from June
16 through July
27, with seven-day sessions for
girls entering grades 2 through
fall.
11 in the
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Tennis League being formed

Special Music Nightly

Murray-Calloway County Tenn
is League will be starting its seco
nd spring
season. Dates, times and places
will be decided at a later date. This
ed doubles and all levels of playe
is
rs are welcome. For more informatio mixSue Hood, 753-7192, after 5 p.m
n call

New Mt. Carmel Broadcast
Each Sunday Over WNBS 7 p.m
.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
WATCH.(work activities training cent
er for the handicapped) Center at
702 Main St., Murray, is in need
of aluminum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the clients. Persons with
aluminum cans may leave them at
the center, Monday through Friday For
more information call 759-1965.

NEW MOUNT CARMEL
BAPTIST CHURCH

New Concord

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Padu
cah hospitals include the following: Doris Watkins, Dexter, and Chris
ta
Timothy Duncan, Almo, Richard Vanc Buch Farris, Murray, from Lourdes;
e,
anan, Tenn., and Doyle Smith,
Mary Stubblefield, Alto Garrison, John
Kimbro and Estelle Grogan, all of
Murray, from Western Baptist.

Hwy. 121

Pinochle Club being organized

CLEARANCE
SALE

Blernings, English Rotar
exchange member, and Gerald
Bell. look -a-like for England's
Prime Minister John Major. are
pictured at top. while Major is
pictured in side photo.
Peter

25%

Beautiful Custom Window
And Bedding Treatments

Discount On All
Glidden Paint
Stock Wall Covering
Carpet Remnants
Painting Tools
Floor Cleaners
Floor Wax
Curtain Rods

,

•
• X- s

Beauty Pageant on Sunday
This is just

one of the many services our profeNsi(inal
interior designers can offer.

Call Mitzi or Maryann
753-3321

Young At Heart Group of St. Leo Catho
lic Church will meet Wednesday,
April 17, at 12 noon in the Parish Cent
er of the church. Following the potluck luncheon and meeting, the grou
p will join in celebrating the golden
wedding anniversary of Andy and Dorothy
Rach
cream Hostesses will be Grace and Marti oy by having cake and ice
n Winkowski, Ruby and Ray
Wood, Dolores and Fred Sullivan and
Paula Harris

Southside shopping Center

•

•
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A beauty pageant will be Sunday,
Tenn. The event will begin at 1 p.m April 21, at Jaycee Building, Paris,
This will be all age groups. Each one
who enters will receive a trophy. Two
crowns and 10 trophies per age grou
p
will also be featured. There is also
an optional sportswear category. Persons may call 1-901-742-3395 to regis
ter or may register at the door

Young At Heart meeting

for your free 1n-home cousultation!

•
•

Debate planned Thursday

Revival services at Emmanuel
Baptist Church, 121 By Pass west of Nort
16th Street intersection, will cont
h
inue through Sunday, April 21. The
Rev
Tom Fortner of Trenton, Tenn
., is the evangelist for the services
p.m., Monday through Saturday
at 710
, and
public is invited to attend, accordin at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m., Sunday The
g to the Rev. James F Fortner, pasto
r

701 S 4th St. • 753-0839

s

A representative from the Paducah Offic
e of Western Kentucky Legal Services, Inc., will be present at Murray-C
alloway County Senior Citizens Center, :located in George Weaks Communit
y
Streets, to provide services for senior citiz Center, Seventh and Poplar
scheduled date will be Thursday, April ens needing assistance. The next
18, at 9:30 a.m. No fees will be
charged to individuals, aged 60 and over
in accordance with Title III grant
regulations Services are provided
on
some
a
what limited bases in civil
(non -criminal) law and public benef
it case
cases. Kentucky does not certify legal s for qualifying individuals and
specialties. Persons should call
753-0929 for an appointment.

Emmanuel revival in progress

Black's Decorating
Center

I I •

•

Representative here Thursday

A debate on the subject of "Is
the Criminal Justice System Racist?"
will
Thursday, April 18, at 11 a m. in
Curns Center Theatre, Murray State be
versity The panel will include stud
Unients and professors The public is
invited
to attend and there is no admi
ssion charge.

- Sale Ends April
301h

•••

A Pinochle Club is being organized to
play each second and fourth Wednesday of the month at 1 p.m at Weak
s Community Center. This is for all
pinochle players and those interested
in learning how to play the card game.
For more information call Doyle Willi
ams, 753-1438, or 753-0929
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Wednesday, April 17
Calloway County Public Library,
Parents and Twos at 9:30
a.m./Story Hours 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.

Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Li)rary.

St. Leo,Catholic Church events
include Young At Heart/12 noon;
Miniature Golf at Sullivan's for Gr.
6/8 at 6 p.m.; RCIA/7:30 p.m.

Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

eryin
to
'Cs
to
tO

National
Scouting
Museum/open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

ml-

lue
Coes
are
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)eJuar he
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nly
a

Murray State University Symphonic Band concert/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium. Admission
free.
Golden Circle Class of Elm Grove
Baptist Church/7 p.m./home of
Juanita Lee.
Wednesday, April 17
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regular
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/Nancy Rose, director.
Senior citizens' activities/Weaks
Center/9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities/Hazel
Center/10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Its
CA
Br-

J.N. Williams Chapter of
UDC/1:30 p.m./home of Barbara
Smotherman.

Bible classes/7 p.rrt./University
Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Chancel Choir and Evangelism Work Area/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m.; Baptist
Women/4 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Business meeting, Klaymata
Fellowship and Children's Choirs/
6:30 pm.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. April
12, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions

Perry baby girl, parents. Matlene
and Ordrale, 902-B Southwood Dr
Murray:
Elkins baby girl, parents. Phyllis and
Brent, P 0 Box 51, Hardin:
Smith baby boy, mother, LeAnne
Smith. Rt 4, Box 204, Murray
Dismissals
Harold He-derson, Rt. 1, Box 11,
Hardin; Miss Marjie Ennis and Miss
Brookly P. Ennis, 7660 Hopkinsville
Rd., Cadiz; W.A. Alliston, Rt 5 Box
732, Murray;
Mrs Dorothy Sims, 111 Riverwood,
Murray, Thomas F Vance, 222 Circle
Dr , South Fulton, Tenn Mrs Brenda
C Delk and baby boy. Rt 6, Mayfield.
Mrs Dotty Ann Renfroe Rt 5, Box
800, Murray; Roman Boehm, At. 2,
Box 221, Springfield, Tenn.: Mrs Irene
Lovie Bennett, Rt 1, Box 172. Almo:
J C. Foy. Rt. 1, Box 124, Sedalia.
Mrs. Helen G. Carr, Rt 3, Box 179,
Fulton; Mrs Alberta Dennis. 1113
Bridgetee, Paris, Tenn :
Bert L Williams. 307 Woodlawn,
Murray; Mrs Olis Vaughn, 1510 Henry
St , Murray, Mrs Vera L. Collins, At
10, Box 1716, Benton,
Clarence J. Bennett, At 2, Box 99,
Hazel, Mrs Brenda M. Orr, 805 South
Ninth St., Murray, Joe E Tarry. 817
North 20th St.. Murray

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Saturday, April 13, have been
released as follows:

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; prayer
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

Newborn admission
Pritchard baby boy. t:),rents. Davids
and Tammy. Rt. 1, Box 148. Sedalia
Dismissals
Mrs Donna Lovett, Rt 10. Box 316,

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Fidelis Class at 1:30 p.m.;
Mid-Week Bible Study, business
meeting, youth organizations/7
p.m.

Benton; Ed Michael Thurmond, 208
Irvan, Murray, Mrs Doris Mae Penn,
At 10, Box 31. Ben:Jn:
Mrs Tammy C. Waters. Rt 1, Box
97A. Sedatia. Aaron „I Pttman. Rt 1,
Box 1444. Almov Mrs Moyce M
Brown, At 1 Box 42 Hazel;
Mrs Lora McCampbell, Rt 2, Box
243. Paris, Tenn ; Miss Jacqueline
Gaines, 500 South L.P Miller, Murray:
Miss Kelly V Oliver. P.0 Box 1214,
Cadiz,
Mrs Hope Thorn. P.O. Box 147,
New Concord, Robert W. Ekdahl,
Rt.
2, Box 187, Grand Rivers. Mrs Odell
e
Vance 307 South Sixth St. Murra
y,
Karol K Ferris, Rt 1, Box 206.
Springville, Tenn , Mrs Grace James
,
At. 7 Box 67, Murray; Hugh
es
Edwards, At 1, Box 146-E, Almo.
Expiration
John E Lovett, At 1, Box 748,
Hardin

John Dale was speaker for the March
ha Delta Kappa. His topic, "Expressio meeting of Rho Chapter of Al pns
to show gratitude. Jean Watkins presi of Gratitude," included ways
state convention to be April 19 and ded. Reports were given on the
20 and the district meeting on
May 4. Sue Adams, pledge chairman
, conducted the vote for a new
member. Hostesses were Jo Lovett,
Clinton Rowlett and .Janice
Hooks. The alturistic project wls g:fts
for
Bingo at West View Nursing Home. The chapter will meet
Wednesday. April 17, at 6:30 p.m. in
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.

Dismissals and three expirations
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, April 14, have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs Dianne C Bucy, Rt. 1. Box 31,
Almo. Miss Nancy E Farmer and baby
girl. 321 Hardin Rd . Paris. Tenn
. Miss
Christine Lee. 426 Fox Meadows.
Murray,
Mrs Terri L. Martin, 1628 Farme
r
Ave . Murray: Mrs Delores Hamann
At 1, Box 17, Almo, Mrs Matlene
A
Perry and baby girl. 1313 Poplar
St
Murray.
.Brent Manning. 2002 Coldwater Ed
Murray: Mrs Z Christine Beaver, MurCal Apts C13, Murray; Harlan Bowden, 30 Syers Hill Rd., Cadiz,
Roy
Thomas Maness, At 1. Murray
Expirations
Earnest Redden, At 2, Box 275,
Wing°, Relda B Watson. At 7, Box
182. Mayfield. Mrs. Matt* Valent
ine.
1311 Porter Ct.. Paris, Tenn

McFarlen speaks or chapter

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850/LBL.

Ex-husband of Eynn Anderson, country
singer, wants custody of their children
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The ex-husband of country singer
Lynn Anderson says their two
children suffer when they visit
their mother, and he wants permanent custody.
"They come back tired. wound
up, anxious," Harold "Spook"
Stream testified Tuesday. "They're
argumentative and hard to deal
with. They don't want to go back.''
A year ago he won temporary
custody of Gray, 11, and Melissa.
9.
Stream, 42, lives with his new
wife, Jamie Carter Stream. and the
two children in Lake Placid, N.Y.
Anderson, best known for the hit

single "I Never Promised You a
Rose Garden,' was awarded custody in 1982 when the couple
divorced.
Stream got temporary custody
while authorities investigated his
allegations that Anderson physically abused her children. No evidence of wrongdoing was found.
Anderson. 43. has refused to
comment on the case.

BRIDAL
REGISTRY
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Shannon Wrye & Jackie Tucke
r
Leila Urnar & Bryan Bacon
Mitzi Parker & Brad Houst
on
Angie Bell & Charles Hoke
Jamie Hay & Dwayne Driski
ll
Tammy Torsak & Russell Boyd
Lee Ann Babb & Carlie Staple
s
Stephanie Garhazinski & Tad
Dowdu
Vicki Woods & Chris Juggl
e
Mollie Morgan & Jon Driver
Lisa Toon & Stephen Malon
e
Regina Dowdy & Mark Duncan
Cathy Christopher & Bill Brown
Marian Holicrway-Ditl,
a d & Drat aliar.:
Carol McManamay C.+ Lee Yuill
Lisa Mikutok & Robert Summer
Brenda Woodyard & Nick Swift
Stephanie Stephens & Lauren Balmer
Kim Wilham & Harry Weatherly
Christi Clark & Greg Thompson
Kelly Bolls & Lee Mackey
EI:zahet;! Urban & Randal

Itchy rashes discussed
By REDBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
Substances from your favorite
makeup to the zipper on your
clothes can cause itchy rashes and
contact dermatitis.
Contact dermatitis can be
induced by substances that either
trigger allergies or irritate the skin,
according to an article in a recent
issue of Rcdbook, and the resulting
rash can occur anywhere on your
body, from the scalp on down.
"When an allergy is involved,
your immune system perceives the
substance touching your skin to be
a threat," said dermatologist Dr.
John Romano, clinical assistant
professor of medicine at the New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center in New York City. "In
response, antibodies initiate the
release of certain chemicals in the
body, most commonly histamines,
which cause an allergic reaction."
Usually first exposure causes an
allergy reaction, but sometimes a
reaction may occur only after reexposure to the allergen at a later
date - sometimes years later.
Doctors can usually distinguish
contact dermatitis from other types
of skin problems by its unusual
configuration, according to Dr. Steven Victor, assistant adjunct in
medicine at Lenox Hill Hospital in
New' York City.
"Eruptions often have clear-cut
margins and geometric outlines,"
he said, "although they can sometimes show up as lines or groups of
blisters."
He said it can be hard to distinguish between an allergy and an
irritant, but allergic contact dermatitis is usually suspected when
there is swelling or when oozing or
crusted blisters form.
Here's where contact dermatitis
most often shows up and the suspects to consider:
Scalp, hairline, forehead, face
and neck. Chemicals in shampoo,
hair spray and hair-color products
all can affect the skin in these
areas. Thickeners, foam stabilizers,
fragrances and preservatives are the
usual allergens in shampoo. Permanent and semipermanent hair dyes
also contain substances that cause
allergic reactions.
Facial dermatitis also can be
triggered by allergies to lanolin,
wood alcohols, vitamin E, fragrance, propylene glycol and preservatives in foundations and face
creams.
Perfumed facial tissues can
cause a rash, as can makeup
sponges made of rubber and rubber
bathing caps.
"These substances are among
the most widespread causes of
allergic contact dermatitis," Victor
said.
One of the most common culprits in neck rashes is nickel, an

allergen often found in jewelry,
including sterling silver and 14-,
18- and 24-carat gold.
And, the formaldehyde in nail
polish is a major culprit in eyelid
dermatitis.
"The polish can even trigger
problems when it's completely
Marvin McFarlen, right. Southern History
histo
dry," Victor said.
"The Blockade Runners" at the March meeti rian, spoke about
ng of J.N. Williams
Products that cause rashes in the
Chapter of the lnited Daughters of the Confederac
face and scalp areas can cause
Royale, Holiday Inn. Mrs. Ed Davis, president, y held at Majestic
seated left, presided
rashes in the ear areas as well.
and opened the meeting With pledges to the flags
and the UDC rituals.
Nickel in earrings and nickel or
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker led in prayer. Reports
were given by Mrs.
plastic in eyeglass frames also can
Marvin McFarley and Mrs. William Barker. The
hostesses, Mrs. Glen
be a culprit.
Hodges and Mrs. N.A. Ezell, served refreshments
to 11 members and
Chest, stomach, back, arms and
one guest. The chapter will meet Wednesday, April
17. at 1:30 p.m. at
legs: The fragrances in perfumed
the home of Mrs. Max Smotherman. Ed Davis will
be the speaker. All
soaps can cause rashes, as can
members are urged tj attend.
nickel in zippers, buttons and
snaps. Chemicals used in manufacturing clothing and sheets are also
troublemakers. The rubber in
waistbands of cotton underwear
can cause trouble if you bleach the
underwear.
Jo Cathey was guest spacer at
One surprising source of trouble
Seven letters were read from
is ordinary house and garden the annual March foreign dish suppeople who had received boxes that
plants, including chrysanthemums, per held by Hazel Woman's Club
were sent by the club to the Persian
tulips, daisies, philodendrons, daf- at the home of Sandra Gallimorc. Gulf.
Mrs. Cathey presented an excitfodils, hyacinths, narcissus, magnoMarla Thompson, chairpersons
ing
slide show of the Cayman
lias, tea roses, lilies and
of the American Heart Association,
Islands both above and below
poinsettias.
reported that S367.60 had been colMedicines also can cause allerg- water. She visits her daughter. lected in Hazel for the fund.
ic reactions. A prime offender in Phyllis, in the Cayman Islands
A donation 6f S200 to Need Line
dermatitis is the topical antibiotic twice each year.
was made. Plans were made for the
The speaker said she enjoys
neomycin. A reaction can occur
annual senior citizens' luncheon to
diving with Phyllis who is an
whenever it is applied.
be held in May.
Medications taken in pill form instructor and underwater model.
Officers for the 1991-92 club
also can cause skin eruptions any- She shared with the group much of
year were elected as follows:
the
where on the body. Romano said, the history and culture
Mrs. Bennett, president; Clarkic
Caymans.
adding:
Butterworth. first vice; Betty HudHilda Bennett. president. pres"The antibiotic tetracycline, sulson, second vice; Inez Butterworth.
fa drugs and diuretics (especially ided. The devotion was given by
corresponding secretary; Tammy
thiazide) are the medications most Inez Butterworth. Reports were
Story, recording secretary; Nlarylin
often implicated in allergic derma- given by Tammy Story, secretary. Liddle, treasurer.
and Marylin Liddlc, treasurer.
UtiS. These drugs can also cause
Seventeen members and two
photoallergic reactions when
guests, Vickic White and Elizabeth
you're out in the sun."
Doom, were present.
The club will meet Thursday.
PUBLIC SERVICE*
April 18, at 7 p.m.

We are pleased to
announce that Angie
Hoke, bride-elect of
John Matheny, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Angie and John will
be married April 26,
1991.

WAL-MART

Hazel Club hears Cathey

4410

For a free booklet
about mental illness. call
1 8(30-433 5959

Learn to see the sickness.
American Mental Health Fund

El

12508 Chestnut • University

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

JO-AN'S

varieties • on the square tj
753-9569

Springtime SavingsLadies' Lingerie and Mix 'n Match
Now

30% Off

Ladies. Knit
Sets

Nursing Home
Gowns & Dusters

$15 each

20% Off

/kik

Moo Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

Off

Sunday 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Weekdays 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Evangelist
Rev. Robert Johnson
Music Director
Gene Orr Miller

1,1

'"Nr444,, ‘44.44.

Special Music Nightly

a

L
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Everyone Welcome

Hazel Baptist Church

306 Main St.
759-4979

Hazel, Ky.
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April 14-19

P1I\IS

'rota Commitment
to Service'

Children's
Swim wear

- REVIVAL -

.(rosy.

•

Plaza

753-1851

Jo Cathey, speaker

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

Bridal
Wan'j

Pier1 hump%

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.

L

PAGI. 7

Hospital reports listed

Tuesday, April 16
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7:30 p.m./club
house.

56,

/
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Hospital service awards
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Employees of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital were
honored Monday night at the hospital's annual
Service Awards Banquet held at the Curris Cente
r. Those honored for five years service to the hospital
were: (pictured above, front row from left) Marilu
Adams, Elizabeth Wiggins, Alice Holder. Pat Brunn,
Lala Smith, (back row, from left) Cindy Young, Carol
Perlow, Joe Choppi, Sharon Paschall and Kenethia
Taylor. Not pictured are Nita Crouch. Rita Cummings
. Jerome Dial, Lynn Fromm. Sheila Furches. Annette Haneline, Eron Lowrie, Helen McCuiston, Cheryle
Robinson and Marianna Turpin.

Te
rel

Those honored for 10 years of service were: (front row,
from left) Rene Brittain, Lori Murdock, Sherr
Crittendon, Lisa Ray, Jennifer Dix, Tim Leonard,
(back row, from left) Faye Barrow, Patricia Thorny
'Janice Wallace, Donna Holmes, Janis Byrd, Terry
,.
Hansen, Pamela Vaughn, Carleen Chandler, Gail
Stubblefield, Nancy Schroader, Bobby Osbron, Norma
York
b. Glenda Murphy. Vickie Reed, Mary Stone and and Emogene Cope. Not pictured are Karen Mu.
Stacey Sykes.

;

Those honored for 15 years service to the hospital
were: (front row,
from left) Ann Hays. Jo McDougal. Patricia Hutso
n,(back row, from
left) Dana Baize'', Betty Jo Williams. Jean Crawf
ord, Diane Olive,
Mary Lou Paschall. Not pictured are Joy Fergu
son, Jeff Waters and
Ann %%olford.
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Those honored for 20 years service to the hospital
were. from left.
Rita Ford and Pat Swift. Not pictured are Ida Hargr
aves and Alice
Roy.

Those honored for 25 years service to the hospital were, from
left,
Charlene Hornbuckle, Louise Owens and Donna Kirk.

Nation's housing starts stumbled 9.3 percen

WASHINGTON AP) -- Housing starts tumbled 9.3 percent in
March. the government said today.
Still. applications for building permits rose for the second straight

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
East Main & Industrial Road

r•

month, suggesting renewed activity
Construction of new
in the months ahead.
family houses fell 5.9 - percent •
The Commerce Department said 732,0
00 .rate after jumping
builders began construction of new
percent a month earlier. The
homes and apartments at a seasonfamily .sector represents abou.
ally adjusted annual rate of percen
t of the housing
901.000. down from 993.000 in -;
Multi-famiiy starts a:,
'February. when housing starts rose -down
21.4: p&cent to a
16.4' percent
rate. more than wiping out an. 8.
March housing starts still
percent gain in February.
remained above the 847.000 rate in
New construction of building,
JanLary, the low et since a 843.000 with
five or more units plunge.:
rate in January 1982 during the last 18.5
percen
t to a 141.000 rate. th,:recess on.
lowest since the

1981-)s2 reces,
the
Reserve said toct.,-,
The production
broadbased. dropping
.
lowest level since June

ICBM
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89 Mercury Sable. Dk. Blue. tilt,
cruise, windows, locks. mirrors
AlAFM cassette, 51,xxx miles.
014- C'Nelt4tS1

-NE Immo4i

'7,495

otIE Vt4t°
'89 Ford SOLD
$095
'89 Buick Skyhawk
$5,495
'88 Pontiac 6000
'86 Chevy SOLD
'85 Ford Mustang
$2,495
'85 Chevy Cavalier
$1,995
'85- Chevy Citation
$2,495
'85 Chevy Monte Carlo $2,495
84 Ford LTD
$2,495
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn.. $2,495
'84 Nissan King Cab $3,295
'83 Mazda 626
$2,495
'83 Pontiac 2000
$2,295
82 Ford Granada
$995
'82 Chevy Malibu

$995

t in March

overall economy out of recession.
Housing starts have fallen for two
years and posted monthly gains just
twice last year.
Some housing economists attributed the February growth to lower
mortgage rates, more affordable
prices and a rebound in consumer
confidence after the successful conclusion of the Gulf war.
But others warned about reading
too much into one month's report,
noting that favorable weather may

.

other recent :signs of a
recession .n•the factory

facturing job loss to 1.2 million
since January 1989, accohling to
Labor Department statistics.
.7 payrolls fell by 92.000
And the National Association of
NIurtr. bringing the total manu- Purchasing Manag
ement said its
March index indicated the manufacturing economy, while improving. still remained mired in
retession.
The Fed said the March decline
meant that industrial production
fell at a 9.25 percent annual rate
during the first quarter after falling
7 percent in the final three months
of 1990.
The Fed also said the operating
rate of the nation's factories, mines
and utilities fell 0.4 percentage
point to 78.7 percent of capacity,
its lowest level since September
1986 when it measured 78.6
percent.
"The decline in output in March
mainly reflected continued weakness in business equipment, construction supplies and durable
materials," the report said. "Production of motor vehicles rose
about 2.5 percent as a further
decline in autos only partially
offset a sharp rise in trucks.''
The report said production of
consumer goods rose slightly after
declining for four consecutive
months. Food and consumer energy
products, particularly electricity for
residential use, posted gains after
declining, for several months.
But it said output of clothing and

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

6,895

'89 Dodge Caravan, Lt Blue, tilt,
cruise, AMT1.1 stereo.

Kcup:7.,
rcuords in 1'463. The
arevio,..s low bad been 157,000
un:ts in June 1975.
for the first three
% 36.8 percent below
neriod of 1990.
.nicrease had been
:te November and
both single apartments.
an... 1.1 had said the jump
na:ecf the beginning of a modest
recover\ :7 the housing industry.
--- • - co..:d he:p lead the

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out
one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay
no
later than the 24th of the month. This
will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from goi
ng up
and insure you that your service will no
t be
interrupted.

Wierray Ledger & Times

Ard.
Dan McSfutt, A A I

State Auto Insurance
A *And rot, a- +4-4.6

11.

'el,'
_ ,,' .144

big-ticket items such as appliances,
carpeting, furniture and other home
furnishings remained depressed.
Production at manufacturing
plants making both durable and
non-durable goods fell 0.5 percent
for its sixth straight decline.
Output of durable goods items such as autos and appliances
expected to last more than three
years - dropped 0.6 percent, also
its sixth consecutive decline.
Production of non-durable goods
such as food and clothing edged
down 0.2 percent, its fourth drop in
a row. Mining production was
down 0.8 percent, erasing a similar
0.8 percent gain a month earlier.
Only utilities posted a gain. up
1.4 percent following a 3.3 percent
decline a month earlier.
The Fed said its industrial production index in March stood at
105.3 percent of its 1987 base of
100, the lowest level since a 105.0
percent reading in June 1988.
In its capacity utilization report.
the Fed said the operating rate at
factories was 77.4 percent, down
from 77.9 percent in February.
The rate at plants producing durable goods was 0.7 percentage
points to 75.2 percent. It slipped
0.3 percentage point to 80.4 percent at factories making nondurable items.
The operating rate at mines was
down 0.8 percentage point to 90.6
percent while it rose 1.0 percentage
point at utilities to 82.4 percent.
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Our Customers Are Very Important People

Aura
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have contributed significantly to
the building renewal.
The weather did deteriorate in
much of the nation in March and
mortgage rates inched up although
they remained in the mid-9 percent
range. Rates resumed their downward drift in April.
"Any fall in the overall starts
rate is iikely to be temporary.''
economist Samuel D. Kahan of
Fuji Securities in Chicago wrote in
Perspectives, his firm's weekly
newsletter.

Domestic industrial production fell .3 percen
t in March
WASHINGTON (AP)- Industrial production fell 0.3 percent in
March, thq sixth straight decline
and the longest string of losses in
manufacturing output since the
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...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve. It
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P.'s give us a
call.

PURDOM THURMAN
& McNUTT
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407 Maple St.

753-4451
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Poet laureate will speak
at AMSUL meeting tonight

New holding pen

Consumers, beware!
Recently, there have been reports
of telemarketing scams, victimizing
residents of the Paducah area.
Officials with. the Federal
Bureau of Investigation are
approaching area financial institutions to try and get the word out.
Consumers need to be leary, particularly, of offers for services
requiring the dispensing of checking account numbers and credit
card numbers over the telephone.
According to a publishcd•report.
some of the more popular scams
include:
•"Visa and Mastercard" scam.
The consumer receives a postcard
in the mail stating that because of
their excellent credit, Visa or
Mastercard with a low interest rate
and no annual fee is available to
them if they call a telephone number within 48 hours...
When they call the number, they
are told they will receive a credit

card for a one time fee of S119.95,
to be debited from their checking
account.
"You Have Won a Prize" scam.
The consumer receives a postcard
and is asked to call a telephone
number within 48 hours to claim
their prize.
Prizes arc cars, trips, furs, etc.
All the consumer has to do is pay
shipping charges, taxes. The costs
are deucted from the checking
account.
•"Let Us Sell Your Car" scam.
The consumer places an ad in the
newspaper to sell his vehicle or
other appliances, then receives a
call from the telemarketer who
offers to market the car all over the
country for only $349.
Necessary information, including
checking account number can be
taken over the phone, and that he
will be sent papers to look over.
The papers never come and the
account is debited.

Freight railroads, unions
pledge to keep on negotiating
to
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Freight ! Such a walkout, which would be
railroads and their unions pledged the first since 1982, would strand
to keep on negotiating until a mith passengers, chOke the flow of
night strike deadline tonight, but goods and idle hundreds of thouboth sides say a coast-to-coast sands of non-railroad workers.
walkout appears imminent.
The nation's 235,000 freight
A four-day rail strike in 1982
workers are set to walk off their effectively shut down the nation's
jobs early Wednesday if the 11 rail system and stalled passenger
unions representing them have not trains around the country. At the
all agreed to new contracts settling time, officials estimated the ,walka three-year dispute over wages. out cost the U.S. economy up to SI
health care and work rules.
billion a day.

Police misinformed about
Kennedys leaving town
PALM BEACH. Fla. (AP) —
Police said they went to the Kennedy estate one day after the
alleged rape of a young woman
there and were falsely told Sen.
Ted Kennedy, his son Patrick and
nephew William Kennedy Smith
had left town.
Police Chief Joe Terlizzese gave
the account Monday in the wake of
allegations police are giving the
Kennedy's special treatment in
investigating the alleged rape

March 30 of a 29-year-old woman
who had met the three at a bar.
Also Monday, the supermarket
tabloid the Globe published the
alleged victim's name and photograph despite a Florida law forbidding disclosure of rape victims'
identities.
"Everyone in the world knows
the victim's identity, her name and
photo had been published in newspapers and magazines worldwide,"
said Wendy Henry, editor in chief
of the Boca Raton-based weekly.

Law school to review
claim that black students
less qualified than whites
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
their black counterparts.
faculty and student panel will
"Georgetown is striving to
review a student's published claim achieve black
student representathat blacks enrolled at Georgetown tion proportional
to their
University's law school are less in the nation's genera presence
l populaqualified than whites, according to tion," Maguire wrote.
"Since ...
officials.
only about 10 percent of its 9,500
Law school dean Judith Areen applicants are black, it is unsurp
wrote that the article by third-year ing that accepted black and rislaw student Timothy Maguire was students are also drama white
tically
"a misleading mix of opinion and unequal."
data."
The Black Law Student Associ
She said Maguire worked in the tion has filed a formal compl aaint
admissions office last year under a asking that the school
withho
ld
condition that he would maintain Maguire's law degree
.
the confidentiality of information
The group contends Maguire's
he 'saw there.
use of confidential data violates the
Ms. Arcen responded in a letter school's discip
line code, which
to the article, published last week prohibits dishon
esty.
in the student newspaper by
Law school spokeswoman
Maguire, who wrote that white stu- Adrienne
Kuehnemann said the
dents accepted at the school had matter was
under review by a panel
significantly higher test scores than of facult
y and student members.

By STEVE VIED
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer

OWENSBORO, Ky. — If you
are a high school junior planning to
go to college, you had better get
busy. If you are a high school
senior and you haven't done anything about college, you had better
get real busy.
It may be hard to believe there
are seniors, just a short time away
from graduation, who haven't taken
any steps toward college. Bin there
are. As for juniors, it's not too early, to start the process.
At this late date. Apollo High
School guidance counselor Jan
Young advises seniors to apply to
colleges right away. Then they
should fill out financial aid forms
and have them sent to the colleges
`they are interested in. Then they
should arrange to take the ACT or
SAT tests.
Information about specific dates
and test sites is available from
school counselors.
Young advises students to prepare for the ACT or SAT test. Most
schools schedule test prep sessions.
A pretest is included in the ACT
package each !student receives.
Seniors should also visit some
college campuses, instead of relying solely on brochures, to get a
better idea of what a particular college is like. Taking parents along
on a college visit is a good idea.
too, Young said.
Parents of seniors should get
involved with the entire process.
Young said, because some students

aren't using their heads.
"I think we need to have parent
s
coming in because they are saying,
'I didn't know they had to take the
ACT' or 'My son or daughter
didn't know about this.' The kids
don't think. They are thinking
about dating or working or where
they are going out this weekend."
Most importantly, seniors should
have a session with a guidance
counselor as soon as possible if
they want to go to college this fall.
Young even advises seniors who
arcn't planning to go to college to,
take the ACT or SAT test.
"A lot of kids decide to go to
college at the last minute," she
said.
Young. .also. pointed out that
many people decide to go to college several years after high school
graduation, especially if they find
the job market tough to crack.
They will still need to take the
ACT. Taking the' test now will be
easier than taking it four years
from now, she said.
Juniors still have plenty of time
to get ready for college, law they
should take the ACT or SAT before
the end of the school year, usually
in the spring. The test can be taken
over again in the fall. The PSAT
(preliminary SAT) should be taken
as practice during the fall of the
junior year.
Juniors also should gather and
read college brochures and be
aware of entrance requirements.
This is a good time to talk with
counselors about scholarship and
financial aid opportunities.

MORGANFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Two Morganfield teen-agers were
killed and another critically injured
when a car struck a concrete wall,
police said.
Cousins Leslie Earl Barnhill Jr.,
14, and Mark Anthony Bell, 13,
died Sunday about 1 1/2 miles east
of Morganfield when the car they
were in went off the westbound
lane of U.S. 60 and struck a concrete culvert, police said.
The car, driven by 23-year-old
Ronald D. Thomas, of Indianapolis,
crossed the highway before stopping in a field at about 12:15 a.m.

Barbara Bush laughs
at possibility of tell-all
book written about her
WASHINGTON (AP) — Barbara Bush is laughing off the possibility that anyone will write any
tell-all books about her years in the
Whitt House.
"In our case, in all honesty.
there's just not a whole bunch to
tell," the first lady told reporters
Monday.
Mrs. Bush, who last week dismissed Kitty Kelley's titillating
new biography of Nancy Reagan as
"trash and fiction:* said the former first lady called to thank her.
She scoffed at the suggestion
that a first lady could arrange secret liaisons in the White House, as
the Kelley book suggests Mrs. Reagan did with entertainer Frank
Sinatra.

DETROIT (AP) — The manufacturer of a garage-door opener
says owners should unplug the system immediately because it may
open or shut without warning and
may not reverse as it is designed to
do if it hits a person or object.
The Stanley Electronic Division
of Stanley Works announced a
recall Monday of models made
with defective circuit boards. The
Stanley-made boards were used in
openers produced under the brand
names Stanley, Fimbel Power Lift
and Fimbel EZ Lift.
The openers were sold nationwide between Jan. 14 and April 11.
Up to 5,000 may have been bought
and installed, said Joseph Jones.
president of Stanley Home
Automation.
Because of the defective circuits,
a safety feature that causes the
door to reverse when it strikes
something doesn't work, Jones
said.
No injuries or accidents have
been reported, Jones said. He said
the company learned of the defect

Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the difference Hometown Quality makes Compare our prices .1 SAVE

Summers faiitical
Olympic Plaza .Murry
733-7063
Jeff Summers. liorenced Optidon •Offer
ituruf thru April 30, 1991

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

753-2571 or 753-4110

Gotta See It To Believe It!
Seven Seas

SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

$3.99
Check the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
Star) Restaurant.

Hwy. 641 N.
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with hardboard siding
Deluxe Models
vinyl skiing
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$2,475
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$2,875
2 CAR (18x20)
63,175 2 CAR (18X20)
$3,575
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22) $3,473
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22) $3,975
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
$3,675
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
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(24x30)
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St
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-Life -Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

a

when consumers called to report
problems.
"The one that we are very much
the most concerned about is the
door closing and not reversing,"
Jones said. "We're desperately trying to get them all back."
The affected Stanley openers
carry date codes of 91-04-01
through 91-15-5. The Fimbel Power Lift and Fimbel EZ Lift openers
have date codes of 01-2 1-9 1
through 04-11-91.
The company said it will replace
the circuit boards at no charge.

Fit Any Budget—

LUCAS, Ky. (AP) — The body
of a Glasgow man who was thrown
from a fishing boat was recovered
Monday from Barren River Lake,
the Barren County Sheriff's
Department said.
Jack Kinslow, 37, drowned when
the boat turned over at about 6:30
p.m. CDT Sunday, officials said.
His body was found at about 10
a.m. Monday some 50 yards from
where the accident occurred and in
about 16 feet of water.
Witnesses said the boat stood up
on end and threw out the four
occupants as it was pulling away
from Beaver Creek Boat Ramp.
Kinslow's children, 3-year-old
Jason and 10-year-old Kristy, and
his father, W.T. Kinslow, 63, also
of Glasgow, were treated at T.J.
Samson Community Hospital in
Glasgow and released.

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

t'•

CDT, police said.
Although Barnhill and Thomas
were thrown from the car, the driver was not seriously injured, police
said.
Another cousin, Detrick Dixon,
17, of Sturgis was taken to Union
County Hospital and transferred to
St. Mary's Medical Center in
Evansville. Ind., where he was in
critical condition Monday.
The cousin's grandfather,
Theodious Barnhill of Sturgis, said
the car apparently hit a slick spot
and hydroplaned, causing Thomas
to lose control.

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
/.
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS .-Ailgy`
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To

Body of man thrown
from fishing boat
recovered in lake
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arrived, she placed uncooked rice
on a tin dish as water boiled over a
campfire.
The food dropped by Western
military planes and ferried in by
truck is beginning to fill the stomachs of the 100,000 Iraqi refugees at the mountainous Isikveren
border settlement.

COMPARE MY RATES

j ca.

Garage door openers recalled

Refugee thankful for peanut butter
ISIKVEREN, Turkey (AP) —
After escaping an Iraqi bomb
attack, surviving a 72-hour flight
across the mountains and enduring
several nights' sleep in the sleet.
Gule Saleh finally had something
to be thankful for: peanut butter.
"God save George Bush, that he
is helping us with the airplanes,"
said the 47-year-old Kurdish refugee, sitting in front of a tent.
At her feet were two peanut butter jars, scraped clean at lunch
Monday by her family. As evening

•

Teenagers killed when car
strikes a concrete wall

Proper planning can improve
efforts to get into college

'25 OFF

.•••

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
contract, although it was to be
AT&T Communications was competitively bid.
awarded a contract to establish a
The surcharge will be shown as a
statewide service for deaf and
separate item on customers' bills
speech-impaired telephone custom- and collections will begin July 1,
ers, the Public Service Commission the order said.
announced Monday.
AT&T Communications of the
The "dual party relay service" South Central States is to provide
will be funded by a 10-cent month- the new service through a regional
ly surcharge on all telephone cus- center in Alabama.
tomer bills, the commission's order
Customers will be able to place
said.
and recewe calls from any location
PSC employees were unable to in Kentucky, using specially
say how much the surcharge would trained operators that relay vocal
generate. They also refused to dis- and typed messages, a commission
close the value of the five-year news release said.

Mike Farley (center) has built a holding pen which the
city
will use for confiscated %ehicles. The holding pen is locate of Murray
d near Murray Central Garage. Farley, who works full-time for the city
as
man, has recently opened his own business, "Murray Fenci a fireng Company," which is located at his home on Route 8 in Murra
y. The holding pen was his first job. Also pictured are Mayor Bill
Cherry and
Police Chief Larry Elkins.

Anniversary Special!

PAGE 9

AT&T to establish phone
service for deaf customers

Lowell Allen Williams of Cun- ing" and "Across the Wide
Green
ningham, Kentucky Poet Laureate
Valley."
of 1956, will speak at the annual
He ha also written
spring meeting of Associates of commemo ivt poems numerous
for special
Murray State University Libraries occassions throughout
Kentu
cky.
(AMSUL) on the campus, tonight.
Kentucky Poet Laureates are
Open to the public at no admis- designated by the General Assembsion charge, the program by Wil- ly. Williams shares the distinction
liams will begin at 7 p.m. in the with other popular writers such as
Pogue Special Collections Library. Jesse Stuart, Cotton Noe and
An informal reception will follow. Edwin Carlile Litsey.
Robert Hendon, AMSUL presiHis visit is' co-sponsored by
members of the faculty and stIff of dent, said Williams has been
invited to share some of his most
the campus libraries.
A popular speaker in West Ken- memorable experiences and to
tucky, Williams has published sev- recite some of the poems inspired
eral collections of verse, including by those experiences.
Anyone who would like more
"This Life We Live,""Home Is My
inform
ation about the program may
Kentucky," "Poems for Remembercall (502) 762-2291.

Telemarketing scams
reported in Paducah area
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SPORTS
Phelps digging
into options after
leaving Notre Dame

A

Play ball! sun brings back spring sports
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times' Spode

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) --Now! that Digger Phelps has ended
his Notre Dame basketball coaching career, where does he go from
here?
Another college coaching job?
Not a chance. says Phelps.
Television? Phelps talked with
CBS Sports. but no jobs are open.
said CBS spokeswoman Susan
Kerr.
An NBA coaching job? A definite maybe, if there's an interested
teams
.
"If they paid me as much as
they pay those guys. I'd consider
it." he says.
A beach in Florida? Not on your
life. says Phelps, the son ott an
undertaker.
"I've seen a lot of people retired
at the age of 6..5. go to Florida and
come back in a box two .years
later." Phelps says. "I refuse to do
that:.
Nevertheless, a few months short
of his 50th birthday. Phelps
announced his retirement Monday
after 20 seasons. He collected some
memorable victories, but never
played for a national
championship.
"For the last two decades. it's
never been a job." Phelps said at a
news conference on campus.
"Ever) day, even with the ups and
downs, was like Christmas Day.
where yo., oenee up the present
You wanted most.Las: season was anything but a
present. The Irish. hit by a rash of
:o 12-20. It was
Phe:ps• worst season since Notre
Dame went 6-20 in 1971-72.. his
first with the Ir:sh.
Pbe! s. who led Notre Dame to
NCAA :o•arh.lament appearances
pat reaehed :ne Final Four only in
0:-fered no regrets and gave
no ind:eation that :he pressures of a
stl'a0:'1 drove him to step

GIRL
Late sigr
be Tuesc

Sports Writer

ro,
r
co,.en

BOX!
Members
in the W
the week
won a In
Derek Da
Chris Po
round Rk
manship
knocked'
heavywes
dleweig ht
Marlon
•Unoppos
Chris Tuc
Ciinard I
Clinard '
RUNN

Ronald BLUM
Associated Press

The best news Monday for local
spring sports coaches was a picturesque blue sky.
After a week of damp and rainy
weather, the spring sports action
resumed Monday, with a local tennis matchup and two baseball
games.
In tennis. the Murray High
Tigers and Lady Tigers showed
their Stripes with a sweep of Calloway County. The Tigers were 9-0
winners, while the Lady Tigerswere 7-2 winners.
For the Tigers. Russ Adkins
defeated Jay Newton, 8-6. in a
hard-fought contest at No. 1. Aaron
Whitaker defeated. John Jackson
8-3 at No. 2. while Josh Johnson
defeated Chad Gray at No. 3. 8-1.
Dainon Cohoon was an 8-2 winner
at No. 4, while Michael Hornback
defeated NIL' Friziel 8-I at No. 5.
Brent Keller defeated Peter
O'Rourke at No. 6, 8-0.
In doubles action, Johnson and
Whitaker comb-med for an 8-; win
at No. 1 over Newton and Jakson.
Hornback and Keller were also 8-1
winners at NO: 2 over Price .1nd
Frizzell. while Adkins and Con,.)or.
were 8-1 winners at No. 3 o‘cr
O'Rourke and Gray.
Murray also won all the exhib.tion matches. Joel Johnson
defeated Brett Batiell 8-i. wHie
Jeremy Hunt defeated Rob Binfor,:
8-2. Ryan Vanover defeated Jam::
Vance 8-0. and Jason Rouse 'A an
8-4 winner over Ri,hard
In women's ac:
Mu:- •
Beth Wilson was
s- •
•-•
over Susan Lax a:
Sims defeated Darr.:
No. 2. at 8-6. Kim Sexton
Anne Pa.i 8-4 a: No.
"
nie Turner of
Catherine Hurt .8-'r
No. •-•
Kaylin Havers:,
de!eated
,
Yoo at No.
M ary
defeated Leah Baas: 8-6 a: N.
In doubles vi a.
:.
Smirns defeated LaY.
8-5, while Sexton and fiu
defeated Paul and Baus: at N( 2
For the Lady Lakers.
a- •

NEW YORK — The most
significant person at Yankee
Stadium on opening day was
the one who wasn't there.
George Steinbrepner, who
possessed baseball's most famous franchise for nearly two
decades, was exorcised last summer and did not hover over the
ceremonial proceedings for the
first time since 1972.
The Boss was nowhere to be
found Monday at the big ballyard in the Bronx. His office
in Tampa, Fla., reported that he
no longer was in Cuba on
Olympic business.
Spectators in Manhattan federal court said he was not there
for the testimony of Philip
McNiff, his trusted aide at
American Shipbuilding. McNiff
was retelling the sordid tale of
Steinbrenner's dealings with
Howard Spira, the admitted
gambler who is on trial on
charges of extortion.
Of course Steinbrenner wasn't
in the owner's box, a territory
he was banished from as part
of last summer's deal with
commissioner Fay Vincent. The
Nturray•• Russ 1dkins couldn't(-orne up with this return durinu hJrd-f
Boss has said he looked forouuht S•6 win oyer Calloway's
lay \t' ton in hi2h school tennis action Nlonday.
ward to sitting in the stands
with the shot-and-a-beer people,
Yno were )s-6 winners at No I
:A
but to date he's yet to grace
Mayfield.
Hayer•tock '17.•-i Maddox
the ordinary folk with his
Steve Bruce tossed a complete
VI,„77,1%
Callow as s
:77 :7-A:
presence.
game for the Cardinals, striking out
K.
Johnson:posted an X-T, w
whcn,
n:t w:tit
Maybe, then, he was lurking
Laker..
:enI ddberg.
\A
La,:v
-We:VC got to start hitting the
out in left field in Monument
"
defea:ed
..l or ills going to be a long. long
Park, where so many former
,:r
\ ear.- Laker coach Eddie Morris
Yankees are remembered. Under
Ss,-.777
:7: a 7-71
sa:Lt "We're putting ourselves in
Steinbrenner's stormy reign, the
,177 )•• honored greats expanded from
toe hoie by• taking a couple 01
••;:7-.:777 '7: te
seven
to 19. With his Bossball
strik
es
and having to hit
II
A
itt Cir/a7.,
career over, perhaps this park
defensively."
of plaques is the perfect place
The Lakers scored in the first. on
for
Steinbrenner's seat of
singie fly _Rob.. Dennis,
.-Dennis
,
solitude.
stole second and third and came
h.orne on a throwing error by the
After a little bit of scarching,
Itrne to move into the next
it became clear he was the
Cardinal catcher.
decaae." he said.
Phantom of the Ballpark on this
Travis Turner doubled for the
The search: for a successor has
.y (
soggy Monday afternoon. Robert
Takers in the fifth, stole third and
no:
begun. said associate
Nederlander, the new managing
ired on a fielders' choice. Jamie
iCont'd on ,page 11,
general partner, was firmly
Coned on pege II)
ensconced in the owner's box,
TIKO MAM EVEKTS & TOP RANK INC
sitting alongside Vincent.
PRESENT
Although the day dawned dismal in New York, there was
plenty of pomp and circumstance under the thick. dark
By DAVID RAMEY
c1ouds. The 19th Army band
Murray L•d ge, & 'imam Sports Editor
from Fort Dix, N.J., played patriotic marches and Robert MerWillis Cheare lcd the Mar-ay
rill, the former Met star —
High Tigers to (_biampiOnsh:p peropera, not baseball — sang
formances. and he is no:. :h.: to
songs from the four military
have that same k•hd of s„ :branches.
Kentucky Wesle;..
As the rain poured down on
Cheaney. Murray iLgr.
the pates filling the slick blue
leading scorer. sianed
seats, Gen. Colin Powell tossed
Panthers, a Diy.s:c‘n II
the ceremonial first pitch strongOwensboro. 11vhday
ly, just as one would expect
Kentucky' Wes.ey an h.:, AO
from a four-star general. Powell.
NCAA Division 11 ::tles.
born in the South Bronx a few
of success and ',ne pros
miles from the ballpark, is the
home were the deiding - •
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Cheaney's decis]. ,n.
Staff. He may be the only chief
CIONe Li) :13MC.
of staff the Yankees have all
hare a rea: fine :raditiori
year, since Mike Witt, Scott
basketball." C neane 2.
Sanderson, Chuck Cary, Tim
"They've won six nationai •
Leary and Andy Hawkins don't
and there's a a,•poc.' chane
show a whole lot of promise
to play for t,nc.on the mound.
Cheaney- h.:eked Vv.i;:sii.ya'. -27
For the home team, the afterEast Tennessee State. He a
noon was as dreary as the
relaitives n Ower.sh, weather. The Yankees took a
Evansville.
4-2 lead in the third. only to
The Purchase Player of •
have Chicago come back with
Cheaney was a third teen-•a:
two runs in the fourth, one in
selection by :hie Associai_
Murray High's W His (Tirane+ signs a letter-of-intent in
the seventh and one in the
He was :•.r. ice named
play basketball at Kentucky Wesleyan. Looking
on are Cheaney '5 parents. Rey. Willis Cheaney.
eighth. The White Sox held on
trict Player of the Year. to
left and Mina (•heaney (right).
for a 6-5 victory as Bobby
to winning a;1-tournament hotors
Thigp
en struck out Steve Sax
at the Ali-A Classic. Another All-A
nals. a:so signed .,.th KWC
li:7 .:r,h);st:. is excited about Cheawith
the
bases loaded in the
Classic standout. Rafe Young, who
Chcaney. a tr,rrae-ar
games in toe a..
choice.
ninth to end the game.
led Hancock County past the the Tigers.
led us in most slat:,
"I•rn excited as he is," BloutingBefore the game. Nederlander
Tigers in the tournament qaarterfi- fill for Marray
Tiger
noase said. "We didn't have that
and
the rest of the Yankees'
"He's been a gr,.'at a.er fir Us. great quickness at
point guard. and
front
office gave some words
6E0141
11
and we know r.e s g:•,74: to he
he gives us that. He's a very good
on encouragement to Stump
great player at Kenta,ky Wesleyan. penetrator. and is a good defensive
Merrill. who was going through
He's got
Hlenlial and player He's also has some
his
first home opener as mana(HALLENGER
he's going to work hard on deve- imptiessive scoring credentials."
ger.
Although the team is 2-5,
:oping it. Hell work as hard as any
1he Panthers have won 60
there is no sense of panic, pripiayer they ha%e
NCAA tournament games, a
marily because of the Boss'
nation
al record. They have had 10
"The basketball program has a
exile.
FRO14 TRUMP PLAZA
.1-.v.haust Work
tremendous tradition that is well straight 20-win seasons, and have
"We got some people who
•13 rakes
known nationally and has a close two NCAA titles in the last five
are a good nucleus," first baseknit family atmosphere." Cheaney years. Wesleyan was 22-8 last sea•Tune-ups
man Don Mattingly said. "And
son, and won their fifth straight
said.
it
looks like they're going to
ire Rotation and Ii,(1,inLe
Great Lakes Valley Conference
stay. They're going to go with
Wesleyan coach Wayne Bloutitle.
•Air-Conditioning
(Coned on page 11)
.011 Changes and 'store
Order before
"Keeping your car
Friday, April 19th
•' r
is
or
truck
maint
ained
.
and save $4.05
12 Months)
helps keep major
Automotive
Call
repair costs dc.mn."
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Actions & Reactions
GIRLS SOFTBALL
NM=

Late s,grtups for all divisions of gins softball will
be Tuesday. April 16 at Callaway Middle School
Iron' 4 to 6 p in All gins ages seven to 19 are
encouraged to signup

BOXING
Members of the Sabre Boxing Club competed
in the West Tennnnessee Golden Gloves over
the weekend Enc Russell, a light middleweight,
won a third round TKO in sub-novice. defeating
Derek Davis on Parsons. Tenn He then lost to
Chns Perry of Covington, Tenn in the second
round Russell also won the tournrnaent sportsmanship trophy Michael Fulton of Murray
knocked out Jason Autry of Parsons. Tenn in a
heavyweight bout. while Seal Smith won a mid
dlevreight bout with a second round TKO over
Marlon Washington
•Unopposed champions inicuded 15-year-old
Chris Tucker of Kinsey at 165 pound. Vincent
Clinard, 13-years-old at 62 pounds and Jeremy
Clinard, 10-years-old at 55 pounds
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RUNNING
BOSTON — Ibrahim Hussein of Kenya, winner
of the 1988 Boston Marathon, regained the tale.
winning in 2 hours, 11 minutes, 6 seconds
Abet>e Mekonnen of Ethiopia, the 1989 champion, finished second in 211 22. Andy Ronan 01
Providence, RI , was third in 2:11 27 Wanda
Panfil of Poland, unbeaten in three marathons
last year, including the New York City Marathon
in November. took the wornen*s title in 2-24 18,
a personal best and the second- fastest ever by
a woman at Boston Kim Jones of Spokane,
Wash , the runner-up to Panfil at New York, finished second in 226 40 Uta Pippig of Germany
was third in 2 26 52 arid Joan Benoit Samuelson of Freeport, Maine. was fourth in 2.26 54
In the wheelchair division, Jim Knaub of Long
Beach, Calif , won the men's tale for the third
time with an Arnencan record of 1.30 44 Jean
DoSC.011 01 Champaign. III , look the women's
title in 1 42 42, a world record

GENERAL
BARCELONA Spain — International Olympic
Committee vice president Keba Mbaye of
Senegal said I's likely that South Africa,
banned from the Olympia in 1970 because of
as apartheid policy, wilt partiopate in the 1992
Summer Games in Barcelona. South Africa may
also be readmitted in time to lake pal in the
Winter Olympics ned February in Albertville,
France, Mbaye said The first appearance of
South Alncan athletes at a major international
event could occur at the World Track and Field
Championshaps in Tokyo in September, he
said Mbaye sad the country's return to the
Olympic movement still depends on as compliance with a set of conditions. These include
the abolition of apartheid and the unification of
sports federations into non-racial bodies Mbaysaid he expects all apartheid legislation will
be abolished by the end of June, as promised
by President F W. be Klerk
TAMPA, Fla
— Minnesota Vikings kicker
Donald Igwebuike was acquined of masterminding a failed effort to smuggle more than $1
minion worth of heroin from his native Nigeria
10
the United States Igwebuika 32, could have
faced up to 120 years in a federal prison and $6
million in fines if convicted of conspir
acy and
drug anportaton

BASKETBALL

ng,

this

len

INGLEWOOD, Calif — Magic Johnson is the
NBA's all-time assist leader, and in the on-court
celebration immediately afterwards, he was
moved to tears I figured it would be emotional,- Johnson said Monday night after surpassing Oscar Robertson's career assist record during the Laken' victory over the Dallas Mavericks. "I thought about all the times we played
shirts and skins, hoping one day to get into the
NBA. Then finally getting into the NBA. ... "I
cried for all the times f shoveled snow oft the
walk and practiced hook shots with my dad (in
Michigan growing up). I cried for my dad. He's
the one — he's the only reason I'm here. He
explained to me how to share the basketball "
Johnson got 19 assists as the Lakers beat the
Mavencks 112-106 A three-time league MVP,
Pie needed nine assists 10 break Robertson's
record Of 9,887 Johnson finished the game
with 9,898 assists. The record-tying assist
carte with 6.46 left in the second quarter when
Johnson set up James Worthy for a short lump
shot. Johnson got his record-breaking ninth
assist with 5.44 left in the period, lobbing a
Pass to Terry Teagle, who made a 15-1001 turnaround jumper from the right baseline "I'd like
to first of all thank all My former teammates
from Kareern (Abdul-Jabbar) on down, Jamaat

Cards rally past Expos
MONTREAL(AP) — Lee Smith was smiling when he
was
he can certainly expect National League hitters to be cryin talking, but
g when they
hear what he had to say.
"I'm not anywhere near mid-season form yet," the
burly Si. Louis
right-hander said after earning his fourth save in as many
tries as the Cardinals defeated the Montreal Expos 5-4 Monday.
Smith, who has saved all four Cardinals wins, struck out
the side in the
ninth to save the victory for Cris Carpenter, 1-0. He
has no complaints.
"I didn't think I was particularly sharp with my pitche
s,
concentrate extra hard," Smith said. "But I'll never compl so I had to
ain when the
outcome was like it was today."
The Cardinals, who have been on the road since the
season began, gave
Smith his chance for a save by rallying for three runs
in the top of the
ninth against Montreal relief ace Tim Burke, 1-1.
Pedro Guerrero started things by leading off with his
second homer of
the game before Todd Zeile contributed an RBI-triple and
Tom Pagnozzi
chipped in with a sacrifice fly.
"I think this win says a lot about our team," said Cardi
nals manager
Joe Torre. "We're young and we'll make mistakes, but
we won't quit.
This team has a lot of fight in it."
St. Louis jumped in front in the fourth inning when Zeile
drove in
Ozzie Smith with a two-out single. Montreal tied in on
Andres Galarraga's home run in the bottom of the fourth, but Guerrero
put the visitors in
front again with his first homer of the season in
the sixth.
The Expos rallied in the eighth when Delino DeShields
led off with an
infield single and Dave Martinez reached on an error.
Ivan Calderon
singled home DeShields, and, one out later,-Martine
z scored on Larry
Walker's base hit to right.
Calderon went to third on Walker's hit and scored when
Cardinal right
fielder's Felix Jose made a throwing error returning the
ball to the infield.
That set the stage for the Cardinals' winning ninth-in
ning rally.
The loss, in their home opener, was the third straight for
the Expos and
their sixth in eight starts this season.

(Wilkes), Coop (Michael Cooper)
, Norm (Nixon)," Johnson said 'Without
them putting the
ball in the basket. there
would be no record
here "I'd also like to thank )Lakers
owner) Dr
Jerry Buss, because if he hadn't
be playing somewhere else drafted Tie, I'd
and
probably
wouldn't have the record"
tional when talking about Johnson got emohis father, who
watched Johnson break the
from his home in Michiga record via satellite
n 'Withou
beautiful people, the 'Magic Makerst those two
: 1 wouldn't
be here," Johnson said. "I
home sitting in the same know my dad is at
seat
that
he used to
sk in arid teach me how
to play the game
"Mom and dad, thank
voice betraying his you," Johnson said, his
emotion 1 love you so
•In other games Monday
, it was Chicago 103.
Milwaukee 94, Houston 97,
Minnesota 112, Sacramento Seattle 93. and
94

HOCKEY
JeHrdina and Frank Pietrangelo spent most of

the stretch drive watching as
their teammates led
the Pittsburgh Penguins 10
their first-ever division
championship On Monday night,
both got their
chance in the spotlight Hrdina,
a seldom-used forward, had two goals and
Pietrangelo, a backup
goattertler. stopped 27 shots as
the New Jersey Devils 4.0 in Pittsburgh blanked
the seventh and
deciding game of a Patrick
Division semifinal
series The Penguins will meet
Capitals, third-place finishers the Washington
during
season, in the dninsion finals beginni the regular
ng Wednesday
night at Pittsburgh
•Cin Tuesday night, the.St.
Louis Blues and Calgary Flames will try to make
NHL history Both
teams have rallied from 3-1 deficits
to force deciding games in their best-of-7
series —St Louis vs
Detroit and Calgary vs Edmont
on.
The
Blues and
Fiarnes will try to cap their
comebacks at home and
,an seven other NI-IL teams
that have won playoff
series after trailing 3.1

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
National Le•gue
NL—Suspereled Keen letchO San Francisco Giants
outfielder. for two games and Vied him an undisclosed
amOunt for charging the mound in a game Atall 10
ATLANTA BRAVES—Opeoned Paul Mara, pitcher to
Richmond at the International League Purchased the
contract of Jerry When) catcher. from Richmond
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Placed Bob Wok, pitcher. on
the 15-day disabled 1st Recalled Orlando Merced, first
baseman. from Buffalo at the American Association
BASKETBALL
World Basketball League
FLORIDA JADES—Acouired the rights to Enc Brown
forward, from the Herren' Rockets for the rghts to
James Blackmon. guard Signed Jett Fryer guard and
Tracy
or. forward
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROOMS—Signed Darryl Sim. Ostensive
unman
DETROIT LiONS—Signad Don Overton. running back
LOS ANGELES RAMS—Signed SiaCrif• Bailey wail
receiver
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Signed Vaughan Jonnson
Inebacker, to a four-year contract, and Jim Wks, defer,
eve lineman and Hoby Brenner. Igrit end, to two-years
contracts
PHOENIX CARDINALS—Released J T Smen ere

AN LEAGUE
'Athletics S, Angels 2: The Oakland Athletics AMERIC
cacInt wait tong to get hot
losing their opener Maris won five
ins row Jose Cansiwo broad. a
severm.inning be with a three-run homerSince
and Cy Young Award sinner Bob Welch'
(1-1i allowed seven hits in eight innings Monday night as
Seven ha in sight innings waked two and unga out trxirthe As beat the Caltoesa Angels 5.2. Welch II -11 allowed
The be., in the Angels home opener denied Mem
bee Star 0•10 They dropped to 5-2 and matched the club best, set
three times preeouey It was the filth consecutthee
victory for Oaklandthe three-time American
ive
League
champio
ns
.Manners I, Twine 4: Seattle won its first game at
the season Mowry a ii-garne losing streak bets rid home
from Edgar Martinez and Tracy Jones in the
runs
Manners
home
Opener
Randy Johnson 11-11 scattered 11410en Nts. struck
out al and walked four to end the worst
In the Manners 15-year heloy
'Indian. 1, Red Sox 0: The marathon betweenearl
Clevelan and Boston lasted longer than the Boston Marathon
Jacob,
'
Brook
homered in the 1311, inning on Dennis Lamp 11 -0)das
the Indians won in 3 hours. 45 minutes on Palmate'
The gams started one hour
Day
before the Pan of the 95th Boston Marathon and
more
ended
than
30
Kenya s Ryan" Hussein won the
nsiwies •••••
race Steve Ohm (1-Of pitched 32-3 hitless innings and
Doug Jones Peeled for he
third save
vorhite Sot 6, Unless 5: Chicago remained baseball'
s only unbeaten team with ra Mtn conseartve victory
Fletcher had four hits as the While SOK
Scott
spoked
York's soggy home opener A steady rain that
Coin Powell's first pinch for a half-hour and tel alNew
delayed Gen
afternoon
did not dampen Chicago's best start once 1982 when
won eight in a now Greg hiebanf 12-0) gave up
tour
he in servenlaus innings Greg Cabaret 10-2) allowed two it
and three hits in two innings
runs
*Blue Jays 4, Tigere 3: Kelly Gruber homered for the
second consecutive game and visiting Toronto increase
record to 6-2 the BLe Jays best start since 1984 Todd
d
its
Stottlemyris (1-0) allowed two Nine and
innings. struck out eight and eased lye Duane
Ward finished the hve-hiner for he PM sane lair hts in Co
•Onotee 7, Brewers 2: Sam Horn Art a grand
slam
and
Gann
Davis
got
his
firs
American League horns run in
lAhvaukes s Nome opener Cal Ripeen added a two-run
homer
It
his fest Apni boss since 1988 ice, Mesa (T-11 snoodand two eirtglee as the Oriole handed Chre Boa°
two rure in 5 1-3 innings
AL LEAGUE
•Psdres 3, Riede 2, Things aren't Quite as easy NATION
tor the Cinonnat Reds the ome The delencing World Sense
ions, who led are-to-are in 1990. have Pet lour
chaMPstraight genes The Reds started a wee Coast trip Monday
fight
and dropped 3-2 decision in It ,nningS 10 San Diego The Padres made
some lag charges over the sinter and so far
its working:as San Diego is off toe 6-1 start
leads the NL West Manager Lou Peiella was Chequered with
Reds performance after a 12-1 bets to Atlantaand
the
at Fivedron
eon as two at ;etches by Ted Power allowed Shawn t Stadium on Sunday Monday's loss was another Ally
iilieta 9, Piretee 3: Howard Johnson drove in lour runs, Abner to *core the sinning run
including
run-scon
a
ng angle in a se-run ninth thring,
carry New York past Pittsburgh at Three Rivers Stadium and
keep David Cone undigested in seven cane decisiontos
against the Pirates with the score 3-3. reliever Bob ACM
11-1) started the ninth by waking Gregg Arlene. end
\Ince Coleman The Mats broke the se when Koper
threw wider on Kith Millers tunt tangle Dave M.gedan, Johnson and Tom Hen followed with RBI singles as the Mets
wort their third ;Sage game Kevin Eller then drove in two
'none nuns with a 1^Pte 10 break
open In the second inning Johnson hit a home run into the
Pm*
the
upper deck in
lett lee
vAstroe 3, Braves 1: Jet BagiverS
map( eague homer a two-nun shot in the nrith inning Shed vetting
Houston
over Atlanta Ken Camnis who had three hitt angled
rerti two outs all meeker Kent klerdier 10:1) and Bagwell
followed with a dnve over the ish-field fence
•Cube 5, Philters 4: Greg Marldie ;etched three-hit ball for seven
innings and Andre Dawson tel as lest home run of
the season as Chicago took advantage Of four vied cinches
Wngley Field litaddui I2-Ch retired nine consecutive[wren by starter Jason Gfirnillly (0-1) to beat PNkathe(ha at
Mem
JOhn KrUill fourth- inning singe arid worked cut
d
trouble in the seventh inning Paul Assenmacher Fetched a hitless
eighth and Dave Seth finished for Ns third save
despite elbowing Dais AllUrphy II leadoff homer
in
•Dedgert 2, Gents 1: Tim Belcher 12-0i scattered the ninth
five hits in 6 2-3 innins and survrved three
the Dodgers defeated San Francisc
Los Angeles eTrOeS as
me 40e and wets reaching 20 mph oatin the Giants' home opener on a coed and windy night. As thrrtherakires fell ono
Candlest
ice
Park,
Bache and two relievers surrendered One unearned
Giants offense that scored more runs than any
run to a
ether mace *segue team the first week of the Season
gave up five hits in seven innings
Bud Nadi (0-21

Canadian Foothill league
OTTAWA ROUGH RiDERS—Signed Willie Vaughn
wide receiver arid Eric Wilson. linebacker
HOCKEY
National Hockey Lague
BUFFALO SABRES—Sent Kevin Haler and Ken Sutton
delensernen, Darren Shannon forward, arid Darcy
Meal*, goallenda, to Rochester of the American
Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS--Sent Corey liAllen.,center, and
Steven Rice, right erg, to Binghamton at the American
Hockey League
VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Signied Pat Quinn. president
and general manager to a four-year contract Sent Garry yak, right eng, to iAlwaukes of the I frenational
Hockey League
OLYMPICS
USA BASKETBALL—Named Lenny Miens, Cleveland
Cavalers coach. Mei Kat/levees Duke coach, and
P J. Garlesimo, Seen Hall coact, as assistant coaches
for the 1992 US Olympic basketball thorn
SOCCER
American Prof eseional Soccer League
SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLACKHAWKS—Signed Danny
Pena. defender
COLLEGE
NOIRE DAME—Announced the retirement of Digger
Phelps men $ basketball coach
ST MARY, CALIF —Announced the resignation of
Rick Sum.. Worts informanon director Namel Claude
Hagopan interim spons information director
SAMFORD—Narried John Brady men's basketto"
coach

Play ball...
(Cont'd from page 10)
McDaniel doubled for Calloskay,
and scored on an RBI single by
Mitch McClain.
The Lakers face the Murray
High Tigers today at 4 p.m. The
Tigers were scheduled to face
Reidland Monday. but the game
was postponed due to wet grounds.

Phelps digging...

•

•

•

•

SPRING SCENE
The Laker-Tiger baseball match -

(Cont'd from page 10)
first grandchild.
athletic director Roger Valdeserri,
Phelps leaves with more wins
but it's expected that Xavier's Pete and losses than any other Irish
Gillen — a former assistant under basketball coach.
Phelps — will become a leading
In 1990-91, the Irish opened
candidate.
with two victories, then dropped
Seton Hall coach PI Carlesimo sevenin a row. Hobbled with injuand Duke's Mike Krzyzewksi ries. Notre Dame took on a schealready have said they are not dule that included 11 games with
interested.
ranked teams, seven against Top 10
"If there is any interest in Pete teams. As the losses mount
ed.
Gillen. I'm sure Notre Dame will Phelps was regularly booed
at
use the proper channels and contact home games.
me first," Xavier athletic director
"It was tough breaks, one right
Jeff Fogclson said. "We are plan- after another," guard
Tim Singlening for next season with Pete Gil- ton said as the seaso
n drew to a
len as our basketball coach."
close.
The Rev, E. William BeauIn Phelps' first season,
champ, Notre Dame's vice presi- Dame suffered its most humiliNotre
ating
dent for athletics, said in a state- loss — 94-29 to Indian
a. But he
ment: "Over the years his teams quickly revived the
program and
have provided many thrilling two seasons later — in
1974 —
moments, which the university's Notre Dame broke
UCLA's
alumni and fans will long 88-game NCAA recor
d winning
remember."
streak with a 71-70 victory.
Phelps, who had a 393-197
The victory over the Bruins
record at Notre Dame and a cemented Phelps' relationship
with
419-200 head coaching record, fans, whom he gave other
moments
including one season at Fordham, of high drama. At
Notre Dame.
said his immediate plans are to Phelps beat No. 1 -rank
ed teams
spend more time on his hobby, seven times.
painting.
But the most recent of those
Phelps' son Rick, sporLs editor wins came four years ago
in a
of the University of Toledo student 60-58 defeat of top-rank
ed North
newspaper The Collegian, on Mon- Carolina. Despite a wealt
h of
day wrote that his father said 10 talented players who moved
from
years ago that he did not plan to be Notre Dame to the NBA
in the
coaching at the age of 50 "because 1970s and 1980s, the Irish
under
there were other things that he Phelps never returned to the Final
wants to do in life."
Four.
Phelps turns 50 on July 4, and
The 1990-91 season ended a
his son wrote that he plans to sthng of six consecutiv
e trips to
spend time with a soon-to-be-born the NCAA tournament.

up highlights today's action.
In track, Calloway will host a
meet featuring Murray, Marshall,
Mayfield, Lone Oak, Fulton and
Reidland.
In tennis, the Tiger and Lady
Tigers hosts regional power Lone
Oak while the Lakers and Lady
Lakers hosts Graves County.
In softball, Murray High hosts
Reidland, while the Lady Lakers
travel to Hopkinsville.

Sports Writer...
(Cont'd from page 10)
youth and it looks like they're
willing to takes the lumps with
it."
That itself is a positive sign.
Although the result was the
same as in so many games of
the crumbling days of Steinbrenner's regime, the positive
influence of his absence was
easily noticed. For the first time
in many openers. employees

m

-*- • .'••

•

openly smiled.
"So far, so good," said one,
who worked through the worst
of times.
So the weather was bad. So
the team was bad. So the game
was a loss. George III was
gone from the Bronx and things
were bound to get better.
"It's frustrating," Sax said.
"But it's seven games. We win
two or three in a row, and
everybody says 'Wow!"
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Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

That's
State Farm
insurance.Baseball

c

I

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there

Iate Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

Larry Krouse Insurance

/05 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

-MIN-J1

TS7
- /? CARDINALS

BASEBALL

SCHEDULE

0
1
3
A
1 9 0poane 9 1

r

Date
4/11
I 4/12
I 4/18
I 5/03
I 5/134
5/05
I 5/07
I 5/10
!53
5/2
11
I 5/31

:
I 6/
710118
6771
5
6/21
111

mmo IN CLIP AND SAVE
Time
Opponent
Date Time
1:00 pm Chicago
7/11 6:30 pm
6:30 pm Philadelphia
7/12 6:30 pm
7:30 pm Philadelphia
7/13 6:00 pm
6:30 pm Cincinnati
7/26 7:30 pm
6700 pm Cincinnati
8/02 7:30 pm
12:00 pm Cincinnati
8.'10 6:00 pm
6:30 Pm Atlanta
8.17 630 pm
7:30 Pm Houston
8,22 6:30 pm
7100 Pm Houston
8/23 7:30 pm
6:30 Pm Pittsburgh
8/30 9:30 pm
7:30 Pm New York
9/03 9:30 pm
7:30 Pm San Francisco 9/06 9.00 pm
9130 Pm San Diego
9,13 7:30 pm
9:30 Pm San Francisco 919 630 pm
7:30 Pm San Diego
9/20 6:30 pm
7:30 Pm Chicago
10,4 2.00 pm
som =IP NEB
MIN Mil III= MIMI

Opponent
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Montreal
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Diego
New York
Philadelphia
New York
Chicago

Murray Cablevision 'Channel 34'
"Your Cardinal
Baseball Connection:
Bel-Air Center
753-5005

GRAND OPENING
.111. MI M.

Saturday April 20, 1991

1
I

Ir.

Here's the deal. Come on in Saturday_ With every
oil & filter change, we will lubricate your car Free
N
during our GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION. M

LI MEI =IN MN

Tuesday, April 16
4-6 p.m.
at

=III MI IMO

.11

Attend The Live Remote
Broadcast Of Our Grand
Opening On 1340 - WNBS

Calloway Co. Middle School

Ross Insurance Agency

Free Gifts

Fee $30.
Ea. Additional child

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & main
7530489

Jr

•

$15.

--'•4•")BE

16th at Chestnut
"Five Points"
(502) 759-1529
Peg
a
Professional Lubrication and T.L.C. for
your car,
truck, motor home.

For more information call Beverly Turner.
Day - 753-3231 Ext. 241
Evenings - 753-1636

•

.
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739-9888

FREE LUBE I

Murray-Calloway Co.
Softball Association
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pcl.
GB
New Yon
6
2
750
Chicago
4
3
571
t',
St Louie
4
3
571
I
Ph ladelphia
3
4
429 2,
Ffinsturgh
3
4
429
Montreal
2
6 250 4
West Division
W L.
Pct,
GB
San Diego
6
1
657
Houskon
4
3
571
2
Loa Angie*.
3
3
500
Atlanta
2
3
400 3
Cinonnat
2
4
333 3,,
San Franctsco
2
5 286
litondeya
Si Louis 5 Montreal 4 Games
Chicago 5 Philedelona 4
Now York 9 Pittsburgh 3
Houston 3 Atlanta 1
San Diego 3. Cincinnati 2. 1 1 innings
Lee Angeles 2, San Francisco I
Tuseday's Genies
PhiladelPhla (OSAMU* 0-0i at
Chicago tHarkey 0-1),
1 20 p m
St Lois
1-0) at Montreal(Mahar 0-1), 6 35 p
New Yon (Whnethurst 1-01 at Pittsburg
h (Tomlin 0-0),
635 pm
Houston (Hamlett 1-0) at Atlanta (Leibran
dt 0-1)
640 pm
Cincinnati (Chariton 0.1) at San Diego
(Bales
0-01.
9 35 p m
Los Angeles IR Martinez 1-0) at San
Franasco
(LaCosa 0-01, 935 pm
WedrieedreS Ganes
PhiladeOhia at Chicago 1 20 pm
Los engines at San Francisco 235 p tin
St Louis at Montreal 6 35 p m
New York at Pittsburgh 635 pm
Houston at Atlanta. 640 pm
Cincinnati at San Diego. 905 p m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Toronto
6
2 750 —
Cleveland
4
3 571 1,
flearriore
3
3
500 2
leiwaukes
3
4
429 2',
Ostrom
2
4
333 3
Boston
2
5
296 3,
New York
2
5
266 3,
Wait Division
W
L Pct. GB
Chicago
s
0 1000 —
Oak end
6
1
857 —
Callorre
714 1
5
2
Kansas City
4
2 667 1A
kinnesota
2
5
286 4
Texas
1
4
200 4
Seattle
6
143 5
Monday'. Genie,
Cleveland 1 Boston 0 13 innings
Chicago 6 New Yon 5
Beamed* 7 Milwaukee 2
Toronto 4 Dance 3
Oakland 5 Calforre 2
Seattle 8 kennesota 4
Only games scheduled
Tuetedaya Game*
Kansas City (Amer 1-0i at Boston (Damen 0-I)
t205 pm
Texas (K Brown 0-1) at Cleveland (King 1-01 12 35
al
Chicago (k4 Perez 0-0) at New York r(iland 0-0), 630
m
oronto
(Weil 1-01 at Defoe (Gulickson 0-0) 635
pin
;Animate (Bridison 0-1i at Seattle (Holman 0-1)
9 35 p m
Oaketnd (Sereareiu 1-01 at Calfornia (Langston 1.0)
935 pm
Only games scheduled

Ages 7-19

- . •
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Supreme Court rules that states
may tax cable television operators
WASHINGTON t(AP) — States
may tax cable television operators
without having to levy the same tax
on all other news media, the
Supreme Court ruled today.
The 7-2 decision upheld an Arkansas sales tax on cable TV service. Cable operators had attacked
the tax, which is not imposed on
newspaper or magazine subscription sales, as a violation of their
free-speech rights.
The ruling will cost cable operators in Arkansas millions of dollars, and could encourage other
states to impose similar taxes on
cable TV systems.
The justices previously had ruled
that states generally may not tax
some types of publications while
exempurg others.
But writing for the court today,
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor said.
"Vve conclude that the state's

OBITUARIES

extension of its generally applicable sales tax to cable television
services alone, or to cable and
Burt L. Williams. 75, died today
satellite services, while exempting 4,1 a.m. at his home at 307 Woodthe print media does not violate the la wn)Mirrray.
First Amendment."
A- retired employee of Kenlake
The Constitution's First Amend- State Park, he was a member of
ment guarantees freedom of speech Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
and of the press.
Born Feb. 15, 1916, in Calloway
Cable operators, unlike over-the- County, he was the son of the late
air television stations and net- Burtis Toy Williams and Gracie
Hicks Williams.
works, charge for their services.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Today's decision upheld that Saint
L. Henley Williams; three
portion of an Arkansas Supreme
daughters, Mrs. Jenner Burkhart
Court ruling that allowed the state
and husband, Jerry, Rt. 4, Murray,
4 percent sales tax to be imposed
on cable TV services while
exempting newspapers and magazines. But today's ruling reversed
that part of the state court ruling
Final rites for Mrs. Mattie Lucilthat said taxing cable and satellite le Valentine were today
at 11 a.m.
services differently violated free- in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway.
speech rights.
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Charles Orr and the Rev. Thomas
Walker officiated.
Burial was in Walker Cemetery
there.
Lou V. McGary
Mrs. Valentine, 79, Paris, Tenn..
Does
POI1C• 13a
I 00(
died Sunday morning at Murray-of the Deductibles:
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Holley
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT Carbur
etor Plant, Paris, she was a
member of First Baptist Church.
Paris.
You arc responsibe for the deductibles that Medica does
re
not pay.
She was married Sept. 1, 1934,
st)-25 on Part A: 5100 on part B. Call me
for more information.
to Robert L. Valentine who died
! I F I.P IN CI.A1 M Fl(INC, FOR MY CLIENTS 753-7890g a.m.-8
June 19, 1985. She also was prep.m.
ceded. in death by one daughter

Tanner's trial
rescheduled for
May 6 in Mayfield

OPEN EVERY DAY

A pretrial hearing in Kentucky's
criminal case against the 19-yearold son of Rep. John Tanner (DTenn.) has been rescheduled for
May 6 in Mayfield, according to a
published report.

To Better Serve You
Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

John Portis Tanner, a student at
Dyersburg State Community College, is accused of second-degree
manslaughter, wanton endangerment and driving under the influence after a Dec. 14 crash on Kentucky 129 north of Dukedom that
killed Tanner's friend Jason T.
Robinson, 20, of Hendersonville.
Tenn.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
GM1

Parts

Mrs. Mary Lee and husband,
Armon. Rt. 1, Hardin, and Mrs.
Loretta Downey and husband, Earl,
Union City, Tenn.; four sons. Charles Williams and wife, Delores,
Detroit, Mich., Toy Williams, Murray, Bobby Williams and wife,.
Thersa, Rt. 8, Murray, and Jimmy
Williams and wife, Patricia, Pascagoula, Miss.; one sister, Mrs. Loyola Page, Murray; 13 grandchildren:
five great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or trUck see...

If convicted. Tanner, who
remains free on S25.000 bond.
faces a maximum 15 years on the
two felony charges. The penalty on
the DWI charge varies according to
the defendant's driving record, said
Commonwealth Attorney Richard
Weisenberger. 52, of Mayfield.
A trial date will likely be set in
the hearing. Earlier this month
Robinson's family filed a wrongful
death lawsuit in Davidson County
(Tenn.) Circuit COUr against the
Tanners and a nationalfraternity in
Murray seeking 512.5 million.

David Yor
MYERS

HOG MARKET
Feder-31.11U ,
Aarliet %eves Service A prIJ 16. 1,41
Keniacicy Purctsee Ars Hot Market Report Includes 4
Burnt Ratan,Receipea: Act 564. FAL 308 Rar,geei& G.as
3''5 lower, Sons land" 3'1 MI kreeer
1.S 12 Ds-2Sli
'5-4/25
Ls 1.2 2iesTY/
_144. 5-47.25.
LS 23 23111.264 be
Sor 2547"•
S 3-e :tarn las
5-41-25
1 S 12 2711-330 Ii.34000-4200
• 13 3411-4011 be
S4OS.4254
I • 13 IMS-515 be
-342.04-43.541
1 • 13 525 and up
$45 CO4/00
IS
31111-511 be
__113134-40.1111
Boars $115.11*-4.1111

'2
1.79 2.49 2.89
2.99 3.79 4.59
3.79 5.95 6.99
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A man believed to be Leonard
D. Brown, 68, of Columbus. Ohio,
was found stabbed to death in
Paducah at the Quality Inn at 1380
Irvin Cobb Dr.
A housekeeper found the body,
which contained multiple stab
wounds, fully clothed with a bedspread pulled over it. The wounds
were apparently inflicted sometime
Sunday afternoon a coroner said in
a published report.
Positive identification is being
sought through confirmation of
fingerprints by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation as well as dental
and medical records.
This is the fourth homicide in
Paducah since the beginning of
March.

U.S. Army creates
new 'cadre' combat
reserve force
WASHINGTON (AP) — Borrowing an idea from the Soviets,
the U.S. Army is creating a new
kind of combat reserve force.
Called "cadre" divisions, the units
would exist mainly on paper in
peacetime but could be called to
arms in a major crisis.
The cadre divisions would
account for one-quarter of the
Army's reserve component divisions by 1995, reflecting a significant shift in the makeup of American ground troop reinforcements.
The plan, which Army officials
won't discuss publicly, is one of
the more novel features of a broader Bush administration blueprint
for restructuring the armed forces
to adjust to shrinking defense
budgets and the end.: of the Cold
War.
Senior civilian Pentagon officials, including Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney, have informed Congress of the plan to convert two
National Guard divisions to cadre
status.

lc

oz. qiy oz. ie /P.;

Relda B. Watson
The funeral for Relda B. Watson
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Charlie Arnett is officiating.
Pallbearers are J.D. Lamb, Dan
Bazzell, Ray Bazzel, Hubert Bazzell, Ronnie Bazzell and Fred
Newsome. Burial will follow in
Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Mr. Watson, 75, of Rt. 7, Mayfield, Coldwater community, died
Sunday at 7:05 p.m. at Murray-

School...

Stock Market
Report

(

ez

* stz

Bell South
59s4 -1/2
Briggs & Stratton........... 21r/s -1/4
Chryder..-...-.-...-.-......-.133/1 •1/.
371/4 -1/2
Dean Foods.--.............._ 4414 -14
(Dollar Gen. Store ....13s4B 1374A

42

Ford ...........
'General
Goodrich......
Goodyear

c.

Additional Information Available
tr.
Upon Request
-Akt
.

English 101—organization, content and grammar to develop skills needed to
read and write formal prose. Prerequisite: Score 16, English section of ACT. 5-8
p.m. Mon.and Wed. June 3-July 23.
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46, SAT 181—Intro. to Interpersonal Communication—Includes interpersonal
perception, verbal and non-verbal communication, conflict reduction, and language
and its use.5-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 23.

.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC
Open: Mon -Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-12
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414 Main St
Murray, Ky
753-3366

HIWARD
.
LLYONS

762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654

Visa-MC-Discover

•3/s
3634 -1/4
-54
22'/s -1/2

Ingersoll Rand............. 4574 •34
K Mart............................. 4114 .1/4
Ky. Utilities....-...-.-...-... 221/4 -I/4
Kroger
•s4
L & G Energies
unc.
'
-1/5
( JCPenney
.501/s unc.
Quaker Oats.....--.-._„....57s/s •'/4
Sears
361/4 +1/4
Snap-On
+14
Texaco...............-..............68'4 •}4
Time-Warner .........-.......113s4 •1 /1
UST ..............-.-................463/4 41/1
Wal-Mart.....-.-.-..............43S/ -s/s
Woolworth...--...........
+1/s )
C.F-F. Yield
5 93

gth
Humanities 201--humanistic values, questions and themes in selected readings
from the 19th and 20th centuries. Prerequisites: English 101,102, IDC 101 and/1
02.
5-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs. June 3-July 23.
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The Rev. Joel Smith is officiating.
Burial will follow rn Scotts
Chapel Cemetery there.
Mr. Hill, 59, Smithland, died
Sunday at 11:56 p.m. at Salem
Nursing Home. One son, Lynn Ray
(Coat'd from page I)
"Our best advice is that Ken- 'Hill, preceded him in death.
He is survived by one grandtucky's resources not be deflected
to the development of national daughter, Valerie Hill, Murray; two
comparisons (and) that the burden sisters, Mrs. Thelma Hagerty, Holof testing be minimized by basing ly, Mich., and Mrs. Pauline Coopany national comparisons on sam- er, Paducah; several nieces and
pling procedures," the consultants nephews.
said in a March 28 letter to board
members.
One of the five — Jason Millman, a Cornell University education professor — said in an interview that the board's proposal
would make it possible "for each
Prices as of 9:00 AM
school — indeed, each student —
7)
%
to know how they are doing."
But Boysen and board member
Craig True, chairman of a subcomIndustrial Average...-----.....5.69 )
mittee that recommended the speci(Previous Close................... 2933.17
fication, said it might prove too
Air Products.................... 653/4 •14
expensive. The General Assembly
A.T.C.-Class A .........4434B 45'14A
appropriated $3 million for the
AT&T .....-.................--...363/s +34
entire testing program.
Bank of Murray
.150B

1DC 102--Interdisciplinary World Civilization—study of major world civili
zations since 1500 A. D. Prerequisite: Score 16, Social Studies section AO'. 5-8 p.m.
Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 23.

Framing
Windows
Doors
Kitchen Cabinets

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Kathleen Bazzell Watson, to whom
he was married on Dec. 11, 1937:
one granddaughter, Mrs. Julie Baker Stone and husband, Tim, 1718
Oakhill Dr., Murray; his mother-inlaw, Mrs. Pearl Bazzell, Mayfield;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Carlene Watson,- Coldwater; two local cousins,
Brooks Watson, Kirksey, and
Donald Watson, Mayfield.

Funeral rites for Billy Ray Hill
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Smith Funeral Home, Smithland.

itz *
ft Office Systems 120--information processing equipment(microcomputers
and
dedicated word processors). Develop skills using data and word processing
hardware
and software. 6-9 p.m. Mon., Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 3.

See Myers First
Full Line Building Materials Center

Calloway County Hospital.

Billy Ray Hill

Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
institution.

CEA0

RL 1, Hardin; two brothers, Gaylon
Mohler and wife, Earlene, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Loyd Mohler and
wife, Teresa, Evansville, Ind.; 11
grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildr0; five stepgreatgrandchildrerA
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Roger Joseph and the Rev. Terry
Sills will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Craig Garland, Terry Boggess, Sonny Henley, Shane Henley, Kenneth Mohler
and Steve Weatherford, active;
Mike Mohler, Leon Mohler, Bobby
Mohler, Jim Ed Norwood and
Baron Palmer, honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today (Tuesday).

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ruthie Treas Mohler, to whom he
was married on Jan. 14, 1934; three
daughters, Ms. Eva Mohler, Murray, and Mrs. Charlene Garland
and husband, Fred, and Mrs.
Delores Boggess and husband, Jerry, Kirksey; one son, Donald Mohler and wife, Jo Nell, Rt. 7, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Brown
and husband, Elwood (Preacher),

Summer Evening Classes --- offeredfor 7 112 weeks
it. it? Ir.
* az *
itz ie 0-z

'219

Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Lebannon Church of
Christ Cemetery near Sedalia.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Curt Mohler

Another homicide
occurs in Paducah

LE
Some
wives
send
spous
La go
Arabi

husband, E.C., 1619 Loch Lomond,
Murray; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Lisa Patton and husband, Tony,
Grover, Mo., and Tim Wallin and
wife, Delores, Murray; four greatgrandchildren; two brothers, Will J.
Smith and wife, Jessie, and Stanley
Smith and wife, Mary, all of
Mayfield.

Mrs. June Niundis. and one son,
Robert Valentine.
Born Nov. 10, 1911, at Cottage
Curt Mohler, 76, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Grove, Tenn.. she was the daughter
of the late Charlie Shankle and died Monday at 9:30 a.m. at Heritage Manor, Mayfield.
Minnie Ward Shanklc.
A retired farmer, he had joined a
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Sue Galbraith. Atlanta, Ga.: Baptist church as a young man.
one son. Gary Lee Valentine.
Born May 10, 1914, in Calloway
Temple, Texas; one sister. Mrs. County, he was the
son of the late
Nlyrtie McRee. Paris. Tenn.; six
Samuel 0. Mohler and Florence
grandchildren: five greatAnderson Mohler. One sister and
grandchildren.
six brothers also preceded him in
death.

Treated Lumber
Quikrete
Concrete
Mix

Mrs. Margaret Fuqua, 91, of
1619 Loch Lomond, Murray, died
Monday at 6:10 p.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
She had retired after working for
33 years at Curlee Clothing Company, Mayfield. She was a member
of Seventh and College Church of
Christ, Mayfield.
Born Nov. 18, 1899, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Charles Smith and Maude
Stanley Smith. She also was preceded in death by one grandson,
one sister and six brothers.
Mrs. Fuqua is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Bernice Wallin and

Mrs. Mattie Lucille Valentine

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
111-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Mrs. Margaret Fuqua

Burt L. Williams
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kentucky senders say packages never got
to soldiers

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Some Kentucky National Guard
wives and husbands who tried to
send Christmas packages to their
spouses' unit are wondering if Santa get lost on his way to Saudi
Arabia.
"We're really irate about this.
As far as we know, no one in the
2123rd has received their packages
yet," said Mike Holder of Crab
Orchard, whose wife, Sharline, is a
truck driver stationed in the Middle
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East with the Richmond-based
2123rd Transportation Co.
Last fall Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's office issued a press release
saying Kentuckians could bring
Christmas packages for soldiers to
Frankfort, and they would be sent
on, free, to Saudi Arabia.
Madison County folks filled two
Army trucks with packages and
sent them to the state capital. From
there they expected them to be
flown on, long before Christmas, to

relatives in the 2123rd.
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's that anyone got my packa
ge," said a letter from a female soldier sta"I didn't have the money to
press secretary, said he was aware Tara Bell of Richm
ond. She said tioned at King Khalid Military
spare," Holder said, but sent his
that some of the packages sent she sent two packa
City
ges contai
wife about 5300 worth of items, from
Kentucky may have run into food, medicine, sham ning in Saudi Arabia — the same place
including Christmas decorations,
poo, her husband is stationed — thankproblems after they left Frankfort. crossword-puzzle
magazines and ing her for the packages.
"because they guaranteed the
But he said he didn't know where other items to her husba
nd, Regi.
packages would be there quickly. I
"I don't know how they got to
the trouble occurred.
"I'm pretty mad about this, her, since
could have sent mine by the U.S.
they were addressed to
Responsibility for the problem because I also wrote
a bunch (of my husband,"
Postal Service, and at least they
rests with the Pentagon, Alexander letters) and ...
Donna Gordon said.
put them in that
would have gotten there sooner or
She knows the Richmond unit
said. "We delivered the packages box," Bell said,
adding that her moved aroun
later."
d a lot after arriving in
from Frankfort to the hands of the husband thought she
wasn't
The governor's press release told
appropriate entity in the U.S. mili- him because he never got writing Saudi Arabia in January — and
it. They that might have
people to bring their packages to
tary for delivery' to Saudi Arabia," had been married
interfered with
only two weeks delivery.
the state Christmas tree-lighting
he said.
before he left for Saudi Arabia last
ceremony Nov. 27. Since many of
"I guess the question we have is
He said he knew nothing specifi- November.
the
Madis
on
County residents
if (a package) had a specific per11
cally about the packages from
Donna Gordon, who sent about
couldn't go to Frankfort that day,
son's name on it, and a return
Richmond.
$150
worth of
Holde
r said, local guard officials
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) theme: Put a Freeze on Child
"This is just ridiculous. I feel other items in canned goods and address, why didn't they send it
two packages to her back? Our assum
arranged for them to take packages
— A Bowling Green radio personAbuse.
like I just donated S300, but not for husband,
ption is that the
Glenn.
ality who agreed to be "frozen
April is "Child Abuse Preven- to a Nov. 30 Christmas parade in
other packages ended up just like
any cause because I don't know
About 10 days ago, she received
Richmond, to be sent on to Frankalive" to raise money to fight child
tion Month."
mine did," Gordon said.
abuse said he planned to remain
Andrews will not eat or drink fort from there.
But "apparently they have disinside the 5,000-pound block of ice
but can sleep and wave to spectauntil Wednesday.
tors who come to peer through a appeared," said Kitty Canterbury
hole in the block of ice, which is 4 of Berea, who sent her husband,
Clad in Bermuda shorts and a
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
feet
wide, 5 feet high and 10 feet Kenneth, a tape recorder, tapes and
Coroner's office said the incident "slos
tank-top, "Twisted Tim" Andrews
h around," he said.
games. "I think this whole thing is Bourbon County infant died last
long.
apparently occurred late Wednesof station WDNS climbed inside a
Delicate veins inside the skull
week
of
pretty
brain
a
disgus
hemor
ting."
Organ
rhage
izers
after
day night in Paris.
said the temperature.
5,000-pound block of ice at 6 p.m.
could be severed, he said, and the
A National Guard sergeant at the being shaken violently, according
in Andrews' spot will be a cozy 50
The infant died of whiplash and
CDT Monday.
brain could begin to .bleed. The
to
autop
Richm
sy
ond
result
to
armor
s.
60 degrees because of his body
y referred all calls
a condition known as "shaken brain
"I'm going to stay in there 48
then swells, resulting in brain
Three-month-old Ken i LaNey
about the packages to National
heat.
baby syndrome," according to damag
hours or until I raise $5,000,"
e and possibly death.
Hiley
Guard
was
pronounced dead Friday
headquarters in Frankfort.
The Medical Center at Bowling
autopsy reports released Sunday.
Andrews said a few hours before
night
Calls
at
there
the
Univer
have
sity
not
Green
of
Kentu
been
return
cky
Dr. John Hunsaker, who pered.
provided an advanced lifebeginning his adventure.
Chandler Medical Center. She was
support truck and two paramedics
formed the autopsy, said the condi-PUBLIC SERVICE
Money collected from spectators
the daughter of Lisa Gail Hiley and
at the site. A security guard will
tion is caused when a child — usuwill be earmarked for Child Protec- check on
William A. Burrell of Paris.
ally less than a year old — is held
Andrews around the
tion Inc., a Bowling Green agency clock.
No charges have been filed, but
or shaken rapidly in a way that
that supports programs aimed at
the Bourbon County Common- causes a whiplash-t
"He's doing well," an assistant
ype of action.
preventing child abuse.
wealth's Attorney's office is
program director at the radio staHAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Defense
Infants' brains are still developThe link between Andrews tion said
reviewing the case, said Detective
ing, he said, and the tissue inside
Monday night. "It's a attorneys for a Floyd County man
United Way
inside the huge block of ice and little
Bob Duffy of the Kentucky State
the skull does not necessarily move
colder than he thought it accused of murder say they will
child protection is the stunt's would
Police post at Dry Ridge.
seek to have the case dismissed
in the same direction as the head.
be."
Her death has been ruled a
Combined with relatively lax neck
because a key piece of evidence is
homicide.
muscles, a violent shaking action in
missing — the victim's skull.
A release by the Fayette County
an infant could force the brain to
The trial of Wendall Ray Newman was scheduled to start MonFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The received from all candi
BLONDIE
dates except day, but Floyd County Circuit
seven gubernatorial candidates
Republican U.S. Rep. Larry Judge Hollie Conley postp
oned it
have been invited to take part in a Hopkins.
until October 7.
debate sponsored by LexingtonHopkins has declined numerous
Newman is charged in the 1978
area television stations on April 23. invitations to take part
in debates, death of Walter Hall of Letcher
The television stations, WDKY, forums and other appea
County. Hall died of a gunshot
rances with
WKYT, WLEX and WTVQ, will
his Republican opponent, Larry
wound to the head. His body was
preempt their regular programming
Forgy, as well as the five Demo- exhumed last year.
for the debate, which could last an cratic contenders.
Newman's attorneys, Dan Taylor
hour or 90 minutes depending on
The debate format will include
and Danny Caudill, said the skull
the number of participants.
questions from a panel of journalwas misplaced during an autopsy.
A spokeswoman for the Televi- ists as well as a time set
The attorneys want to have it exaaside
for
sion Association of the Bluegrass the candidates to
mined and if it can not be found,
question each
said commitments have been other.
they said the case should be
dismissed.
CALVIN and HOBBES
Special prosecutor J.D. Johnson
1.ETS
acknowledged that at least one
NOW wi
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he refused to say
OF
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — First
Att4Tu\NG 4E 5A1 OR. Do itst
son said. "I helped him run and I
WALK.
WALKING Otr0F
r
what.
KRE 2£t5Ul MA:7ER WNE
lady Martha Wilkinson says she
helped him win."
BCRN
iT SVDDENO
Also Monday, charges of complwE DOSE ANNITI-M. Mk/RIVAL?
11
has some news for people who
Several dozen people attended
CRACK. AND WE
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NAVE. WE BEEN NAM HAVE
icity
to
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it
murder were
accuse her of being a pawn in the
D\E_ Kr TNAT
111
the noontime event, the overTNE
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CRACK
governor's race for her husband,
whelming majority of them state dropped against two other defen'5 FLEE-7 NG
PREc,ok5 FEW FC101?5 2
.3
dants
,
David
Slone and Danny
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
employees and people Wilkinson
Mead
e.
Both
are
from Floyd
"I have a set of ideas of my own
has appointed to office.
County.
and I have a vision for Kentucky,"
ii
•
Mrs. Wilkinson said Monday during a ceremony to open her Frank4••••
lin County campaign headquarters.
by Jeane Dixon
"Wallace Wilkinson doesn't run
CATHY
Martha for anything."
11 DNESDAN • APRIL 17. 1991
But most of the remainder of her
hi HAVE TO PICK LIP 305H
WHO WILL STA14 LATE
I HAVE TO MEET SOMEONE,
IF PARENTS CAN
address had to do with Mrs. WilkHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE sional aims with someo
TO FINISH TI115 ?
AT PRE-SCHOOL
fALL IN LOVE, GET MARRIED,
ne
who has
LEAVE AT 500,
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: an impressive track
inson's contributions to her hus, SET UP HOUSE, GET PREGNANT
SINGLE PEOPLE
Your hopes ts ill rise along with sour incurred cultivating record. Expense
band's accomplishments in busiAND CAVE BIRTH!!!
1
SHOULD HT TO GO
product's . Look for big gams 1A-here will he worth it. a new friendship
ness and politics.
HOME AT NOON.
sour finances are concerned. You
"I helped Wallace in the busiVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
acquir
new
e
confidence when you exchange of ideas with your
ness all through the years. It's
colsee what you can accomplish on your leagues could spawn
called workmates," Mrs. Wilkina brilliant finanown. Discretion is the key to happy cial concept.
A
romance in Nos ember and Decem- raising. Show great day for fundinitiative. 1 A
ber. A lined one will help you make special campaignmore
will produce wdnan important. far-reaching decision derful results.
in early 1-992. Look for n)ore than just
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. The Paphysical attraction %shell choosing a tience is your strong
est ally if you are
_
mate.
faced with const
interruptions.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Isolate yourself toant
compl
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
THIS DATE: musk: publisher Don paperwork. Welcome ete difficult
a candid disKirshner. lournalist Harry Reasoner. cussion with your
loved ones.
pia w right Thorton Wilder. actor
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
William Holden.
You are the catalyst that
Larry Hopkins campaign has
ARIES \larch 2I-Apni 19): Be and ideas together. An brings people
introduction
accused Republican gubernatorial
willing to try someone else's meth- will light up your
life.
Avoid
getting
candidate Larry Forgy of trying to
ods. They mas he more effect's e than insolved in office
hide his involvement in a coal
vou expect. Welcome new responsi- serve your reputationsquabbles. • Prefor objectivity!
company.
hilities: a nice raise or bonus is in the
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
works. Keep an eye on legal affairs. 21): An alliance
Hopkins' campaign chairman
is
TAURUS (April 20-\lay 20): A Adopting a playfulvery fragile now.
David Williams said Forgy's camapproach could
paign biography has no mention of financial goal mas be difficult to get everyone back on track. Do
achie
ve
right
now.
i"our timing could allow an impulsive mood to jeopa not
Forgy's role with South East Coal
rdbe off. Exercise patience. Arguments ize a romantic bond.
Co.
could
mean
you
haye to work late.
Forgy said he "never made any
CAPRICOR
Handle routine matters as efficiently It may be difficN( Dec.22-Jan. 19):
secret" about his involvement with
ult to concentrate
as possible
today. Reconsider your plans to start
South East Coal Sales, for which
GARFIELD
GEMINI I \lay 2I -June 20): It is a new project.
Get
he was acting president for two
up to .sou to launch a pet project. paperwork. A platon caught up on
ic relationship
years in the mid-1980s.
Other people are too wrapped up in intensifies.
BECAL)5E NAP ATTACK
It was omitted from his two-page
their own affairs to really care. Seek
CAN STRIKE ANYTIME,
AQUA
RIUS
(Jai.
20-Feb.
18):
campaign biography because "I'm
their cooperation and suggestions at The tides ot. friend
ANYwHERE,wiTHouT
ship shift in your
wARNING,THATS WHY
trying not to involve my clients in
a later date./
favor. .Adaptabilit
this governor's race," Forgy said
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): An asset. Sign agree y is your biggest
opportune time to engage in confi- obstacles deter ments. Do not let
in a telephone interview from
Your mate makes
dential talks. write letters or conduct a special requesyou.
Lexington.
t. Try to oblige.
resear
ch. You are able to promote
In a release from the Hopkins
PISCES
your plans without arousing opposi- Channeling (Feb. I9-March . 20):
campaign, Williams said the omismone
shopping or
tion.
Give
a key partnership extra at- socializing boostsy into
sion raises questions. "Is there
your
spirits. You
tention HOW.
are a welcome addition to any gathersomething about Forgy's involveLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You can
ing. Wear something elegant and dine
ment with South East Coal that he
communicate with strength and sen- 'somewhere
special. Romance sizzles.
is trying to hide?"
sins ity today. Discuss your protesWilliams also noted in the
PEANUTS
release that South East had been
TODAY'S CHILDREN are outgoing. confident
and very appealing!
sued by Kentucky Utilities Inc. for
Life is never dull around these ads enturous Aries.
PEPPERMINT PATTY'S ON THE
Born leaders, they show
W140 AM I TO STAND IN THE
NO, NE'S NOT 60IN6 TO
their leadership skills first on the playground. later in
alleged overcharges for coal in the
PHONE „SHE SAYS YOUR STUPID
the
board
room.
Histor
WAY OF A WORLD WAR I
y
butts, they lose to read about bloody conflicts like
1980s. Williams omitted that South
DO
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OVER
the
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Indian Wars and the
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French Revolution! Encourage these imaginative
East has won a decision in the
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childr
en
down
to
write
TO HAVE A 600D TIME?
some of the wild tales they invent. They are natura
Court of Appeals on the case.
l storytellers, more
convincing than they realize.
Forgy said the reference to South
East Coal was "a cheap shot."
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Bowling Green disc jockey helps
"Put a freeze on child abuse

Infant dies with brain hemorrhage after violent shaking

Attorneys seek to
have case dismissed

It brings out the best
in all of us.1-

Gubernatorial candidates invited to debate

Wilkinson says she has own ideas
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Forgy of hiding
coal involvement
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010
•

.
;4
"4(

I.

020

Legal
Notice

-•

060

Notice

I Stephen Bynum am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own

Storage Buildings
axe Sum eel? $750, 8116
$900 variety of szeS &
styles Crve us a call 8 our
competition will fail

L. E. Williams
489-2663.
FEMALE needs roommate
to share house for room
board 753-7129

Nancy Ewing • Still
easy on the eyes.
HAPPY 40TH

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly. Have
great references.
Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
it not home, leave
message. I wLreturn your call.

Lace Tarn.
P J. & Laura

SNAPfitt

SPECIAL NEEDS
%OOPTION PROGRA%1

1-800-432-9346
-WM/ .:Es,1,1a,:Es

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for • comprehen
site Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
co insurance and Thonapproved
charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991
For more information
call

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Camaro RS, loaded
*143445 $31230 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax Title & License
48 kilo Closed End Lease

TREAS Lumber new Saturday hours 8-4pm We re
°per 7 days a week to
better serve you

V

1991 MEDICARE
LNFORMATION

Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St
$160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753 1916 for more
information

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
29th

FOR SALE
3 bedroom
house in
country. 2.2
,icres.'28.500.

TRACTOR-TRAILERS
POD

EXPFRIENCE
PIE 0 0

ALLIANCE

Only $5 A Week!
‘t.:!

RACT OR MAUR

rure-, •ni•lenert, (:t ;3 week,

114.MIMG CENTE
T

Stop by our office today or call
753-1916

THE FAR SIDE

65—

By GARY LARSON

TRINA'S ACTION WEAR
=

Tights • Shoes
-;
• •-

753-4647

LOS- black Doberman
Pinceer near Palmer and
Penny Rd area Call
489-2484 Reward
_OST smal' back dog in
Hamlin area No collar Call
4,36-2203

in a barbarian faux

pas that quickly cost him his life.
Garth is caught drinking his gruel with
pinky fingers extended
AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% c.orn mission Door to door n
necessary Delayed billing
for kit Free gifts Assist
Mgr 1-800-866-2243

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
S

Answer to Previous Puzzle

BOOKKEEPER needed
Aiton•Fri for local business
Must have expehence in
manual payroll and general
iedger Computer at your
disposal Benefits evadable Please send resume
along with references to
PO Box 970 Murray Ky
42071
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American
animal
23 Chastise
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43 Drink heavily
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CLASSICAL announcer
producer for WKMS•FM
Murray Half-time position
Program and host after
noon classics Additional
production responsibility
For full consideration send
resume programming
sample and audition tape
by May 1st to Announcer
Search WKMS- FM Box
2018 University Station
Murray Ky 42071 MSU
an Equal Opportunity ',
Affirmative Action
Employer

49

46

47

50
53

Li

54
Water

55

56

Clues for sodas 's cro,ss4iird puirle.

POSITION available for
licensed dental hygienist
Full or part time Send resume to 324 Tyson Place
Paris Tn 38242
SALES Person
Local
company needs someone
with some sales experience and knowledge in
plumbing and building materials Myers Lumber Co
500 S 4th
Murray
753-6450
SECRETARY Receptionist
needed for local medical
office General office and
typing skills a must Excellent communication skills
required Send resume to
PO Box 10401 Murray Ky
42071

LOVING, energetic crea
bye person to care for 1 and
5yr old boys 35hrs per
week Lrve in preferred 1yr
contract starting June
1991 Must be willing to
relocate to Rhode Island
near'beaches and university A retired homemaker WANT
ED Experienced
or young adult preferred
printing personnel InnovaChild care or parental qual- tive
Printing and Graphics
ifications required Reply 1623
Hwy 121 By-Pass
to PO Box 322 Benton Ky
42025
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST PHLEBOTOMIST
Community Hospital has an
immediate opening for a full
time 3 11 shift Medical
Technologist Applicants
must be MT(ASCP)or MLT
iASCP) or equivalent A
part-time 3-1 shift phlebotomy position is also available Applicants with experience are preferred however we will train This
position is ideal for an MSU
student For details contact Gene Klaus. Lab Manager Community Hospital
206 West South St Mayfield KY 42066 (502)
247-5211 (Ext 174) EEO
Employer IA F
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob? A
GED'? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
%Mean the ages of 16 8
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m -11 30a m

I WILL keep and care for a
ady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Exper
ienced and good rete•
ences 492-8510

MAG S Errand Service offers housesitting grocery
shopping postal and banking needs etc 753-96340
Mon-Fri 8-5 References
WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753-1016
WILL wash and wax mobile
homes
Call Starks
Brothers Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
753-2922 753-2753
11)0
Business
OPPoltirtf
HOME based business
European skin care, No de
livery No inventory $98 to
start For IntormatoP1 cal
707 876 1834

NEEDED energetic well organized person with above
average typingisecretanai
Skills Position is with local
company and starts as
part time secretary Send
resume to PO Box 10400
Murray Ky 42071

Local sandwich 8 yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Contact Video Elite
618-520388

NOW:hiring in housekeep
ir,g department Must apply
in person at Shoneys Inn

ONE of the nations largest
mortgage lenders is in need
of a loan officer for Graves
Marshall and Calloway
counties Knowledge of fiANTIQUES by the piece o
nance and sales expen
collections Call 753-9433
ence required Excellent
after 5pm
compensation package
Send resume and refer
CASH for mobile home
ences to Fleet Mortgage tires $7-512 each We will
Corp PO Box 7808 Padu- remove 527 2932
cah Ky 42002 7808 ,
JUNK cars 437 4087
OPERATIONS director for
LOCAL resident wishes to
100 000 watt NPR affiliate
purchase immediately
western Ky Total re
acreage •30 100) in Callosponsibility for daily operaway and Marshall Co Con
tions of station including
tact by mailing name ad
traffic and taping supervidress and telephone to PO
sion production and faciliBox 970 Murray Ky
ties scheduling volunteer
42071
and student recruitment
and training Additional re
SMALL pop up camper in
sponsibility for hosting local good condition 762 2628
portions of ALL THINGS days 759 1454 after 5pm
CONSIDERED For full
USED and aiitique turn'
consideration send re
lure, glass tools quilts
sume audition tape
901 642 6290
names and phone numbers
of references by May 6th to USED twin box springs
and
Operation Search WKMS- mattress 753 3041
FM Box 2018 University
USED window air condi
Station Murray, Ky 42071
MSU is an equal [loners 436 2755
opportunity,affirmative action employer

1-900-454-3535

.W.

SOIVFOR

Any Type*

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES PANG BL RN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

Appliances
GE upright freezer
753-9693

KINGSIZE waterbed
baffled mattress sheets
comforter rails heater
$110080 Antique servqr,
best offer 753-4562 after
7pm
GREEN extra long sofa
good condition Ideal for
newly married couple or
college student $50 Call
753-4668 after 5pm

ATTN Antique Dealers
Spaces to rent now available Hazel Ky Call
492-8175
nights
901-247-5518

AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call Mayfield 247-7831
FABR1C•Fabric•Fabric
Spnng fancies arming dads,
Bridal too,' Countn, Re
mnants Hwy 68/641 Draffen
Ky next to Bonanza
Marshall Count!, 1(m-5pm
Mon-Sal
KILN dried hardwood Hall
hardwood kiln Benton Ky
527-1097
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
lcu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 501b bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sunivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

bath

YOL
here
ing
437-

SOLD'noes
Must
642-2623

Mobile
Homes For Rent
3BR 2 bath double wide or
Hwy 280 Close to school
753-8231

2 C
f ern
474-(

RENT or rent to own 2br
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational .Deve
lopment near Aurora Ky
Recreational facilities
available to renters or own
ers For, information call
75.3 2613

AKC
male

worm

AKC
brado

HAVE
dog
Class
traine
over

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209

Peg s
753-2t

290
Heating
And Cooling

UKC

AC serviced and cleaned
Spring special 436 2904

puppif

for f(
males
line 5

LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759-4401 to
order
LUMBER windows and
doors from house at 802 N
16th 753-1390
MOWER blades Over 400
sizes in stock Snapper 30'
blade, $6 99, Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hardware Downtown Paris Tn
OUTSIDE w ...
mace
no
with
C
‘
, N(
"
May be
while in operation
753-9523

4 CAR shop with office Cali
753-4509
WAREHOUSE space for
rent on Industrial Road
Size 50x50 with 13 high
door Call 753 5976

MOVIN
seat
house
hold itc

310
Want
To Rent

MOVING to Murray in July
Clean Christian family
would like 3-4 bedroom
_house to rent or lease Ex
cellent references Ability to
pay debts on time without
PATIO stones 2"x8- x16" probl
em 2 children 2
gray or red 69c ea Also adul
ts
Call collect
2"x12" square or hexagonal 314-4
71-7448 early mornpatio stones gray or red just ing or nights
$1 69ea We have red
octagon -square paving PROFESSIONAL couple
stones for 55C ea and 18' moving to Murray would
square brickfaced patio like to rent or lease home
stones $3 69 Coast to 9 0 1 - 5 8 7 4 8 9 4
Coast Hardware 753-8604 502-762 4627

14x70 1986 BREEZEW
OOD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
satellite dish nicely land
soaped on lakeview lot in
Panorama Shores
436-2672 alter 6pm
1470 2br 2 full baths
Good Condition Furnished
Day 498 8911 evenings
492-8297
14x80 3br central HA real
good condition $14 300
759-9501

•'•

-INDUSTRY -BUSINESS -HOME
7
-MARINE

DOUBL
centra
Weil
mov

BOB H
Sales
Roberts
or 489-

COMMI
2800sq
course
terback
436 216

GOOD
ment or
compoui
resort fe
owner
slip boat
of prim(
2967 C
Realty 7

PINE Bark Mulch or Nug•
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 401b bag just
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
1 ROOM furnished apart
bag only $1 99 ea Also ment
with refrigerator Pri1gal size Shrubs or vate
bath Available April
Azalea s are just $2 99 ea
10 $100 Also 2br furnCoast to Coast Hardware ished
apartment Close to
753-8
604
FERGUSON 30 tractor Excampus Water paid Availcellent condition New Rub- CHRISTOP
HER S COINS able May 12 $210mo No
ber 489-2741
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques pets 753 5980
240 MASSEY Ferguson (Hazel) Treasure House 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
diesel tractor with box and Book Rack (Murray) 753 4109
Also mail-order service
grader blade, new 6ft
bushhog $9000 Kaboda Send for free price list and 2BR apartment 1326 Diu
diesel tractor 140hrs new 'Collection A " 15 different guid Rd W D hook-up dis
hwasher garbage dis511 bushhog, box grader U S coins 'Collections B
posal $275/mo plus depoblade
$9000
Call 21 different foreign coins
sit Available May 1st Call
$695 each, $1295 both
753 2905
Post-paid. 2-wk satisfac- 753 0504 759-4557 after
4000 FORD tractor 2 stage tion guara
nteed Free gift 5pm
clutch Good condition
with every inquiry Christo2BR energy efficient du
492 8622
pher's Coins 1605 West
plex New paint extra
Main,
Murray, Kentucky clean
580D Case backhoe perCentral HA ap
fect condition $17 500 42071 We buy coins and plances Available now
appr
aise
esta
tes
753 2905
Coleman RE 753 9898
753-4161
IH 2350 loader 84" bucket
A BRAND new bock duTOPSOIL - pickup or we
Krouse disk model 1404
plex 2br. a/c, gas heat all
2111 753-5596,759-9928 deliver 753-0277 or appliances No pets
759-1090 Welch Sand and
753-7688 or 759 4703
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
nights
Ky
BRICK 1br furnished or
WOODEN storage buildunfurn
ished Carport storings 8x16 starts at $1095
age, patio, no pets
GOLF cart good condition
10416 $142450 12x24
$255, mo 753-6931
$450 753-3966 after 6pm
$2395 Other sizes availFURNISHED apartments
GOLF clubs(mens arid wo- able Acree Portable Build
efficiency 182 bedroom
rnens) Mens Palmer Ax- ings 502 247 7831
and sleeping rooms Also
iom irons (sw 3 iron) 1yr
renting for May Zimmerold also wornen s Powerman Apts S 16th St
bolt countess irons (PW 3
753-6609
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753-8355 during
NEAR University Large
day or 753-5904 at night SHARP copiers Author- 2-bed
room apt Has large
ized dealer for sales ser
living room Large kitchen
vice supplies parts and dining area and
ample
rental units Local corn
closet space Range re
pany Call 1 800 248 4319 frigerator, dishw
asher, dtsposal and washer-dryer
hookup Fully carpeted
Electric heat and air Well
insulated
$275 rilo
$2751dep 759-1301, Mon
Par 3 Golf Course
12x44 MOBILE home to be thru Fri 9am-4pm
moved Good starter or re
NICE 1,2,31or apartment
Golf Carts
ntal $1995 474 8042
Furnished, near campus
Lighted
12x50 partially furnished
Also 1 3br house 1 4br
Driving Range
All ved stove refrigerator
house VWD hook-up Day
Set up on rented lot
9-5 753 6111
night
Miniature Golf
759 9847 after 5pm
753 0606

Firewood

437-4667
WOOD for sale

AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
INSTALLATIONS AND RECHARGE

4

Extension #702

386 TOWER Computer
25MHZ 80meg hard drive
EGA color monitor, 1 2 meg
577'drive has software on
hard drive
$1995
354-6600

A FIREWOOD

;
A

1 TON yale chain fall, $100
5 side winder bushhog 5
HICO bushhog 753-0657

Softball
Baseball
Batting Cages

I

PMENT

i.`;Fr

Moblie
Homes For Sine

350 CHFVY engine runs
great Aluminum wheels'
new tires fits Ford truck
1990 YZ 125
Call
753-8059

1988 2BEDRM 2bath
14x70 Cathedral ceiling
1964 EZ-GO electric golf Jacuzzi Country
blue
cart Call after 3 30pm, mauve custom design&
489-2546
$500 down take over pay
mts of $220 mo includes
insurance 753 4260
21n

SALES AND SERVICE
225 N. 2nd St. Murray. Ky 42071 Phone
(502) 759-1999
CO' Dry Chemical Smoke Alarms HALON •
SAFETY EQUI

5'

1988 MONARCH pontoon
boat 35hp Mercury motor,
trolling motor, depth finder.
tape deck. trailer $5200
1986 Yamaha 4-wheeler
Moto-4 $1100 1985 Uncoln Town car 58xxx miles
Price negotiable Farman
cub tractor with mower
deck $2000 Farmall tractor with plow, disk bushhog mower deck Pond
scoop, lot more Price negotiable 753-6842

LAWNS mowed Quality
work fee lowest possible
price
References
753-6986

MURRAY
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

1

DIAL-A-WORD'

PLASTERER Needed for
temporary summer work
May through August 1991
Apply at Personnel Ser
vices Sparks Hall. Murray
State University Murray
KY 42071 Phone (502)
762 4406 or 762 4291
E0E,MFVH

'EARN EXTRA INCOME•
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel bro
chures For more inforrna
tion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A
PART Time temporary help
Travel
P 0
Box needed for insur
ance of
430780-B1 South Miami
fice Experience preferred
PROM dresses 759-4503
FL 33143
Mail resume to PO Box
SUNT
1040L
Murray Ky 42071
AN booth 753-3488
EXPERIENCED painter
2yrs preferred 753-9382
PART time checker ZENITH VM 7000 video
after 5pm References
needed Apply in person camera with all attach
required
Only Owens Food Market ments 474 0116

-.
52

GENERAL office work
Tues Sat 9am 6pm Send
resume to PO Box 1040K
Murray. Ky 42071

270

Miscellaneous

STAY HOME and make up
to $100000 a week or
more Over 400 companies
need homeworkers
distributors NOW' Call for
amazing recorded message (713)664-1720 (Ext
Ad)

LEARN TO DRIVE

Dial-A-Serviee is a hanrly lip- out seL.1
1on running each
1-1cla:.• in the classifieds You get a 2x1 displ
ay ad. regularly
01 S9 60. for

FUN job National company
needs telemarketers
5 9pm No experience
necessary Call 753-2028

LAWN maintenance care
help needed Experience a
plus Retirees welcome To
apply call 436 5805

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

FINANCIAL- Councelors
malelernale Due to rapid
expansion we have six
openings for part-time
councelors Hours 5pm to
9pm Monday Thursday
and 8 00am 1/ noon Satur
day Excellent salary and
opportunity to advance An
EOE Apply in person
WTCB 1410 Industrial
Park Rd Paris TN

HOUSEKEEPER 3 or 4
days a week Permanent
positron Own eansporta
Don Mail resume to PO
Box 1040N Murray Ky
42071

service

WANTED
TO BUY

Call (618)
548-2846

Dial-A-Service is for you!

ye•r

240

Heti
Wanted

Notice

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

HOMELITE 995 weed trim
rner $89 99 Treas Lumber

ta

• :•15.4•

020

for sale
753-9745

1991 1450
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

2br 1 bath
W/D hookup
Located Rivi
7 389 0141

2411 PERRY travel hailer
self contained skirted in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
tic, privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

KOPPEF
fers a a
Real Est
wide sel
homes.
75 3 - 1 2
1-800-2'
711L
3BR 1 /7 b
mobile hi
Shores
near lake
$8000 C
erty in c
Estate
753-3263

2BR 1 ba
on 1 acre
Murray 7

3231
Und
New 4 E
family
kitchen
lion, ul

baths,
double g
double
sidewalk
parquet
dishwasl
cient, Jai
41
Night:
3BR 2 b.
Irvingroom
Large kit(
painted ca
stove 20:
with woo
built-ins
paper and
tile patio
Walking d
ping OuK
nably
753-2206

NOW available 1 br apart
ment with paid utilities No
pets Lease deposit re
geired near downtown
436-2755
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

If
Insur
Medi

Horn
I

UNIVERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br can
eel HA appliances micro
wave $400/mo 753 8096
753-2633

pa ic

free
OL
Savir
when
have

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500imo plus deposit Col,
ernan RE 753 9898
2BR bripok in country Cen
tral H/A, appliances, very
nice $400imo Coleman
RE 753-9898

Je

3BR 1 bath 2 story Lease
deposit
No pets
753-0932 753 5898
•
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THE MURRAY LEDGER &
TIMES
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Homes
For Sae

YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From wean
ing to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near Univer
sity $28,000 753-3293

Used
Cars

3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot new well
and septic Mid $40 s
436-2742

PAGE 15

CLASSIFIEDS

A90

Livestock
I Suppe**

TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1991

1966 THUNDERBIRD Re
stored to near show condition 428cu in . psipb
seats windows air $9200
443-4621

5311
Services
Offered
1991 CHEVY S-10 43 V-6
loaded $9700 437-4020
510

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816,753-0495

530
Services
Offered
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

*

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Ser% ice

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming.
hauling landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free esti
mates 759-4440

MR Chimney Chimney
SUREWAY Tree & Stump cleaner 492-8561
1976 CHRYSLER CorA 0 Lawn Service mowing,
Get
Camp
ers
Your Home
Removal Insured with full
doba Good body, motor,
planting, pruning
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
Ready For Spring!
line of equipment including
transmission 98xxxx ac
753-0672 leave message
1971 CHEVY LWB pickup
2 COCKATIELS male?
link fence dog kennels reMille
r
60ft
Air
aeria
Condi
tual
l
truck
tione
miles 1976 Cheverolet auto $600 LWB toppe
s and brush
rs
female with cage
Doors & Windows
chipper To assure a safer sidential,commercial Free QUALITY sewing and alter$50 4 radial ores $100
APPROX 26 acres woods 350 van 753-9673
474 0116
Viny Underpinning
ALPHA Builders- Carpenoperation at a lower com- estimates 753-9785 or ations Reasonable price
753-7925, leave message
and tillable SW area new 1979
White & Silver Roofs
try, remodeling porches,
References For more in
753-3254
VOLVO 242DL 4
AKC Chocolate Lab Fe- hous
petitive cost Free esti
e partially finished
Shingled Roofs
roofing, concrete drivespeed blue, runs great
formation call 753-5980
1972 21ft
male. 9wks shots and new
mate
SEL
s
F
witho
ut
oblig
ation
septic central heat 436-2174
Floor Repair, AnchorPAINTING remodeling
contained Dual axle re- ways painting, maintedays 753-5467 nights
evenings
wormed 354 8914
Day or nite 753-5484
ing, Decks, Room EnAC
outbuildings
deck and landscape con
frigerator, A/C Reduced to nance, etc Free estimates
closure, Carport
1980 CHEVROLET CaREM
ODELING and con
AKC registered yellow La- 492-8519
struc
tion
T
C
Free estimate
Dinh Repair and Main$975 or OBO 753-9827 489-2303
price Clean, well mainaete work Experience ad
Ph. (502) 492-8488
brador puppies 527-2072 CONDOM
tenance Plumbing and 436-2744
after 6pm
INIUM ground tained,
ANY remodeling, building
references 759-9254
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
PB/PS/PW
Electrical Cleaning PAINTING Interior and
HAVE an obedient safe floor unit with garage Low 88xxx miles $150 ,AC
Ex
1973 DODGE motor home painting & roofing Free es
0
Sewe
OBO
r
Best
1210
/121
Pric
2 Main tenor Free esti
es
RILEY'S HOME i%1dog for show or home utilities, wheel chair ac- 759-1337
timates References
mates
24ft self-contained air
Street 753-6111 office
* Quality Results *
Small repairs Reasonable PROVENIENTS Back fr,rn
Classes or professionally cessable For sale or lease
$4800 Phone 4-36-2743
435-4632
7530606
after 5pm
Hurncane Hugo. Roofing ,or
rates 753-6844
trained Serving Murray for 753-3293
1975 pop up trailer Good APPLIANCE REPAIRS
specialty. 10% discount .o
1980 TOYOTA Celica
over 12yrs 436 2858
TOTAL lawn service Free
HILLTOP Home Must sell
5 condition
PLUMBING - Free esti
senior citizens. Phone
Plus two new Factory trained by 3 major DAVIDSON Roofing New estimate 436 2744
ps/pb
3bedrm lbath attached speed
ac
mates Affordable rate
Pegs Dog Grooming
700x20 ores $100 each
manufacturers Most parts roofs and repairs Tear offs
489-2693.
474
0116
garage 4 out buildings
753-2915
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR Same day service All work
in stock, on my truck All and re roofs Written guar
Call 753-2316
ROCKY COLSON Homo
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
guaranteed 753-4200
1981 CHEVY Citation
Service Center, cleaningantee Local references
work and parts warranted
'4 acres $25,000 negoti- 33xxx actua
1984 COACHMEN motor Ask
Repair Roofing sidin,
servi
cing
753$15,
l
5812
for
most
miles
Andy
repai
at
rs
V-6
The ApUKC Registered Walker able 502 436
home Less than 10xxx plian
PLUMBING repairman with painting plumbing, coil
2010
auto, psipb ac 753-3742
$35 all brands 3rd Street
ce Works, 753-2455
puppies 6wks old $100
LICENSED for electric
miles $16,500 247-6699
same day service Call crete Free estimates Ca.i
Almo
Open
9-12 1 5
for females $125 for HOUSE in country on 1'4
1983 OLDS 98
gas refrigeration Installa
474 2307
APPLIANCE SERVICE
436-5255
Mon Fri 9 2pm Sat
acres 3bedrm lbath, cen- $3950 or $600 broughm
2 CAMPERS '76 Nomad
males Hillbilly Mac blood
Kenmore, Westinghouse, bon and repair Free esti
& take up
7530530
76 Wildcat Excellent Whirl
tral gas/heat & air $28.500 notes 489-2446
line 5024-37-3016
pool 30 years experi- mates 753-7203
•
or first reasonable offer
shape
Must sell' ence Bobby Hopp
WILL do general light hauler,
1984
COR
489492VETTE silver,
2362
8158
ing, mowing yards, paint410
436-5848
dark silver bottom 14,600
ing, other odd Jobs
Public
NEW England Salt Box actual miles
CAMPER top for small AUT
HORIZED Murray serLeather seats
759-9636
Saw
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms glass top,
LWB pickup Fiberglass
vice dealer warranty parts.
never smoked in
Slidi
and
ng
3
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
full
front window $275 service Does
baths Parquet never wrecked all
WILL do plumbing All guarMOVING Sale - sofa, love Backhoe Service
n't matter
service
C UST OM WOOOW OR KJ NG
OBO 753-4359
anteed 435-4169
seat, chair, baby crib. flooring and carpet gor records, garage kept covwhere purchased, bring reAll Types Of:
house plants, miso house- geous staircase and foyer ered show room new
TRUCK camper Call ceipt and we'll fix it Ed's
WILL do yard work and odd
Cus
tom
Woodworking
hold items Call 753-8969 Ceiling fans, lovely fire- 753-5763 after 5pm
Small Engine RI 1 Box 84A
436-2571
iobs of any kind No job too
place, beautiful decor
Almo
,
Ky,
7530657
small 759-4401
throughout Large roomy 1984 RENAULT Encore
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
BACKHOE Service- ROY
kitchen with white cabinets good condition $1200
•Drop by & see our showroom
ROG
ER
Huds
436on
rock
2903
haulafter 3pm
HILL Junior Thorn, opera$124,500 MLS 2909
409 SUNBURY MURRAY ;13en•nd Bunny
ing gravel sand, dirt drive
IIP•a0)
tor 30 years experience
Phone 753-1222, Kop
753-594,1
way rock 753-4545
.
Septic system, drive-ways,
BOB HALEY Real Estate perud Realty
1989 HONDA Civic 1
753-6763 759-1823
-Junior Thorn,
Sales and Appraisals
15ft BASS boat 50hp Evin- hauling, foundations etc
READY FOR IMMEDIATE owner since new 5 speed
7594664
Operator
Roberts Realty 753-1651
WILL mow yards Reasonrude HD drive on tilt trailer.
OCCUPANCY, And ideal 42mpg No damage his
or 489-2266
able rates Free estimates
for the young family Very tory Taxed and licensed Depth finder, Evinrude troll- BLOCK, brick, concrete fin:10 Yam! Experience
No lob to large or to small
ing motor Water ready ishing
COMMERCIAL building nicely decorated, well - until 3/92 $8900 firm
Basements foot474-2300
Used 15 times Locally ings, gara
Speci
Airin
2
in
SePli
2800sq ft next to golf maintained 3 bedroom 759-4619
c
ges, drives,
Service on all brands: window
owned $3425 Call walks 30yr
I Jnlo. Sows. FoundKITCHEN CABINET RE
air conditioners course on N 16th and Ut- home Large deck, fenced
s experience
refrigerators - freezers - wash
901
247
556
7
leave 13yrs in Murray area
MODELING with wood
terback Rd 753-0521 or back yard and workshop 1984
ers - dryers 11Jul
inv.
etc.
TOYOTA Supra
micr
owav
mess
es
dish
age
wash
ers -gas & electric ranges.
grain formica, all colors
753-5476 Charles Barnett
436-2165 after 5pm
storage area are some of load
ed, good condition
Free estimates Wulff's Rethe quality features Just new
Factory Authorized Repairs For
Ores $4500 753-8500 17ft
GOOD business investcovery, Murray 436-5560
MARK Twain 305 V-8 BOAT DOCKS Over 20
reduced Low $60's MLS days
4365371 after 5pm
years
ment or a family-corporate
Tap
pan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
of
satisf
ied
custo
mers
in
Extra
nice Only $4900
2652 Phone 753-1222
compound Fully operating
the budding and repair of boat HAULING, yard work tree A LICENSED electrical
1985 CUTLASS Calais 759-1882 after 5pm
Kopperud Realty
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
contractor JAMES C GALdocks, rails and lifts. All work removal mowing Free es
resort features 7 cottages
loaded, blue, good condi1990, 174 ft WINNER - approved by TVA or Corps of bmates 759-1683
LIMORE ELECTRIC Comownertaretaker home 32 THR
tion
Call
759EE
4808
bedroom
after Intrigue, 140hp Mercr
mercial and residential fast
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres 1-'4
uiser Engineers. Former owner of
bath brick excellent 6pm
1,0,low hours Built-in cod- Twin Lakes Moonng. Call HERMAN S Janitor Service courteous and efficient serof prime lakefront MLS condi
tion on quiet street in 1986
Floor Cleaning "24 Hours vice
BUICK Skyhawk Lim- ers, mooring cover, ski Mark (Tony) Krimm at
2967 Contact Kopperud city
759-1835
Central gas heat, living ited
equipment, trailer Excel- 354-8695 before 8am or after A Day Business offices
Realty 753-1222
Low
mile
s
Extr
a
room dining room, kitchen!
priva
L&L
te
Lawn
home
Service Coms
churches
lent condition $8900 5pm for free estimates.
dean 753-3785 after 5pm
Weekly, monthly, one time mercial or Residential
KOPPERUD REALTY ot- utility room, large sunroom
753-1404 days or
Free estimates 753-4001
BOGARD Paving Paving job Call 474-2358
ters a complete range of paved driveway, carport 1986 CHEVROLET Ca- 762-4051 after
4 30pm
price Classic Brougham,
and sealing driveways and
Real Estate services with a detached garage or work
INSULATION Blown In By McKINNEY Bookkeeping
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft parking lots Over 20yrs
excellent condition clean
wide selection of quality shop, fenced backyard
service now taking new
Lots of extras Call Michelin tires, fully loaded
pontoon, deluxe, 1990 Mer- experience Free esti- Sears TVA approved
homes, all prices
cury 90H P with tilt-trim, mates 753-9552 or Save on those high heating clients 759-4173
753-7903 after 5pm
753-1222 toll free 753-1893,Chuck Foster
and cooling bills Call Sears
20gal gas tank, water pres- 437-4391
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
MOODY S mower repair
753-2310 for free estimate
WAT
ERF
sure
RON
gauge. trailer, Minn
T Ky Lake
Pickup and delivery All
711L
BRE
AKI
NG
and
diski
subdivision 4br 2 bath
ng
Kota trolling motor, 40Ib
work guaranteed
3BR 1'4 bath on Broad lair covered deck 354-6006
thrust 12/24 foot control 2 gardens Yard landscaping
753-5668
and
bus
mobile home in Pine Bluff
hho
gging
deluxe fold down fishing
MOWING landscaping
Shores 3br central HA
seats, privacy room with 436-5430
47a
and
tree work All odd jobs
near lake 2br on Ash St
porta
potty, stainless steel BUD'S WELDING SERColdwater Rd.
Big or small Free esti$8000 Commercial propgrill, mountinglransducer VICE EXPERI
Motorcycles
ENC
ED
8-5 p.m. • 753-9181
mates Good rates Have
erly in city Wilson Real
and power cable for Hum- 7am-6pm
Mon Sat
references 753-4254
753-8124 after 5 p.m.
Estate 302 S 12th 1982 BIG Red Honda $995
mingbird depth finder, cas- 492-8419
753-2869
1984 200E Yamaha shah
753-3263
or See J.B. Taylor
sette player with AM/FM Residential &
drive $895 Both excellent
MPX radio, table, rear sun- BUILDER, new homes,
MOWING ROTO-TILLING
condition 753 0144
Commercial
1986 Chev. Celebrity
deck, front and rear sofas garages, additions, remodin-town only Will take lim753-5463
eling
.
frami
Euro Sport
ng,
with storage, 3 batteries
decks, paLawn & Building
ited number of small to
Bought new 9/89 new con tios, solar green houses,
4 dr......—...- S2,750
medium size yards for '91
2 SUZUKI 185 motorcycles
Maintenance
dition (only 3 tanks gas on pole barns Experienced
season 753-0611
2BR 1 bath Country home for parts 489-2484
1983 Ford Pickup 300
engine) $12.200 carpentry Tripp Williams,
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
on 1 acre 5 miles south o
MOWING trimming, wee753-0563 after 5pm
6 cyl. auto.
88 SUZUKI Entruder
436-5684
$1650
Murray 759-1934
354-6624
dealing City or county No
750cc water cooled shaft
BULL
DOZI
NG and back
31ft BURNS Craft house1982 Mercury Capri
lob to large or to small Call
drive Only 3000 miles
WILL mow lawns and do 759-9708
boat Completely self- hoe work Call after 4pm
Hetchbock
day or night or
$1 559
753-2568 after 5pm
Financing other lawn work 436-2528
contained with full 354-8161
3237 Sq. Ft.
759-9505
1980 Mercury Marquis
bath separate available
HONDA GL 500 Interstate
Under Roof
4 di
shower,stove,refrig A/C CARPET
$1000 firm 489-2125
$1,250
and vinyl repairs
newly redecorated Chrys- and insta
New 4 BR home Large
llation ProfesI 1979 El Comirra $24501
ler
225
V-8
mari
family
ne
with sional service Glen Bobber
room,
L R.
Merc
ury
outdr
ive
Moored 759-1247, leave message
lochea dining combina1977 Ford Van, 302
at Cypress Springs Manna
tion, utility room, 3
auto.
.51,400
$16,500 753 8500days. CH1M Chins Chimney
baths, lots of closets.
NEW and used tires Key
Sweeps has 10% senior citi4,36-5371 after 5pm
1973 Ford Galaxy 500
Block, brick, stone, complete
double garage, concrete
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
foundation, conzen discounts We sell chim2
dr.
hard
top
94
.....
hp
S550
EVIN
cret
e work, sidewalks & patios covered
RUDE
753-5500
double driveway Patio,
$375 ney caps and screens
with
443-4621
435-4191
sidewalks, carpet, oak
brick.
1965 VW Beetle $750
PONTIAC 400 small block
parquet floors, range &
GOOD selection of used C & L Land
only 700 miles on motor
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
scaping, bush
boats motors trailers pon- hogging,
dishwasher, energy effiMotor is in a 77 Gran Prix
grading clearing
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
toons, RV's Fishing boats tree remo
cient, large wooded lot
All for $500 489-2117
1989 CHEVY Cavalier
val top soil, and
fully rigged ski rigs sail- river
For
white blue interior $7000
A Job Done Right Because We
rock
4928254
PUNCH 45 $225 15th An489-2126
boat, salvage parts All ser7519911
Guarantee Our Work.
niver
7he
sary
Nights 489-2387
Special! Sunset
Auteriti f Fut', aar Eoual Ccecrtiniti
vice work guaranteed CUNNINGHAM S Heating
Enders!
Blvd. Music Murray's
1§90 GRAND AM,2dr One Check our prices Wayn and Cooling Service Come
Rockford-Fosgate authonzed
owner, white, 18xxx miles
Darnell Marine Repair, 1 plete service on all central
3BR 2 bath brick Large dealer. Dixieland Center
Auto, Olt cruise. AM/FM
mile from Murray on 94E cooling, all makes and
Irvingroom with dining area illsestnut St. 753-0113.
cassette, sport wheels
models Call Gary at
753-0079
Large kitchen with white
Would consider trade
759-4754
OUTFITTED 17ft Stryker
painted cabinets, Genn Air
753-6015 or 753-8648
485
75hp Stinger, extra nice CUSTOM garden tilling
stove 20x28 family room
Auto
CAR Stereo Installation
with Troy Bill rearbrie tiller
436-2463 after 6pm
with woodstove lots of
Parts
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Small size garden $40 and
built-ins Shutters wallup 436-2003
paper and ceiling fans Nice 2 DUALLY LWB Chevrolet Music Murray's Alpine Car
530
tile patio Energy efficient truckbeds White $800 Audio Specialist, Dixieland
FEN
CE sales at Sears
Center, 1 block from MSU
Services)
Walking distance to shop- each 753-2905
now Call Sears 753-2310
dorms
Offer
.
ed
ping Quiet street Reaso- NEW
for free estimate for your
and used parts for
nably priced
FAMILY has outgrown
Call Datsuns and Toyotas
needs
YAR
753-2206
D
Work
Mowi
1988 Corsica LT Excellent
ng, trim
474-0116
GEN
ming
ERAL office and
odd lobs of any lend
condition, 47,500 miles
Free estimates 7536463 house cleaning Refer
15000 759-4545 anytime
ences supplied 753 4897
•
A lA T ENTERPRISE Ex- GENERAL Repair plum
b
.195
cavating Dozer, backhoe, ing, roofing, tree work
trucks Levies, roads, dnve- 436-2642
If you need any form of Life
ways, parking lots septic
Vans
tanks foundations, base- GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
1985 GMC Safari van good
ments, gravel din ponds rock and all type hauling
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
condition Clean PS/PB
Call Kenney Travis
753-0577
PW bit, AC AM/FM 77xxx
759-1039
Home Insurance just give us a call.
miles $5700 Days CARPENTRY, commerci
al
We will check with several
492-8138
nights and resideetal work Re- GUTTERING By Sears
753 0081
modeling. additions decks, Sears residential and com
companies to give you the best
fenc
es Fast quality ser- mercial continuous gutters
77 FORD cube van Good
possible rate and benefits and
installed for your speafica
vice
Call 759-1424 after
work vehicle 492-8158
bons Call Sears 753 2310
deliver the information to you at
5pm
for free estimate
you
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APPLIANCE REPAIR

(502) 759-4664

753-5341 or 753-1270
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:

5 Points
Used Cars
810,/s

The Housing Authority of Fulton,
Kentucky is accepting applicants to
fill the position of Executive Director. This position will be responsible
for the administration of the Housing
Authority's 220 unit complex and
will work at the direction of the
Housing Authority Board of Commissioners, appointed by the
Mayor. Requirements of the position are,(1) a degree from a college
or university in Business Administration, Political Science or a
closely related field or (2) at least
five years of management administration or any equivalent combination of training and experience
which provides the required knowledge,' skills and abilities. Salary
depending upon qualifications.
Send detailed resume by April 30th
to: Chairman, Housing Authority of
Fulton, 200 North Highland Drive,
Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.

R&J
Maintenance
Co.
Complete

Smith
Masonry

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

r home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

NICE!
in 1990,features bedr
walk-in closets Located Just ooms,2
West of
in Woodgate Estates $901
MLS 2916

Kopperud Realty
711 Mai
n St.

753-1222

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper. carpentry,
floor covering No iob too
small 753-4251

Now that we are entering,
ou
want you to be informed onr "garage sale season," we
our policies.
We do work 2 days in
adva
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fr nce to better serve you.
Yard sales do have to be pa i. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
id in advance and are $7.50
per day.
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For assistance call, 753-19
16 or come by

HARDIN Painting Residential or commercial Re
ferences on request For
tree estimate call 437-4221
or 354 8985 20 years
experience

Wiiray
Ledger & Times classified department
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McDonald's announces plan aimed at 80% cut in garbage

•••

WASHINGTON (AP) — McDonald's Corp. said today it has an
environmental plan that could eliminate four-fifths of the garbage
generated at the company's 8,500
restaurants nationwide.
Some parts of the plan, developed by the fast-food giant in collaboration with the Environmental
Defense Fund, an environmental
advocacy group. have already been
put into practice.
Polystyrene "clamshell” boxes
formerly used to package Big Macs
and other McDonald's sandwiches
have been replaced by thin layered
paper-plastic wrap, for example.
and white paper bags have been
replaced by unbleached brown bags
made from recycled paper.
Keith Magnuson, McDonald's
director of operations development,
said his reaction was "somewhere
between surprised and shocked."
as he realized how much of the
trash produced at the company's
restaurants could be reduced,
reused, recycled or composted.
"It's entirely possible that we
can divert more than 80 percent of
our on-premises solid waste,"
Magnuson said in an interview.
"That came as a great surprise."
Some of the steps McDonald's is
planning are:
—Making smaller napkins to
reduce paper use.
—Testing reusable coffee filters.
—Convert to unbleached paper if
possible, or for other uses favor
paper bleached using innovative
processes that do not employ.
chlorine.
—Conducting a series of tests to
try out large-scale composting of
organic and paper waste.
—Trying out reusable coffee
mugs and pump-style bulk dispensers for ketchup. mustard and
Richard Denison. a senior scientist for EDF. said the steps taken
by.. McDonald's could have a sigmficant impact on the nation's garbage disposal problems. beyond the
estimated 2 million pounds a day
of trash currently hauled from the
nation's McDonald's restaurants.
"They hact a major role to play.
They can serve - as a catalyst.
Denison said. "We felt if we could
find solutions that would work for
McDonald's, it would work for
others.—
The plan adopted after six
months of study by a joint McDonalfs-EDF task force sets out
more than three dozen initiatives.
pilot projects and tests McDonald's
has promised to carry out over two
years.
The 80 percent target
me: if all the pilots and tests are
ccessfui. Magnuson said. But
even if some don't work out. the
rets still will be far more sweep1:-.4 than McDonald's expected
v.hen the task force was established
.at
McDonald's does not know
exactly how much its initiative will
cost. but expects that most of the
changes will break even or 'save
rrione
the long run. Magnuson

which can be recycled, with the
plastic-paper wrap, which can't.
The task force found that the
layered wrap created less waste.
used less energy and generated less
air pollution than polystyrene
foam, even if it is possible to recycle 50 percent of the polystyrene
— a figure twice as high as the
polystyrene industry's goal for
1995.
Denison said the lighter, thinner
wrap was clearly the better choice.

despite what he called "the 'reluctance of some folks to acknov.ledge that source reduction is preferable to recycling in some
cases."
Terri Capatosto, director of communications for McDonald's, said
there were no plans to promote the
company's environmental policy to
attract customers.
"We're not necessarily expecting to have a marketing edge." she
said. "The majority of the things in

DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY:Yesterday I read in
the Juneau Alaska Empire your
list ofsymptoms for detecting diabetes. Had I seen it two months ago. I
would have insisted that my daughter consult a doctor immediately
When she called last month from her
home in New York. she complained
of several symptoms you named for
diabetes. She would have scored 13
on your scale, which indicated that a
score of above five suggests possible
diabetes.
My daughter eventually saw a
doctor who said that had she waited
a day longer, she might have fallen
into a fatal coma As bad as she felt.
the doctor said sht' didn't feel nearly
as sick as she ‘k
Please warn your readers. Abby.
that ifthey have the symptoms,even
if they don't feel ver sick. they may
be in grave danger
JOHN B DARN1AND,
JUNEAU. ALASKA

ing -Cat's Prayer That person obviously never had a cat, and it's probably Just as well.
I am submitting a Cat's Prayer by
someone who genuinely loves cats.
so please. be a sweetie. and give the
other side a chance to be heard:
. A CAT'S PRAYER
Dear Human Companion. please
keep in mind that we came to be
together for our need for mutual
companionship and affection. My
affection is not born of blind obedience, yet in my own way. I am a most
loving and companionable animal. I
ask that you show me proper respect
and remember that I am a naturally
clean being Therefore. I expect you
to feed me from a clan dish and to
keep my water bowl clean and fresh.
Naturally:. if I share your home. I
expect you to keep my litter box
properly clean I wouldn't dream of
soiling your possessions unless you
provoke me beyond all reasonable
limits by your own filthy habits.
Although I may seem aloof and reserved. my love
‘and affection is
onuine Understand that the ways
of a dog are not my ways, and if you
mistreat me. I will leave the first
chance I get I will never be much of
a pet. but if you meet me halfway. I
will happily be a loving companion
for life
CAROLYN MOBLEY.
HUNTSVILLE. ALA.

DEAR JOHN d'ARMAND:
Thank you for writing. Some
readers have complained about
the number of letters I use concerning diseases, but now that
we know that early detection can
save lives. I feel more or less
vindicated.
Readers who want more information on diabetes, please
contact the American Diabetes
Association National Center,
1660 Duke St.. Alexandria; Va.
DEAR CAROLI"N:The prayer
22314. The toll-free telephone is for the most part)
lovely, but
number is i800i232.3472.
for a cat to accuse its owner of
having "filthy habits" is risky
* * *
business.
However, if cats have nine
DEAR ABBY 'This isin responso lives,the author of that
"prayer"
to the person who wrote that insult- can probably `4pare
one.

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto ' ilorviw
,
iziners
Home
Business

Life
Health,
Annuities

A tradition in service
since 19n1
r- iCrt

Some of the steps could be controversial: as was the decision to
replace the polystyrene containers.

I 753-0632

Tracy D McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

One Of Life's
Important Lessons
Is Planning Now
for your

Family's Future

We all realize the value of an education. That's why we plan for our children, giving them
the opportunity to get the education that's important to their future. But it's also
important
to plan our future in order to make their future better. One way to do that is to
make
funeral plans today at Miller Funeral Home.
Preplanning funeral services is an
important part of an overall estate plan. Simply choose the services that are
appropriate
Well keep them on file at Millet", and those plans will be available to give your family
guidance. They'll appreciate your planning for them, and you'll have security
knowing plans
are in place. If you wish, prefinancing options are also available.
So plan now, and
become knowledgeable about the smart way to plan for the future. Call or stop
by Miller
Funeral Home today for more information.

MILLER
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FUNERAL HOME

-We stand on the strength of our service"
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the plan are in things the customer
will never see."
The task force found that 80 percent of McDonald's trash comes
from "behind the counter," for
example in corrugated shipping
boxes that can be recycled or
replaced by reusable cartons.
For the large amounts of foot;
and paper wastes generated at a
McDonald's restaurant, the company pledged to develop largescale composting. which would
convert the garbage into marketable soil enrichers.
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on bndes-to-F, new'pare
nts
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to c311 on you
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition,
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
Ingeborg Kin,.„
- 492-8318

Sale Good Wednesday, April 17th thru
Saturday, April 27

